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ABSTRACT 

 

Magnesium and its alloys exhibit low density and high specific strength making 

them excellent candidates for a variety of applications in automotive, aerospace, 

biomedical and electronics fields. Despite these potential applications of magnesium 

alloys, there are still some major challenges that need to be overcome. Magnesium alloys 

exhibit poor formability, relatively low strength compared to conventional steel and 

aluminum alloys and poor corrosion resistance. Processing routes involving severe 

plastic deformation (SPD) and/or heat treatment methods have been extensively 

developed to produce magnesium alloys that exhibit superior mechanical properties than 

traditional cast structures. These processing methods can lead to compositional, 

microstructural and crystallographic changes that can have a drastic impact on the 

corrosion behavior of magnesium alloys. Thus, this study aims to provide more details 

that correlates microstructure evolution during processing with corrosion performance of 

Mg-9Al-1Zn (AZ91) alloys with emphasis in the role of grain size, grain structure, and 

morphology and distribution of cathodic secondary phases. 

The results revealed that AZ91 alloy exhibit good mechanical properties 

combined with high corrosion resistance after microstructure modification through equal 

channel angular pressing (ECAP). Enhanced corrosion resistance of the fine-grain AZ91 

alloy is related to presence of a more protective oxide layer, formation of a more 

adherent and compact layer of corrosion products, and development of more uniform 

corrosion with shallow corrosion pits. The micro-galvanic corrosion mechanism of a 
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peak-aged AZ91 alloy was also investigated. It was found that corrosion simultaneously 

initiates in the interior of α-Mg grains and in the local α-Mg phase within the α + β 

lamellar precipitate. In addition, it was also found that the β-Mg17Al12 phase/α-Mg 

matrix interface acts as a barrier against corrosion propagation. Finally, the corrosion 

susceptibility of recrystallized and un-recrystallized grains in ECAPed AZ91 alloys was 

studied. From this study, it was revealed that corrosion preferentially initiates and 

propagates in the recrystallized grains owing to the higher microchemistry difference 

between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and the adjacent α-Mg matrix that induces a strong 

microgalvanic coupling between these phases. It was also concluded that the superior 

corrosion resistance and strength of the ECAPed alloys as increasing the strain level was 

attributed to the combination of smaller grain size, higher volume fraction of refined 

grains and higher volume fraction of uniformly distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates. 
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Ra Arithmetical Mean Height 

Eb Breakdown Potential 

βc Cathodic Tafel Slope 
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CPE Constant Phase Element 
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FD Flow Direction 
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d Grain Size 
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L Inductance  
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N Number of passes 

OCP Open Circuit Potential 

OM Optical Microscopy 
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Rox Oxide Resistance 
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Rp Polarization Resistance 

PF Pole Figure 

PDP Potentiodynamic Polarization 

SCE Saturated Calomel Electrode 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SKPFM Scanning Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 

STEM Scanning Transmission Microscopy 

SPD Severe Plastic Deformation 

SFE Stacking Fault Energy 

SIDP Strain-Induced Dynamic Precipitation 

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy 

UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength 

UFG Ultrafine-Grained 

VPD Volta Potential Difference 

XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Magnesium alloys are emerging as technological materials due to their low 

density (~ 1.7 g/cm3) and high specific strength with a variety of new potential 

applications, including those in transportation, biomedicine, and electronics, wherein 

light weight and biocompatibility are critical design factors [1]. They are the lightest 

metals next to beryllium alloys, making them attractive for next generation structural 

materials. In the automotive industry, replacement of aluminum or steel components by 

light weight magnesium components can significantly enhance energy efficiency 

resulting in fuel savings and lower CO2 emissions [2]. It has been reported that 10% 

reduction in weight for a conventional passenger car results in 20-30% less fuel 

consumption [2]. AZ91 alloy is a Mg-Al binary alloy that contains 9 wt.% Al, 0.5-1 

wt.% Zn, and about 0.2 wt.% Mn. Addition of Al increase the strength, castability, and 

corrosion resistance of magnesium, similarly, the addition of zinc improves the strength 

of the alloy by reducing the solid solubility of aluminum in magnesium that increases the 

amount of precipitates formed during aging resulting in higher strength. Finally, addition 

of Mn also improves the corrosion resistance of the alloy by reducing the amount of iron 

impurities through the formation of Al-Mn-Fe intermetallic compounds [3]. Mg-9Al-

1Zn (AZ91) alloy has been one of the most used and promising magnesium alloys in the 

automotive sector due to its damping capacity, excellent castability, and high production 
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rate [4]. However, AZ91 alloy exhibits undesirable properties such as relatively low 

strength compared to commonly used carbon steel and aluminum alloys, limited 

formability particularly at room temperature, and poor corrosion resistance in chloride 

and acidic environments that drastically limits its application in exterior components [2, 

4, 5]. Even worse, AZ91 alloy is susceptible to different types of corrosion such as 

general dissolution, (macro and micro) galvanic corrosion, localized corrosion, and 

stress corrosion cracking [6].  

Regarding mechanical performance, grain refinement represents an effective 

method of improving strength and ductility of magnesium alloys [7]. Equal channel 

angular pressing (ECAP) is a severe plastic deformation (SPD) technique commonly 

used to produce ultrafine-grained or even nanostructured magnesium alloys with 

enhanced mechanical properties [1, 8-11]. For precipitate hardening alloys, such as 

AZ91 alloy, precipitation hardening represents another effective method to improve the 

strength of the material [7]. The standard heat treatment method following ASTM B661 

[12] to strengthen AZ91 alloy considers solution annealing at 413 °C for 24 h, quenching 

in water at room temperature, and further aging at 168 °C for 16 h to achieve peak-aged 

condition. Furthermore, post-aging after severe plastic deformation had been also 

reported to further improve the strength of fine-grained AZ91 alloys [3, 7, 13].  

The microstructure that results following different processing conditions can 

have a large impact on the local or general corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloy when 

exposed to aggressive environments. Typically, the effect of alloy composition and 

microstructure derived from a particular processing method on mechanical behavior or 
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corrosion resistance is investigated separately. However, it is commonly observed that 

improvement of mechanical properties such as strength or creep resistance is achieved at 

the expense of corrosion performance [2], therefore is vital to simultaneously investigate 

both the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys in severe 

environments. Limited publications have been reported considering both, mechanical 

properties and corrosion resistance after microstructural and compositional changes 

achieved by different processing methods. Orlov et al. [14] reported simultaneous 

improvement of strength and corrosion resistance of ZK60 Mg alloy after processing by 

an integrated process of extrusion and ECAP. They reported that corrosion resistance in 

chloride environments was improved due to grain refinement and more homogeneous 

distribution of Zn and Zr alloying elements. In contrast, Hamu et al. [15] found higher 

hardness values but lower corrosion resistance in an ECAPed AZ31 alloy that was 

mainly attributed to higher dislocation density and twinning that accelerated corrosion. 

Miao et al. [16] investigated the effect of pre-solution heat treatment before extrusion on 

mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of Mg-Zn-Gd alloys immersed in 

simulated body solutions. They found improvement in corrosion resistance when pre-

homogenization before extrusion was performed due to more uniform distribution of 

secondary particles that induced less localized corrosion attack. However, they found a 

decrease in yield and tensile strength with solution heat treatment before extrusion due to 

grain coarsening and basal texture randomization. Deng et al. [17, 18] also found inverse 

correlation between corrosion resistance and yield strength for Mg–Al–Ca alloys after 

extrusion process. They report that yield strength decreased as increasing Ca/Al ratio in 
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the extruded materials, whereas UTS, elongation, and corrosion resistance exhibited an 

inverse trend. Improvement of corrosion resistance was attributed to grain refinement 

and homogeneous distribution of secondary phases along grain boundaries which 

provided a slightly barrier effect for corrosion propagation.  

In addition to simultaneous investigation of mechanical properties and corrosion 

resistance of Mg alloys, fundamental understanding of the effect of microstructural 

factors such as morphology and distribution of secondary phases, grain size, dislocation 

density, and crystallographic texture; tailored by different fabrication and processing 

methods, on the corrosion mechanism of Mg alloys is of highly interest to provide more 

insights for better materials design. Currently, there are several conflicting findings with 

regards to how these microstructural features influence the corrosion initiation and 

propagation of Mg alloys. For instance, Birbilis et al. [19] investigated the influence of 

grain size on corrosion of ECAPed pure magnesium, they found that corrosion current 

density decreased as increasing the number of ECAP passes (decreasing grain size). 

They attributed this behavior to a gradual decrease in the anodic reaction rate as 

increasing ECAP passes as a result of higher number density of high angle grain 

boundaries in the refined grains that promoted formation of a more coherent, uniform, 

and protective oxide film. In contrast, Song et al. [20] observed a completely opposite 

trend, in which corrosion resistance of ECAPed pure magnesium in NaCl environment 

was deteriorated as increasing the number of ECAP passes. They observed deeper pits, 

higher mass loss, larger corrosion current density values and lower charge transfer 

resistance as decreasing grain size. They correlated the detrimental effect of grain size 
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on corrosion of pure magnesium with development of strain-induced crystalline defects 

such as subgrain boundaries and dislocations as well as higher stored energy at the 

deformed grain boundaries that served as highly energetic activation sites for corrosion. 

In addition, they found that these crystalline defects induced formation of an unstable 

oxide film that could not provide corrosion protection in chloride environments. Similar 

conflicting findings have been reported in the corrosion behavior of magnesium alloys 

influenced by other metallurgical factors such as morphology/distribution of cathodic 

and anodic precipitates, dislocation density, and twining. These lead to a great interest in 

further exploring and understanding the corrosion initiation and propagation of 

magnesium alloys. 

1.2 Problem Statement  

According to the United States Department of Energy (DOE) in a meeting held at 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory in April 2016 entitled “Current Status and Future 

Directions in Magnesium Corrosion Research” [21], the three major limitations for using 

magnesium alloys particularly in automotive applications to effectively improve fuel 

savings and reduce greenhouse gas emissions include: 1) cost of primary Mg alloy, 2) 

low formability, and 3) poor corrosion resistance of Mg alloys in automotive 

environments. The DOE meeting also discussed gaps in fundamental understanding of 

Mg corrosion particularly related to micro-galvanic coupling between magnesium matrix 

and secondary phases or impurities [21]. Numerous studies have been performed to 

improve formability of magnesium alloys as well as yield strength and creep resistance 

mainly through alloying and processing. Processing routes involving SPD and/or heat 
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treatment methods have been extensively developed over the last three decades to 

produce magnesium alloys that exhibit better mechanical properties than conventional 

cast structures. These processing methods lead to small compositional changes as well as 

microstructural and crystallographic changes such as grain refinement, texture 

development, changes in dislocation density, redistribution of solute atoms in the 

microstructure, or precipitation of secondary phases. All these compositional, 

microstructural, and crystallographic changes can have a dramatic impact on corrosion 

behavior of magnesium alloys. However, there are still limited studies addressing the 

role of these factors on Mg corrosion and several conflicting findings have been 

reported. Therefore, there is a need to further investigate the influence of these factors on 

the corrosion performance of magnesium alloys. Thus, this study aims to provide more 

details that correlates microstructure evolution during processing with corrosion 

performance of AZ91 alloys with emphasis in the role of grain size, grain structure, and 

morphology and distribution of cathodic secondary phases. In addition, a more 

comprehensive study of corrosion initiation and propagation mechanisms of AZ91 alloys 

processed by different routes will be included to better elucidate predominant 

microstructural factors controlling corrosion as well as intensity of micro-galvanic 

effects in the microstructure after processing.  

1.3 Objectives 

This work aims at the characterization of the microstructure, mechanical 

properties and corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloys in chloride environments after four 

different processing methods including solution heat treatment, aging, equal channel 
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angular pressing (ECAP), and post-aging after ECAP processing. A primary focus will 

be given on correlating microstructural features such as grain size, grain distribution, and 

morphology and distribution of secondary phases with corrosion behavior. The corrosion 

testing includes weight loss measurements, hydrogen evolution testing, and 

electrochemical characterization using DC basis techniques as well as electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Furthermore, chemical and morphological 

characterization of corroded alloys after exposure will be performed to determine 

mechanisms of corrosion degradation of AZ91 alloys.  

Furthermore, a special attention will be taken in characterizing the micro-

galvanic corrosion mechanism in a peak-aged AZ91 alloy. The mechanism of micro-

galvanic corrosion initiation of peak-aged AZ91 alloy exposed to NaCl electrolyte will 

be characterized using microstructural analysis and corrosion and electrochemical 

methods such as ex-situ and in-situ immersion test, electrochemical microcell technique, 

and scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM). Morphological and analytical 

characterization will be also performed to support the proposed mechanism of corrosion 

degradation of peak-aged AZ91 alloy. The high-resolution surface characterization was 

critical to identify the dominant role of the β-Mg17Al12 phase either as an effective 

cathode or as an anodic barrier against corrosion. 

Finally, this study will investigate the corrosion susceptibility of recrystallized 

and non-recrystallized regions in a partially recrystallized AZ91 magnesium alloy 

processed by equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) in chloride-containing media. 

High-resolution methods such as scanning Kelvin probe force (SKPFM), transmission 
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electron microscopy (TEM), and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) will be 

included to elucidate differences in Volta potential, microchemistry, and crystallographic 

orientation, respectively, between recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions that 

allows to identify the predominant factors leading to preferential dissolution at specific 

sites. Furthermore, the microcell electrochemical technique will be used to investigate 

the electrochemically activity of these recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions. The 

combined effect of dynamic recrystallization and strain-induced dynamic precipitation 

on the electrochemical behaviour of ECAPed alloys at different levels of deformation 

strain will be also analysed. ECAPed alloys after different number of ECAP passes 

(from N = 1 - 4) will be used, in which variations on the grain size of recrystallized 

grains, volume fraction of recrystallized grains, volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 phase and 

size of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates will be correlated with the electrochemical response. 

Corrosion rate calculations the ECAPed alloys at different strain levels will be obtained 

by gravimetric technique. In addition, electrochemical measurements such as open 

circuit potential (OCP), potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) will be also included to evaluate the effect of these 

factors on the corrosion kinetics; a diluted NaCl solution will be used to better identify 

changes in passivation regions and breakdown potentials with increasing the strain level. 

1.4 Potential Impact 

A good combination of mechanical properties and corrosion performance is 

desired when using magnesium alloys in automotive, aerospace, biomedical and 

electronic applications. Therefore, it is essential to investigate both mechanical 
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properties and corrosion resistance of processed magnesium alloys to determine 

optimum combinations of materials properties. This study provides insights of particular 

processing routes that lead to simultaneous improvement of strength, ductility, and 

corrosion resistance. These processing methods can be further explored for real 

applications. In addition, this study offers details correlating microstructure, mechanical, 

and corrosion performance that allow to identify desire and non-desire microstructural 

characteristics to improve the overall performance of AZ91 alloys. In that sense, this 

work can serve as a guide for future research studies when producing AZ91 alloys under 

different processing conditions.  

Furthermore, this study will contribute towards more fundamental understanding 

of the corrosion behavior of magnesium alloys, in particular of the severity of micro-

galvanic coupling between secondary phases and magnesium matrix and the role of 

microstructural features on mechanisms of corrosion initiation and propagation. These 

findings will provide some answers in how to design magnesium alloys with superior 

corrosion resistance.  

1.5 Research Background 

1.5.1 Opportunities and Challenges of Mg Alloys  

Magnesium is one of the lightest structural metals with a significantly low 

density (1,7 g/cm3) compared to aluminum (2.7 g/cm3), titanium (4.5 g/cm3), and iron 

(7.9 g/cm3). Therefore, magnesium-based alloys are highly attractive in automotive 

applications, in which weight reduction results in improving fuel efficiency and 

decreasing CO2 emissions into the atmosphere [2]. Currently, several automotive 
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companies such as Volkswagen, Audi, Mercedes Benz, Ford, and Kia Motors have 

already substituted steel and aluminum components with Mg alloys [22]. Magnesium 

alloys are commonly used in gearboxes, steering wheels, seat frames, door inner 

components, steering columns, and driver’s airbag housings [22]. The United States 

Automotive Materials Partnership (USAMP) predicted that by 2020, approximately 350 

lbs. of magnesium will replace 500 lbs. of steel/cast iron and 130 lbs. of aluminum 

resulting in an overall weight reduction of 15% and a reduction in fuel consumption of 9 

to 10 percent [23]. Similarly to the automotive sector, magnesium alloys have been also 

implemented in the aerospace industry for reducing weight in several aircraft 

components such as helicopter transmission casings, fuselage structures, interior 

components, gearboxes, flight control systems, and aero engine frames [22]. Magnesium 

has been also found very attractive in biomedical applications as orthopedic implants, it 

has similar density as the one for natural bone (1.8 to 2.1 g/cm3) as well as comparable 

mechanical properties such as fracture toughness, Young’s modulus, and compressive 

yield strength [22]. Furthermore, magnesium has excellent biocompatibility, is non-toxic 

and is biodegradable in body fluids eliminating further surgical procedures to remove the 

implant. Finally, magnesium alloys are also promising for electronic applications, they 

have excellent heat transfer and dissipation and shielding effect for electromagnetic and 

radio frequency interference. In addition, magnesium alloys have similar density as 

currently used polymers but with better mechanical performance [22]. Magnesium alloys 

are currently used in casings for cameras, laptops, cell phones, and portable media 

devices.  
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Despite all these potential applications of magnesium alloys, there are still some 

major challenges that need to be overcome. Magnesium alloys have usually poor 

ductility and formability owing to their hexagonal close packed crystal structure that 

limits plastic deformation by slip dislocation [24]. They also have relatively low strength 

compared to conventional steel and aluminum alloys. In addition, poor corrosion 

resistance represents one of the major limitations of magnesium alloys that restricts their 

practical application in exterior environments. Several approaches have been proposed to 

improve the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys. 

Improvement of mechanical properties is usually achieved by alloying and processing. 

Some alloying elements commonly used in magnesium alloys to enhance mechanical 

properties (and sometimes corrosion resistance) include Al, Mn, Zr, rare earths, and Y, 

in which mechanical strength is improved through precipitation hardening and grain 

refinement assisted by solute atoms in the microstructure [14, 25]. Additionally, severe 

plastic deformation (SPD) is widely recognized as one of the most effective methods to 

enhance mechanical properties of Mg alloys that results from significant grain 

refinement. SPD has been extensively used to develop ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials 

(materials with submicron grain size) or even nanostructure materials with simultaneous 

improvement of both strength and ductility [1, 7, 11, 14]. Regarding corrosion 

resistance, there are several approaches to improve corrosion performance of Mg alloys 

including alloying, surface treatments, coating systems, mechanical processing, and 

texture modifications [25, 26]. Moreover, deeper fundamental understanding of 

magnesium corrosion will allow to improve materials selection and design. 
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1.5.2 Severe Plastic Deformation for Grain Refinement of Mg Alloys 

One of the main limitations of Mg alloys still relies on their poor formability, 

particularly at room temperature, due to their hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystalline 

structure that exhibits an insufficient number of independent deformation systems at low 

temperatures (<200°C) [27]. The deformation of Mg alloys at low temperature is 

primarily limited to dislocation slip in the basal (0001)〈112̅0〉 slip system and 

deformation twinning in (101̅2)〈101̅1〉. Activation of non-basal slip systems (i.e., 

prismatic and pyramidal) usually requires higher temperatures owing to their high 

critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) values at low temperatures [28]. Table 1 

summarizes the most predominant deformation modes in Mg alloys with their 

corresponding number of independent slip systems. From this table, it is seen that basal 

slip only provides two independent slip systems, which are not sufficient to satisfy von 

Mises criterion that requires 5 independent slip systems for a material to sustain a 

general homogeneous strain [29]. Consequently, ductility of magnesium alloys at room 

temperature is limited when basal slip is the only deformation mode active under these 

conditions. Although tension twining can also be active at low temperatures, it does not 

contribute significantly to the total deformation of the material. Thus, for improving 

ductility in magnesium alloys, it is crucial to activate non-slip systems such as the 

pyramidal <c+a>, which is the only slip system that can provide c-axes deformation and 

five independent slip systems.  

An effective method to improve formability as well as strength of magnesium 

alloys is through grain refinement using severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods. The 
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fundamentals of severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques were firstly introduced by 

Percy Williams Bridgman back in the 1930s at Harvard University and since then SPD 

processing has become one of the most effective methods to develop ultrafine-grained or 

nano-structured materials with superior mechanical properties as compared to those 

achieved by traditional thermomechanical processing methods [30]. SPD has been 

defined as a group of metal processing techniques, in which a considerably large strain is 

imposed in a bulk material without noticeable change in the overall dimensions of the 

material leading to a significant grain refinement that typically results in manufacturing 

of UFG materials (d<500 nm; d: grain size) or even nanocrystalline structures (d<100 

nm) [31, 32]. Besides significant grain refinement, UFG materials also exhibit a 

relatively uniform and equiaxed microstructure with most of the grains boundaries 

exhibiting high misorientations angles [31]. Some of the most common and well-

developed SPD techniques include equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), high 

pressure torsion (HPT), multi-directional forging, and accumulative roll-bonding (ARB).  

 

 

 

Table 1. Predominant deformation modes in magnesium alloys. Adapted from [33] 

 
Deformation mode Slip plane and direction # of independent slip systems 

Basal slip <a> 

 

(0001)〈112̅0〉 2 
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Table 1. Continued 

 
Deformation mode Slip plane and direction # of independent slip systems 

Prismatic slip <a> 

 

(101̅0)〈112̅0〉 2 

Pyramidal slip <c+a> 

 

(112̅2)〈112̅3〉 5 

Tension Twinning 

 

101̅2〈101̅1〉 - 

Compression Twinning

 

(101̅1)〈101̅2〉 - 

 

 

 

1.5.2.1 Principles of ECAP Processing  

ECAP was develop by Segal and co-workers in the 1970s, the principles of this 

SPD processing method are show in Figure 1. During ECAP, a machined billet is 

pressed through a die containing an angular channel (typically with a 90° angle) using a 
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plunger and an applied pressure P, as the material passes through the intersection of the 

channel, it experiences simple shear deformation that induces a shear strain in the 

material leading to significant grain refinement without a notorious change in its cross-

sectional area [10, 34]. Since there is no substantial change in cross-sectional area, the 

billet can be pressed repeatedly to produce a more refine and uniform microstructure. 

This special feature of ECAP makes it different from other conventional thermo-

mechanical methods such as rolling, extrusion, and drawing, in which there is a 

remarkable change in cross-sectional area after each pass [10]. The orthogonal planes X, 

Y, and Z shown in Figure 1 corresponds to transverse plane, flow plane, and longitudinal 

plane, respectively.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ECAP process. X is the transverse plane 

perpendicular to the flow direction, Y is the flow plane parallel to the side face at the 

exit, and Z is the longitudinal plane parallel to the top face at the exit. Adapted from 

[10]. 
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The shear strain imposed on the sample after each ECAP pass depend on the die 

angle, ϕ, between the two parts of the channel and the angle of curvature, ψ, related to 

the outer arc of curvature where the two channels intersect, and it can be determined 

from the following expression:  

γ = 2cot (
ϕ

2
+

ψ

2
) + ψcos (

ϕ

2
+

ψ

2
)                                                                                         (1) 

When ψ = 0,  

γ = 2cot (
ϕ

2
+

ψ

2
)                                                                                                                         (2) 

According to equation (2), the optimum die angle for maximizing the shear strain is ϕ=90°. 

1.5.2.2 ECAP Routes 

For ECAP processing involving multiple passes, there are four major processing 

routes, namely routes A, BA, BC, and C, that introduce different slip systems and can 

dramatically influence the resulting microstructure after ECAP. In route A the billet is 

pressed without changing orientation between passes, in route BA the billet is rotated by 

90° in alternating directions after each pass, in BC the billet is rotated by 90° in the same 

direction after each pass, and in route C in the billet is rotated by 180° after each pass 

[10]. A schematic illustration of these ECAP processing routes is shown in Figure 2. It 

has been reported that route BC produces the most uniform and equiaxed microstructure 

among all different processing routes due to rapid evolution of subgrains into high angle 

grain boundaries [10].  
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Figure 2. Basic routes in ECAP process. Adapted from [10]. 

 

 

 

1.5.2.3 Critical Factors in ECAP Processing 

There are several factors that can influence the microstructure during ECAP 

processing. These factors can be classified into three major categories [10]: 1) factors 

related to design, such as channel angle and outer arc of curvature where the two parts of 

the channel intersect, 2) factors associated with ECAP processing conditions such as 

pressing speed, pressing temperature, presence of back pressure, processing route, and 

number of passes, and 3) factors related to microstructural conditions of the unprocessed 

material such as initial crystallographic texture and presence of secondary phases. 

Typically, research studies are mainly focus on investigating the influence of factors 

related to ECAP processing conditions (category 2) and initial microstructure (category 

3) because they are somewhat easier to manipulate as compared with design factors. 
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Among the ECAP processing conditions, the pressing temperature is a crucial factor that 

influence the microstructure of the pressed sample. It has been reported that increasing 

the pressing temperature usually leads to increase in the grain size. In addition, 

increasing in pressing temperature can also lead to higher fraction of low angle grain 

boundaries due to faster recovery rates at high temperature inducing annihilation of 

dislocations and therefore less adsorption of dislocations in subgrain boundaries [10]. 

Therefore, a more significant grain refinement and a high fraction of high-angle 

boundaries will be promoted as decreasing pressing temperature, however, special 

attention should be taken to prevent cracking of the billet when pressing at relatively low 

temperatures [10]. Cracking during processing can be prevented by imposing back-

pressure on the ECAP system.  

1.5.2.4 ECAP in Mg Alloys 

ECAP tool is an effective method to refine the microstructure of magnesium 

alloys and to enhance their ductility [9]. Typically, grain refinement of magnesium 

alloys by ECAP processing occurs by dynamic recrystallization (DRX) of new fine 

grains that are formed along the original grain boundaries or twin boundaries of the 

initial coarse-grained microstructure following a necklace-like pattern. These newly 

recrystallized grains further spread towards the interior of the original grains, such that 

the original grains are gradually consumed as increasing the number of ECAP passes [9]. 

The preferential dynamic recrystallization at the original grain boundaries and twin 

boundaries might be associated with presence of higher stresses at these sites due to slip 

incompatibilities between adjacent grains. These higher stresses induce activation of 
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harder slip systems and promote the formation of dislocation arrays resulting in dynamic 

recrystallization at these regions. Figueiredo et al. [9] reported that activation of non-

basal slip systems correlated to the extent of dynamic recrystallization, is favored by 

increasing pressing temperature or decreasing the grain size of the un-pressed starting 

material. Based on the initial grain size of the material, Figueiredo et al. [9] proposed a 

model to describe the microstructural evolution of Mg and magnesium alloys processed 

by ECAP. They reported a similar table as the one reported in Table 2 to investigate the 

effect of initial grain size on the microstructure of magnesium alloys after ECAP 

processing for 1 pass and multiple passes that allowed them to verify their model. From 

this table they found that a homogeneous grain structure was achieved after the first 

ECAP pass only when the initial grain size of the un-pressed material was relatively 

small. Conversely, they observed a bimodal or heterogeneous grain structure after the 

first pass when the initial grain size was large (> ~40 μm). Under these circumstances, 

the grain structure can become homogeneous after multiple passes except when the 

initial size is considerably large (e.g., AZ91 alloy with an initial grain size of 223 μm). 

For the particular case of AZ91 alloy, all the processing conditions reported in Table 2 

led to a bimodal microstructure after the first pass that evolved into a homogeneous 

microstructure after multiple passes, typically between 4 to 8 passes. 
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Table 2. Grain structure of Mg alloys after ECAP processing 

 
Alloy Processing 

conditions 

Initial 

grain size 

(μm) 

Final 

grain size 

(μm) 

Structure 

after one pass 

Structure 

after multiple 

passes 

Reference 

AZ31 Route BC, 200°C 

4 passes 

48.1 1.4 Homogeneous Homogeneous Su et al. 

[34] 

AZ31 Route BC, 320-

200°C 

4 passes 

48.3 2.5 Heterogeneous Homogeneous Kim et al. 

[35] 

AZ31 Route BC, 400°C 

4 passes 

223 5.8 Heterogeneous Heterogeneous Khang et al. 

[36] 

Extruded 

AZ61 

Route BC, 200°C 

4 passes 

16 0.62 Homogeneous Homogeneous Miyahara et 

al. 

[37] 

AZ91 Route BC, 350°C-

290°C, 3mm/min, 

6 passes 

 

758 4.5 Heterogeneous 

(bimodal) 

Homogeneous Khani et al. 

[11] 

As-cast AZ91 Route BC, 320°C, 4 

mm/min, 

6 passes 

300 6 Heterogeneous 

(bimodal) 

Homogeneous Chung et al. 

[38] 

As-cast AZ91 Route BC, 225°C, 

6 passes 

250 4 Heterogeneous Homogeneous Jufu et al. 

[39] 

Hot-rolled 

AZ91 

Route BC, 4 passes 

at 225°C + 

2 passes at 180°C 

15 2 Heterogeneous Homogeneous Chen et al. 

[40] 

AZ91 Route C, 270°C, 

8 passes 

40 1.2 Heterogeneous Homogeneous Mathis et al. 

[41] 
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Figure 3 shows the model proposed by Figueiredo et al. [9]. In this model, they 

introduced the concept of critical grain size (dc), which is the size of the initial 

microstructure that will promote a homogeneous grain refinement throughout the 

original grains during processing. It is believed that dc depends on the specific alloy as 

well as on the processing conditions, particularly on the pressing temperature. According 

to this model, it is seen that whenever the initial grain size is higher than dc (Figure 3a, d, 

and g), the grain structure after the first pass will be heterogeneous exhibiting a bimodal 

or multimodal grain distribution (Figure 3b, e, and h), in which the fraction of coarse and 

fine grains will depend upon the initial grain size. Figure 3a-c shows that for original 

grain sizes that are significantly higher than dc (Figure 3a), a bimodal or multimodal 

microstructure will persist even after multiple passes. It is worth to notice, that the initial 

grain sizes in Figure 3a and d are identical, however different processing conditions, 

such as the pressing temperature will lead to different values of dc and therefore to 

different grain structures and grain sizes of the newly recrystallized grains. In this case, 

the grain structure in Figure 2d represents the situation in which the material was 

processed at higher pressing temperature or lower pressing speed, such that the grain 

sizes of the recrystallized grains showed in Figure 3e and f are bigger than the ones in 

Figures 3b and c for an equivalent number of passes. This higher grain size of the newly 

formed grains will facilitate the formation of a more homogeneous grain structure since 

they occupied a larger volume fraction in the material. For similar processing conditions 

but different initial grain sizes as the scenarios in Figures 3d and g, it is seen that an 

initial grain structure with smaller grain size (Figure 3g) will lead to a more 
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recrystallized structure as compared to the one with larger initial grain size. Finally, 

when the initial grain size is smaller than dc (Figure 3j), a homogenous microstructure of 

very fine grains can be achieved after the first pass.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Model proposed by Figueiredo et al. [9] for grain refinement in magnesium 

alloys using ECAP. Second and third columns correspond to grain structures after one 

and multiple passes, respectively. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: 

Journal of Materials Science, Grain refinement and mechanical behavior of a magnesium 

alloy processed by ECAP, vol. 45(17), 4827-4836, Roberto B. Figueiredo, Terence G. 

Langdon, Copyright (2010) [9]. 
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As mentioned above, grain refinement of magnesium alloys occurs by DRX 

processes, which can exhibit different mechanisms depending on the deformation 

conditions and particular alloy. DRX is a recrystallization process in which the 

nucleation and growth of new strain-free grains occurs during a deformation process at 

elevated temperatures [42]. For Mg alloys, there are three major DRX mechanisms that 

have been observed: continuous DRX, discontinuous DRX, and twinning DRX. 

Continuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX) is a recovery process that involves 

formation of arrays of low angle grain boundaries (subgrain structures) during 

deformation that can gradually evolve into high angle grain boundaries at larger 

deformations [28, 42, 43]. It has been reported that the transformation low angle grain 

boundaries (LAGBs) into high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) can happen by 

homogeneous increase of misorientation (HIM) of LAGBs at high temperatures, lattice 

rotation near grain boundaries (LRGB), or by formation of microshear bands (MSBs) 

(Figure 4a) [42]. During CDRX, recrystallization occurs uniformly throughout the entire 

microstructure without clear distinction of nucleation and growth of the recrystallized 

grains [42]. In contrast, discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) occurs by 

nucleation and subsequent growth of new grains through a local migration mechanism of 

HAGBs called bulging. Nucleation during DDRX usually occurs by strain induced 

bulging of original HAGBs that results in a necklace structure of fine and equiaxed 

recrystallized grains (Figure 4b) [42]. DDRX is commonly observed in materials with 

low to medium stacking fault energy (SFE). Finally, twinning dynamic recrystallization 

(TDRX) is particularly unique in magnesium and its alloys that usually occurs by three 
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nucleation processes 1) mutual intersection of primary twins, 2) secondary twinning 

within a coarse twin lamella, and 3) transformation of coarse twin lamella by 

deformation-induced LAGBs into HAGBs upon further deformation [28]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of a) evolution of LAGB into HAGB during CDRX b) 

necklace structure during DDRX. Adapted from [42]. 

 

 

 

1.5.3 Fundamentals of Corrosion in Magnesium 

1.5.3.1 Corrosion Mechanism of Mg 

Magnesium is considered as one of the most reactive metals used in engineering 

applications. From the potential-pH diagram in Figure 5, it is seen that the immunity 

region of magnesium is quite small with an electrode potential of about -2.4 V against 

the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), which is significantly more negative than the 

open circuit potentials of magnesium when immersed in chloride-containing media (-

1.16 to -1.36 V vs. SHE) [2]. In acidic and neutral environments, magnesium will 
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corrode with the production of soluble ions, whereas in alkaline pH environments 

(>11.5), it will tend to form a magnesium hydroxide on its surface that can play a role as 

a partially protective oxide film [44]. As also seen from Figure 5, corrosion of 

magnesium takes place in the presence of hydrogen evolution reaction, which is indeed 

the predominant cathodic reaction regardless of the aeration conditions of the system 

[45]. 

In aqueous environments, magnesium corrodes through an electrochemical 

process, which occurs by charge transfer at the electrode surface that involves anodic 

dissolution of magnesium to produce Mg2+ ions (reaction 3) accompanied by water 

reduction (hydrogen evolution reaction) that produces OH- ions and evolution of H2 

bubbles (reaction 4). The Mg2+ and OH- ions produced from the anodic and cathodic 

reactions can further undergo a chemical reaction to produce Mg(OH)2 (reaction 5). 

These electrochemical and chemical reactions will result in the overall corrosion reaction 

of Mg reacting with water to produce Mg(OH)2 and H2 gas (reaction 6). It is worth 

mentioning that this corrosion mechanism can result in pH gradients on the magnesium 

surface, in which local alkalization will occur at the cathodic sites whereas a more 

neutral pH will be observed at the anodic sites. It has been reported that the local 

increase in pH in the cathodic sites can lead to local passivation at these regions [44, 46].  

Mg(s) → Mg2+(aq) + 2e−                                                                                                          (3) 

2H2O + 2e− → H2(g) + 2OH−(aq)                                                                                         (4) 

Mg2+(aq) +  2OH−(aq) → Mg(OH)2(s)                                                                                (5) 

Mg(s) + H2O → Mg(OH)2(s) + H2(g)      (E° = −2.37VSHE)                                           (6) 
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Figure 5. Potential-pH diagram of Mg-H2O system at 25°C. Adapted from [47]. 

 

 

 

The poor corrosion resistance of Mg and its alloys can be mainly attributed to 1) 

their highly electronegative potential that make them very reactive in corrosive media 

even in the absence of oxygen, 2) micro-galvanic coupling between constituent phases, 

in which presence of cathodic secondary phases will induce preferential corrosion of the 

α-Mg phase, and 3) the poor protective properties of the oxide film that is formed during 

Mg corrosion in chloride-containing media [2]. It has been shown that the oxide film 

formed on Mg during corrosion in aqueous solutions consists of a bilayer structure with 

a thin inner MgO layer adjacent to the Mg metal and an outer porous Mg(OH)2 layer in 

direct contact with the electrolyte [44]. The inner MgO layer is formed due to interaction 

of the Mg substrate with air, whereas the Mg(OH)2 layer is formed due to further 

hydration of the MgO layer. During immersion in aqueous solutions, the Mg(OH)2 outer 
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layer continuous to grow through a dissolution-precipitation formation mechanism [48]. 

The partially protective properties of this film can be associated with the Pilling-

Bedworth ratio of the MgO to the Mg substrate (i.e., ratio between the elementary unit 

cell of MgO and the elementary unit cell of the Mg metal) which is 0.81, indicating that 

the film is unable to completely cover the underlying metal and volume mismatch 

between the MgO and the Mg metal can cause tensile stresses in the MgO layer that can 

lead to cracking of the oxide film (Figure 6). Thus, the MgO layer cannot provide an 

effective barrier for further diffusion of corrosive species [2]. Furthermore, MgO is 

relatively soluble in water which implies that is not stable in neutral and acidic aqueous 

solutions, such that immersion in these environments will cause its dissolution, exposing 

the metal to the aqueous solution [2]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Schematic representation showing the incomplete coverage of the 

oxide/hydroxide film formed on conventional α-Mg. Adapted from [2]. 

 

 

 

1.5.3.2 Negative Difference Effect on Anodically Polarized Mg Surfaces 

Magnesium exhibits a very anomalous behavior called the negative difference 

effect (NDE), in which the rate of hydrogen evolution (HE) increases with increasing 
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anodic polarization. This phenomenon is completely opposite to the conventional 

behavior of anodically polarized metal surfaces where increasing the magnitude of 

anodic polarization results on an increase of the metal dissolution rate but with a 

decrease of the cathodic reaction rate. The term Negative Difference Effect results from 

its definition as the difference between the hydrogen evolution rate at OCP and the 

corresponding one under certain anodic polarization is negative [2]. Based on 

electrochemical principles, the NDE contradicts the well-known Butler-Volmer equation 

(equation 7) that describes the activation-controlled kinetics of corrosion processes [2]: 

iHER = i0,H [exp (
−(E − Erev,H)

|bc|
) − exp (

(E − Erev,H)

ba
)]                                                   (7) 

where iHER is the hydrogen evolution current density, i0,H is the exchange current 

density associated with the HE, E is the applied potential, Erev,H is the reversible 

potential for the HE reaction and ba and bc are the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes, 

respectively. From this equation, it is seen that the rate of HE should exponentially 

decrease with increasing anodic polarization. Figure 7 shows a schematic representation 

comparing the normal behavior of materials under anodic polarization that follows Tafel 

behavior with the anodic polarization behavior observed in magnesium. In Figure 7, the 

blue lines named H2,normal and Mgnormal corresponds to the normal cathodic and anodic 

curves, respectively that follows Tafel kinetics. In this case, it is seen that applying a 

more positive potential (Eapplied) than the corrosion potential (Ecorr) will result in an 

increase in the anodic current density (iMg,normal) and a decrease in the cathodic current 

density (iH2,normal) compared with the corrosion current density (icorr). For magnesium, 
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however, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is described by the red curve H2,actual in 

Figure 7, in which a positive applied potential will lead to an increase in the current 

density of the HER (iH2,actual) with respect to icorr. Furthermore, the red curve Mgactual in 

Figure 7 represents the experimental anodic current density for magnesium, which is 

higher than the predicted from the anodic polarization curve (iMg,actual). It has been 

reported that the higher anodic dissolution of magnesium compared to the one expected 

from anodic polarization is associated with the inability of the potentiostat to account for 

all electrons generated from the anodic reaction since some of these electrons will be 

consumed by the HER on the electrode surface [2]. Thus, for a specific anodic applied 

potential in a magnesium electrode, the rate of hydrogen evolution will be described by 

iH2,actual whereas the anodic dissolution rate of magnesium will be associated with 

iMg,actual. These current density quantities are significantly higher than the corresponding 

values considering Tafel behavior (i.e., iH2,normal and iMg,normal, respectively). Several 

approaches have been proposed to described the NDE phenomenon. The most 

recognized theories correspond to 1) Univalent Mg (Mg+) theory, 2) catalytic activity of 

the corrosion film and surface enrichment of impurities, and 3) increased exchange 

current density [2]. 
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the negative difference effect. Adapted from [49]. 

 

 

 

The univalent Mg theory is the most widely discussed theory to describe NDE, it 

is based on the assumption that Mg+ ion is an intermediate specie involved during the 

anodic dissolution of magnesium, according to this theory, the magnesium dissolution 

occurs in two steps as described by equations (8) and (9) that involves 1) an 

electrochemical reaction of Mg to produce Mg+ and 2) a chemical reaction between Mg+ 

and water to form Mg2+ and H2 gas. Based on this mechanism, it is noticed that as the 

Mg dissolution increases, a higher amount of Mg+ ions will be produced that will 

subsequently lead to a higher HE rate. 

Mg(s) → Mg+(aq) + e−                                                                                                              (8) 

Mg+(aq) + H2O → Mg2+(aq) +
1

2
H2 + OH−(aq)                                                               (9) 

The NDE phenomenon has also been described by the catalytic activity of the 

corrosion film, in which it has been proposed that Mg corrosion products exhibit 

catalytic properties that can accelerate the rate of HE on the corroded areas of a Mg 
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sample exposed to a corrosive medium [2]. The catalytic properties of Mg corrosion 

films to enhance the kinetics of the HER have been attributed to the enrichment in 

alloying elements or noble impurities at the corroded surface, especially Fe-rich 

impurities, which are located beneath the film as a result of preferential Mg dissolution 

[50]. These Fe-rich phases can accelerate the Mg dissolution as well as increase the 

amount of evolved hydrogen [44]. Several experimental observations have shown that 

during corrosion of Mg in NaCl solutions, dark areas are formed due to magnesium 

dissolution and subsequent formation of corrosion products, in which these areas can 

promote a higher activity of HER compared to the rate of HE at the uncorroded areas 

[51-53]. In addition, it has been also found that the rate of HE in Mg substrates 

artificially covered with Mg(OH)2 is significantly faster than in pristine substrates, 

indicating that Mg corrosion products can catalyze the HER and therefore they are 

preferential sites for cathodic reactions during Mg dissolution [50]. Based on these 

findings, it has been proposed that as increasing anodic polarization, there is a higher 

coverage of corrosion products that will lead to a higher ability of the corroded material 

to support the HER.  

Another mechanism to explain the NDE phenomenon is related to the increase in 

the exchange current density of the HER on the Mg surface during anodic polarization 

[44]. According to the Butler-Volmer equation shown in equation 7, the rate of HE 

increases with anodic polarization when there is a rapid increase in the exchange current 

density for the HER such that it overcomes the decrease of the exponential Tafel term 

[44]. It is proposed that during Mg dissolution of anodically polarized Mg samples, the 
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catalytic activity of the surface is enhanced that can result in an increase of the exchange 

current density for HER as increasing the applied current density [2]. Conversely to the 

previous mechanism to explain the NDE phenomenon, which is related to enhanced 

catalytic activity of the corrosion film associated with surface enrichment of noble 

impurities, in this mechanism, the anomalous increase in HER with anodic polarization 

is associated with the net anodic sites (i.e., sites for Mg dissolution) [2].  

1.5.4 Effect of Microstructural Features on the Corrosion Behavior of Mg and its Alloys 

1.5.4.1 Grain Size 

Grain size is a metallurgical factor that can significantly influence the corrosion 

performance of Mg and its alloys [44]. Grain boundaries are more chemically reactive 

than the bulk due to their higher electron activity and diffusion [54]. Therefore, a high 

density of grain boundaries can promote electron transfer between the metal surface and 

the electrolyte resulting in more sites for corrosion and consequently in less corrosion 

resistance as decreasing grain size. However, the higher reactivity of grain boundaries 

can also provide more sites for nucleation of an oxide film. Hence grain refinement can 

lead to faster formation of an oxide layer and better mechanical adhesion to the 

underlying metal substrate that will result in higher corrosion resistance [54]. Currently, 

there are contradictory conclusions with regards to the relationship between grain size 

and corrosion, and a fundamental understanding into how the grain size will influence 

the corrosion resistance of Mg is still lacking [54]. These contradictory results on the 

general relationship between grain size and corrosion can be related to the difficulty to 

isolate the effect of grain size from other metallurgical factors that are also changing 
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during the processing method used for achieving grain refinement (e.g., 

thermomechanical processing or SPD). These metallurgical factors that are also 

changing during processing, in addition to grain size, and that can also play a role in the 

corrosion resistance of Mg include presence of residual stresses, development of 

crystallographic texture, segregation of alloying elements at the grain boundaries, 

dislocation density, and precipitation of secondary phases [54]. An experimental 

approach to reduce the influence of other microstructural factors in the effect of grain 

size on the electrochemical behavior of Mg is to investigate the effect of grain size on 

pure Mg samples in which chemistry effects such as segregation of alloying elements 

and contributions from secondary phases can be avoided. Several authors have reported 

that grain refinement (decrease in grain size) improves the corrosion resistance of 

magnesium in neutral and alkaline chloride-containing solutions [14, 55-58] 

Birbilis et al. [19] investigated the influence of grain size on the corrosion 

resistance of ECAPed pure magnesium in 0.1 M NaCl solution, they found that 

corrosion current density obtained from potentiodynamic polarization decreased with the 

number of ECAP passes, which means that it decreased as the grain size decreased. By 

deeper examination on the potentiodynamic polarization behavior, they also found that 

grain refinement by increasing the number of ECAP passes led to a significant decrease 

in the anodic kinetics, a slightly increased in the cathodic kinetics during the first pass 

that subsequently decreased with further passes, and an ennoblement in Ecorr. Based on 

these findings, they suggested that the simultaneous decrease in anodic and cathodic 

kinetics as decreasing grain size by ECAP processing can be related to the formation of a 
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more coherent, uniform, and protective oxide film on the surface of the magnesium 

samples during the electrochemical measurements. They proposed that the better 

protection properties of the oxide film as decreasing the grain size can be associated with 

a large volume fraction of grain boundaries that can relief stresses induced at the Mg 

surface due to geometrical mismatching between the substrate and the oxide film that 

could otherwise cause cracks in the film. In addition, they also proposed that a better 

coherency of the oxide film was achieved as increasing the number of ECAP passes due 

to the formation of a more homogeneous grain structure with grain boundaries having 

high misorientation angles. Similar observations related to the formation of a more stable 

oxide film with decreasing grain size were also proposed by other authors [14, 24, 59]. 

Orlov et al. [14] explained that fine-grained microstructures can relief the stresses 

mentioned above by increase in porosity through grain boundary diffusion of vacancies 

that can reduce the susceptibility of cracking in the oxide film. However, there is not 

substantial evidence to support this statement. Kim et al. [24] proposed instead that the 

enhance in passivity of the oxide film when decreasing the grain size can be attributed to 

the formation of a mixed layer of MgO and Mg phase between the MgO layer and the 

metal substrate that served as a buffer layer to decrease the sharp stress gradient 

developed between them. Song et al. [56] also proposed that improvement in the 

corrosion resistance of fine-grained AZ31 Mg alloys was achieved through increase in 

the density of grain boundaries that can effectively dissolve intermetallic precipitates 

reducing the susceptibility for micro-galvanic corrosion between these precipitates and 

the α-Mg matrix. However, they also reported that after significant grain refinement in 
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which most of the intermetallic particles have been dissolved, further grain refinement 

can only result in increase of crystallographic defects (i.e., dislocations, twins, and grain 

boundaries) that can lead to higher corrosion rates upon further refinement [56]. 

In contrast, Song et al. [20] observed an opposite behavior in a similar study, in 

which they found a detrimental corrosion resistance of a pure Mg sample immersed in a 

NaCl solution as increasing the number of ECAP passes. Through in-situ corrosion test, 

weight loss measurements, and electrochemical measurements, they found deeper pits, 

higher weight loss rates, higher corrosion current density (icorr) values, and lower charge 

transfer resistance (Rct) values as increasing the number of ECAP passes. They also 

found nobler corrosion potential (Ecorr) values as increasing the number of ECAP passes 

that could indicate less electrochemical activity of the Mg surface, however icorr values 

still increased regardless of the Ecorr trend, suggesting that even though the ECAPed 

specimens were less electrochemically active in terms of thermodynamics, the kinetics 

of corrosion of these specimens was faster. The lower corrosion resistance of pure Mg 

with increasing the number of passes was attributed to strain-induced crystalline defects 

such as dislocations and energetic grain boundaries of deformed grains or subgrains 

boundaries, which are non-equilibrium grain boundaries that can store significantly high 

internal energy. These crystalline defects let to higher corrosion activation of the 

ECAPed pure Mg samples. It was also suggested that the more noble Ecorr values in the 

ECAPed specimens was also related to these crystalline defects that provide more 

nucleation sites for the formation and growth of an oxide film. However, the authors 

proposed that even though the ECAPed specimens promoted the formation of a thicker 
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oxide film, the high corrosion reactivity of the Mg substrate induced a more severe 

breakdown of the oxide film resulting in an overall decrease of the corrosion resistance 

with ECAP processing. Hamu et al. [15] also found that corrosion resistance of an AZ31 

Mg alloy was deteriorated as decreasing grain size through ECAP processing. They 

proposed that the higher anodic dissolution in the fine-grained AZ31 Mg alloy compared 

to that of the coarse material was associated with high dislocation density and twins 

formed during deformation that acted as more electrochemically active sites for 

corrosion.  

1.5.4.2 Cathodic Precipitates 

In Mg-Al alloys, aluminum is typically present as part of the solid solution but 

also precipitated as a β-Mg17Al12 phase. The β-Mg17Al12 phase exhibits a corrosion 

potential of approximately 300 mV more positive than the corrosion potential of the α-

Mg phase, indicating that it can act as an effective cathode inducing a strong galvanic 

activity at β-Mg17Al12 phase/α-Mg phase interface [60-62]. The effect of the β-Mg17Al12 

phase on the corrosion behavior of Mg-Al alloys has also been under debate and 

contradictory results have been reported. Song et al. [63] suggested that β-Mg17Al12 

phase has a dual role on the corrosion behavior of AZ91 Mg alloy; they suggested that 

when its volume fraction is small, the β-Mg17Al12 phase mainly acts as an effective 

galvanic cathode accelerating the corrosion process of the α-Mg matrix. In this case, the 

preferential dissolution of the α-Mg phase adjacent to the β-phase can induce 

undercutting surrounding the precipitate that will consequently result in falling out of the 

β-phase from the Mg alloy. In contrast, for a high-volume fraction, the β-Mg17Al12 phase 
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can act as an electrochemical barrier to hinder corrosion propagation in the alloy. They 

also reported that micro-galvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the α-Mg 

matrix is mainly controlled by the cathode-to-anode area ratio and the potential 

difference between the phases, whereas the effectiveness of the barrier protection 

depends mainly on the volume fraction and distribution of the β-Mg17Al12 phase and is 

favored when the β-Mg17Al12 phase exhibits a continuous network along grain 

boundaries [63, 64]. Kim et al. [24] found that micro-galvanic corrosion between β-

Mg17Al12 phase particles and α-Mg phase was reduced due to refinement of β-phase to 

nanoscale size during high-ratio differential speed rolling, in which a high-volume 

fraction of nanosized precipitates were uniformly distributed along grain boundaries of 

α-Mg ultrafine grains. They suggested these particles can also provide a barrier against 

corrosion propagation due to their considerably small interspacing between the 

precipitates. A schematic illustration of this dual role of the β-Mg17Al12 phase on the 

corrosion behavior of Mg-Al alloys is shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Schematic illustration showing the dual role of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates on 

the corrosion behavior of Mg-Al alloys. Adapted from [65]. 
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Figure 8. Continued 

 

 

 

1.5.4.3 Other Microstructural Features 

In addition to metallurgical factors such as grain size and amount and distribution 

of secondary phases, there are other structural factors such as dislocation density, 

twinning, and crystallographic texture that can play a significant role in the corrosion 

behavior of Mg alloys. For instance, there is a good agreement in the literature that a 

high density of dislocations increases the rate of anodic dissolution in Mg alloys [24, 66, 

67]. Dislocations distort the crystallographic lattice of the metal and therefore atoms 

located at these distorted regions will be more susceptible to anodic dissolution [66]. 

Similarly, twins are also more energetic sites than the matrix, and hence, they are 

preferential sites for corrosion [66]. Aung et al. [68] found intragranular corrosion in an 

AZ31 Mg alloy that was accelerated by the existence of twins, they suggested that areas 

with high accumulation of twins exhibited more active electrochemical potential that can 

lead to preferential anodic dissolution in the vicinity of twins (or dislocations). 

Annealing of Mg alloys after deformation processes is usually recommended to decrease 

the density of dislocations (or twins) in the matrix that can subsequently lead to enhance 

of the corrosion resistance. However, under certain annealing conditions, the positive 
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effect of reducing dislocation density or twinning through recovery can be overcome by 

the negative effect of increasing the size of grains by grain growth [24, 68].  

Residual stresses have been also found to be detrimental to corrosion resistance 

of Mg alloys. Hoog et al. [69] investigated the corrosion behavior of pure Mg as function 

of grain size and processing route immersed in 0.1 M NaCl solution.  They found that 

when using surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), the corrosion rate was 

higher compared to other grain refinement methods, a behavior that was mainly 

associated with the higher residual stresses by using SMAT processing.  

According to crystallographic texture, it has been consistently reported that Mg 

grains with basal orientation exhibit higher corrosion resistance as compared to Mg 

grains with non-basal crystal planes [14, 70-72].  Orlov et al. [14] reported that pits are 

more likely to nucleate in basal planes but they have a higher rate of propagation in 

prismatic planes. The closely packed basal plane exhibits a higher corrosion resistance 

compared to more loosely packed planes because of its higher atomic density (basal 

(0001) plane = 1.13 x 1019 atoms/m2, prismatic (112̅0) plane = 6.94 x 1018 atoms/m2 

and prismatic (011̅0) plane = 5.99 x 1018 atoms/m2) [26]. The higher atomic density of 

the closely packed basal plane is associated with a higher coordination number, a higher 

binding energy, and a lower surface energy as compared to the loosely packed non-basal 

planes that results in an overall higher activation energy for removal of atoms from the 

metal lattice [54, 72]. Consequently, the basal plane exhibits the lowest corrosion rate 

among all other planes in Mg alloys [26]. Song et al. [72] investigated the effect of 

crystal orientation on corrosion of pure Mg, they found that grains with basal orientation 
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exhibited higher corrosion resistance with respect to grains with non-basal orientation. 

These findings were evidenced by more positive Ecorr, lower anodic current density, 

higher impedance, and thinner but more compact oxide film in the grains with basal 

planes on the surface. However, they also found that in alkaline and less aggressive 

environments, in which passivation of the Mg substrate is promoted, the effect of grain 

orientation become less evident [72]. In other studies, Song et al. [73, 74] investigated 

the effect of crystallographic orientation on the corrosion behavior of a rolled AZ31 Mg 

alloy exposed to chloride-containing solutions, in which the rolling surface mainly 

consisted of grains with basal orientation whereas the cross-section surface is composed 

of grains with (101̅0) and (112̅0) prismatic orientation. They observed that the rolling 

surface consisting of mainly basal planes exhibited higher corrosion resistance in a 

chloride-containing environment than the cross-section surface composed of prismatic 

planes. They attributed these differences to the different surface energy levels of the 

crystallographic planes, in which the closely-packed basal plane exhibited the lowest 

surface energy that results in higher electrochemical stability and corrosion resistance 

than the less packed non-basal planes. They also found that the rolling surface exhibited 

OCP values more positive than those of the cross-section surface suggesting that micro-

galvanic coupling between grains with different orientations can occur leading to 

preferential dissolution of grains with non-basal orientation [73]. Interestingly, they 

observed that subsequent heat treatment of the rolled AZ31 Mg alloy did not modify the 

grain orientation, however it decreased the corrosion resistance of both the rolling and 

cross section surfaces due to the nucleation and growth of Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles 
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during annealing that induced severe micro-galvanic corrosion [74]. Hagihara et al. [70] 

investigated the effect of crystallographic orientation on the corrosion behavior of pure 

Mg single crystals immersed in Hanks' balanced salt solution, they found consistently 

from different corrosion and electrochemical methods that corrosion rate increased in the 

following order (0001) < (112̅0) < (101̅0) < (112̅3) < (101̅2).  In addition, they 

also found that crystal orientation only affected the anodic kinetics and planes with the 

highest packing density of atoms exhibited the highest charge transfer resistance and the 

highest ability to form protective oxide films. Pawar et al. [71] also found that corrosion 

in non-basal grains of AZ31 Mg alloys was significantly higher as compared with the 

corrosion propagation in the α-Mg grains of basal orientation, in which the former 

showed a very localized filiform-like corrosion whereas the latter exhibited a more 

uniform corrosion propagation with the presence of canyon-like features perpendicular 

to the basal plane and along the prismatic planes. 
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CHAPTER II  

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the different processing methods 

and experimental techniques used in this study. 

2.1 Material and Processing Methods 

Commercial AZ91 alloy ingots were supplied by US Magnesium LCC, Salt Lake 

City, UT, in the as-cast condition with a chemical composition of 9.2 wt.% Al, 0.67 

wt.% Zn, 0.25 wt.% Mn, and balance Mg. Following ASTM B661−12 [12], the as-cast 

ingots were solution heat treated in a protective argon atmosphere at 413 °C for 24 h 

followed by water quenching at room temperature. Then, the homogenized specimens 

were further aged to the peak-aged condition at 168 °C for 16 h. Figure 9(a) shows the 

Vickers hardness evolution of the homogenized alloy with aging time at 168 °C, in 

which the peak-aged condition was achieved after 16 h of aging in accordance with the 

ASTM B661. A peak hardness value of 82 HV was obtained. For ECAP processing, 

billets were machined from the as-cast ingot to obtain dimensions of 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 

17.8 cm and then solution heat treated at 413 °C for 24 h followed by water quenching at 

room temperature to homogenize the dendritic microstructure and dissolve the majority 

of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates, thereby reducing potential sites for cracking as well as 

improving the workability during processing [75]. The ECAP processing was conducted 

in an ECAP tool with a 90° die angle (i.e., angle between the two intersecting channels 

was 90°) and sharp corners (i.e. the outer arc of curvature was zero). Before ECAP 
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processing, the die was preheated to 310° C and then, the homogenized billets were 

placed and heated for 30 min to ensure uniform temperature throughout the specimens. 

The billets were ECAP for four passes using route Bc (i.e., billets were rotated clockwise 

by 90° along the longitudinal axis after each ECAP pass) under a back-pressure of 2000 

psi and using a pressing speed of 5 mm/min. A multi-temperature step down approach 

was used during ECAP processing to prevent cracking and reduce grain growth [11, 33]. 

Thus, the first, second, third, and fourth passes were conducted at 310° C, 300°C, 275°C, 

and 250°C, respectively. After each ECAP pass, the billets were rapidly water quenched 

to prevent grain growth or any other microstructural changes that could happen due to 

slow cooling [33]. ECAPed specimens were subsequently aged for up to 72 h at 100 °C, 

130 °C, 168 °C, and 180 °C. Figure 9(b) shows the age-hardening response after ECAP 

processing through Vickers hardness measurements as function of aging time and aging 

temperature. According to these measurements, the maximum peak hardness value after 

ECAP processing was attained after 48 h of aging at 100 °C with a hardness value of 

~94.8 HV. This post-aged condition after ECAP processing was denoted as ECAP-aged 

alloy as shown in Figure 9(b). More details above the hardening behavior after ECAP 

processing will be discussed in chapter III. 
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Figure 9. Vickers hardness evolution of (a) homogenized AZ91 alloy and (b) ECAPed 

AZ91 alloy with aging time. 

 

 

 

Table 3 summarizes the processing conditions of the AZ91 specimens. A 

schematic illustration of the heat treatment and ECAP processing used in this study is 

shown in Figure 10. The orthogonal directions after ECAP shown in Figure 10 

corresponds to the extrusion direction (ED), the longitudinal direction (LD; normal to 

the extrusion direction) and the flow direction (FD; orthogonal to both ED and LD).  

 

 

 

Table 3. Processing conditions for the AZ91 specimens investigated in this study 

 
Processing 

condition 

Homogenization Peak-aging ECAP Post-aging after 

ECAP 

Homogenized 413°C for 24 h 

+ water quenching 

   

Peak-aged 413°C for 24 h 

+ water quenching 

168°C for 16h   

ECAPed 413°C for 24 h 

+ water quenching 

 Route Bc, 4 passes, back 

pressure of 2000 psi, 5 

mm/min. 

Pass 1: 310°C 

Pass 2: 300°C 

Pass 3: 275°C 

Pass 4: 250°C 
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Table 3. Continued 

 
Processing 

condition 

Homogenization Peak-aging ECAP Post-aging after 

ECAP 

ECAP-aged 413°C for 24 h 

+ water quenching 

 Route Bc, 4 passes, back 

pressure of 2000 psi, 5 

mm/min. 

Pass 1: 310°C 

Pass 2: 300°C 

Pass 3: 275°C 

Pass 4: 250°C 

100°C for 48 h 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Schematic representation of the heat treatment and ECAP processing used in 

this study. 

 

 

 

2.2 Microstructure Characterization  

For the microstructural characterization, samples were wet ground with SiC 

grinding paper from P240 to P1200, followed by polishing with diamond pastes of 9, 3, 

and 1 μm, and finally polished with a colloidal silica suspension of 0.05 μm. Then, the 

samples were thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and cleaned ultrasonically in pure 

ethanol. Polished samples were subsequently etched in an acetic-glycol solution 
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consisting of 1 mL HNO3, 20 mL acetic acid, 60 mL ethylene glycol, and 19 mL water 

for 5-20 s. Microstructure analysis of the AZ91 alloys were conducted by optical 

microscopy (OM, Nikon ECLIPSE MA100) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM; 

JEOL JMC-6000Plus) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, JED-

2300). Morphology micrographs of the ECAPed alloys were taken from the LD – ED 

plane, which is also known as flow plane. Image analysis for calculating average grain 

size, volume fraction of recrystallized grains, and volume fraction and size of β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates were performed using ImageJ software. The constituent phases in 

the AZ91 specimens were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker powder 

diffractometer with a Cu-Kα source (λ = 1.54 Å = 0.154 nm) operated at 40 kV and 25 

mA current. The specimens were scanned continuously from 30° to 80° with a step size 

of 0.03° per second. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was also used to compare the 

morphology and elemental composition difference of the AZ91 alloys. Cross-sectional 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared using a FEI HELIOS 

NANOLAB 460F1 dual-focused ion beam (FIB). The chemical information of the AZ91 

alloys was identified using scanning transmission microscopy (STEM) energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) mapping on FEI Tecnai G2 F20 Super-Twin FE-TEM operated at 

200 kV. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, Tescan FERA-3 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV) was also performed in the 

ECAPed alloy, in which, both the recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions of the 

ECAPed alloy were investigated to compare their crystallographic orientation. 
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2.3 Mechanical Testing  

Vickers hardness was measured to investigate the age-hardening response after 

homogenization treatment and ECAP as well as to compare the hardness values of the 

different specimens under study. The hardness measurements were obtained by applying 

a load of 100 g for a holding time of 10 s. The reported hardness values correspond to 

the average of at least 15 measurements taken at different locations over the entire 

sample surface.  

Tensile tests were carried out in a MTS machine at room temperature with a 

strain rate of 5 x 10-4 s-1. Flat dog-bone tensile specimens with dimensions of 8 mm gage 

length, 3 mm width and 1.5 mm thickness were cut from the as-cast and processed 

materials using wire electrical discharge machining (EDM). For the ECAPed specimens, 

tensile samples were cut from the homogeneously deformed regions of the plane 

perpendicular to the flow direction (FD) also denoted as flow plane. At least three 

replicates were conducted for each condition.  

2.4 Localized Potential Distribution  

Volta potential differences between the α-Mg matrix and the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates in the AZ91 alloys were investigated using scanning Kelvin probe force 

microscopy (SKPFM, Bruker Dimension Icon AFM). Prior to the SKPFM 

measurements, the AZ91 alloys were mechanically polished as mentioned above, and 

then, they were thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and ultrasonically cleaned in 

pure ethanol. Simultaneous acquisition of surface topography and Volta potential 

difference was conducted using a SCM-PIT probe working in a tapping/lift mode 
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sequence with an interleave lift height of 100 μm. All scans were conducted in ambient 

air at 25 °C and ~40% relative humidity using a scanning frequency of 0.5 Hz, a pixel 

resolution of 512 x 512, and a zero bias voltage. Results were analyzed by using 

NanoScope Analysis 1.5 software, in which topography maps were flattened using 1st 

order flattening and the Volta potential maps were plane fitted against the α-Mg matrix 

to calculate the relative nobility of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates against the surrounding α-

Mg matrix. 

2.5 Electrochemical and Corrosion Measurements 

The electrochemical response and corrosion behavior of processed AZ91 alloys 

were investigated by electrochemical measurements, hydrogen collection, weight loss 

measurements, and immersion testing. All electrochemical and corrosion measurements 

of the ECAPed specimens were performed on the flow plane. Samples of 1.25 cm in 

diameter and 2 mm in thickness were used for the electrochemical and corrosion testing. 

Prior to each test, samples were mechanically ground with SiC abrasive paper up to 1200 

grit and then polished with diamond and silica colloidal suspensions of up to 0.05 μm 

particle size. After polishing, samples were degreased with ethanol in an ultrasonic bath 

for 5 min and dried with compressed air. 

2.5.1 Potentiodynamic Polarization (PDP) 

Potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) measurements were performed on the as-

cast and processed materials in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at room temperature to 

investigate and compare the corrosion kinetics of the different materials. Measurements 

were conducted using a Gamry, Interface 1000TM Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA and a 
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flat cell with an exposed area of 1 cm2 in a conventional three-electrode cell 

configuration with 300 mL of electrolyte. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a 

platinum mesh were used as the reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively. 

Prior to PDP tests, open circuit potential (OCP) was measured for about 1 hour to 

achieve steady state conditions. Polarization tests were conducted from -500 mV vs. 

OCP to 500 mV vs. OCP or until a current density of 1 mA cm-2 was achieved using a 

scan rate of 0.1667 mV s-1. Measurements were performed at least three times to ensure 

reproducibility. Corrosion current density (icorr) was determined by extrapolating the 

cathodic Tafel slope to the corrosion potential (Ecorr) [76]. The instantaneous corrosion 

rate Pi (mmpy) was calculated from icorr (mA cm-2) using the following expression [77]: 

Pi = 22.85icorr                                                                                                                             (10) 

PDP measurements were also performed on ECAPed alloys with different 

number of ECAP passes (N = 1 – 4) immersed in a 0.05 M NaCl solution at room 

temperature to investigate the protective properties of the oxide film formed on the 

ECAP alloys and their resistance to localized breakdown by chloride species. Similar 

three-electrode configuration as described above was used in this study. PDP tests were 

performed from -250 mV vs. OCP to 500 mV vs. OCP or until a current density of 100 

μA cm-2 was achieved using a scan rate of 1 mV s-1. icorr was also determined by 

extrapolating the cathodic Tafel slope to Ecorr. The breakdown potential (Eb) was also 

obtained from the PDP curves. 
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2.5.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was also performed to investigate 

the evolution of the electrochemical response for the different processed materials 

immersed in an aerated 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at room temperature for 7 days. EIS 

measurements were also performed in a Gamry Interface 1000 potentiostat using a three-

electrode cell configuration with a saturated calomel electrode used as the reference 

electrode and a graphite rod used as the counter electrode. Prior to EIS measurements, 

the samples were allowed to reach steady state (~1 hour) after immersion in the 

electrolyte and OCP was monitored during this time. The EIS tests were conducted at 

OCP using a sinusoidal potential signal with an AC amplitude of 10 mV over a 

frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with 10 points per decade. The EIS data were 

fitted with equivalent electrical circuits using the EC-lab V10.40 software. 

EIS measurements were also carried out in ECAPed alloys after different number 

of ECAP passes in a 0.05 M NaCl solution. Similar parameters as described above were 

used here. EIS measurements were conducted at OCP using a sinusoidal potential signal 

with an AC amplitude of 10 mV over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with 

10 points per decade. The EIS data were fitted with equivalent circuits using the EC-lab 

V10.40 software. 

2.5.3 Hydrogen Evolution and Weight Loss Measurements  

Hydrogen evolution and weight loss measurements of the processed alloys were 

also performed during 7 days of immersion in an aerated 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at room 

temperature. Polished samples of 15 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness were placed 
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in a sample holder that exposed a surface area of ~1 cm2. The evolved hydrogen was 

collected in a burette by a funnel above the specimen [78, 79] and measurements were 

recorded every 12 h during the total immersion time. The corresponding corrosion rate, 

PH (mmpy) was calculated from the hydrogen evolution rate V̇H (mL cm2 d−1) 

according to the following expression [77]:  

PH = 2.088V̇H                                                                                                                              (11) 

After the immersion test, the samples were chemically cleaned in a picking solution of 

200 g/L of CrO3 and 10 g/L of AgNO3 for 1 min at room temperature to remove the 

corrosion products. Then the samples were rinsed with deionized water and dried by cold 

air flow. The dried specimens were weighed before and after the immersion test using a 

digital balance with a precision of 0.1 mg. The corrosion rate, PW (mmpy) was calculated 

from the following equation [77]: 

PW =
2.1 ∆m

At
                                                                                                                               (12) 

Where ∆m (mg) is the weight loss, A (cm2) is the exposed surface area of the specimens, 

and t (day) is the immersion time. The hydrogen evolution and weight loss measurements 

were replicated three times and the average values were reported.  

2.5.4 Immersion Testing  

Immersion tests of the polished samples were also performed in an aerated 3.5 

wt.% NaCl solution at room temperature during 1, 3, 5, and 7 days of immersion to 

investigate the morphology evolution of the corroded specimens. The composition of 

corrosion products was analyzed by X-ray diffraction. Following the immersion period, 
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exposed samples were chemically cleaned as described above. Morphology and surface 

roughness of the corroded samples were investigated by optical microscopy, SEM/EDS, 

and 3D digital microscopy (Keyence VHX-6000). 

Immersion testing of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy was performed in an aerated 3.5 

wt.% NaCl solution at room temperature for 6 h. Prior to the test, the specimens were 

ground and polished as described above for the microstructural examination. Following 

the immersion period, samples were chemically cleaned with the pickling solution to 

remove corrosion products. The morphology and surface roughness of the corroded 

samples were investigated by optical microscopy, SEM/EDS, and 3D digital microscopy 

(Keyence VHX-6000). Furthermore, an in-situ imaging corrosion observation was also 

conducted, in which a polished peak-aged AZ91 sample immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

solution was monitored continuously for approximately 30 h using an AmScope optical 

microscope. Corrosion initiation was recorded via screencast with Camtasia software. 

Finally, immersion testing of the ECAPed alloys after different ECAP passes was 

performed in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at room temperature for 1 h and 24 h to 

investigate the corrosion initiation and propagation, respectively. The solution was not 

renewed during the immersion period and the samples were suspended from a nylon 

string in 800 ml of solution without agitation. Optical microscope images were taken 

before and after immersion for 1 h to clearly identify the preferential corrosion initiation 

sites. After the immersion testing, samples were chemically cleaned for 1 min with the 

pickling solution. After removal of corrosion products, specimens were rinsed with 

deionized water and ethanol and dry with compressed air. Morphology of the corroded 
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specimens after removal of corrosion products were characterized by SEM, in addition, 

surface topography maps and roughness profiles were obtained from a 3D profilometer 

(Keyence VHX-6000). 

2.5.5 Electrochemical Microcell Technique  

The electrochemical microcell technique was used to investigate the local 

electrochemical behavior of the constituent phases of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy and 

ECAPed alloys in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The schematic setup for 

microelectrochemical investigations based on the microcell technique is shown in Figure 

11. The entire setup is mounted on a microscope allowing for positioning of the 

microcell on the sample. The microcell mainly consists of a glass capillary with an 

opened mouth diameter of 70 µm at the end. The capillary is filled with 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

electrolyte. A layer of silicone rubber is applied as the sealant between the front end of 

the microcell and the surface of interest. The microcell is fixed at the microscope 

carousel, replacing an objective, and the specimen is mounted on the microscope stage. 

This setup enables the search of a site of interest using the microscope before switching 

to the microcell. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and platinum wire used as a 

reference and counter electrode, respectively, were connected to the microcell to allow 

the electrochemical testing of the investigated sample surface. The electrochemical 

behavior of different constituent phases or regions were investigated by a 

potentiodynamic polarization technique. A series of potentiodynamic polarization tests 

were separately performed on these phases/regions by sweeping the potential in the 
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anodic direction from -250 mV to +500 mV versus open circuit potential at a scan rate of 

1 mV/s. The corroded morphology of the tested sites was further examined using SEM.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Schematic illustration of the microcell setup for electrochemical testing at 

local site. 
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CHAPTER III  

ENHANCED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND CORROSION RESISTANCE OF 

AN ULTRAFINE-GRAINED Mg-9Al-1Zn ALLOY 

 

The current chapter investigates the corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloys in 

chloride environment after four different processing methods including solution heat 

treatment, aging, equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), and post-aging after ECAP 

processing, primary focus will be given on correlating microstructural features such as 

grain size, grain distribution, and morphology and distribution of secondary phases with 

corrosion behavior. This work covers microstructural analysis, mechanical testing, and a 

electrochemical/corrosion characterization of AZ91 alloy under the described conditions. 

The corrosion testing includes weight loss measurements, hydrogen evolution testing, 

and electrochemical characterization using potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) and 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Furthermore, chemical and 

morphological characterization of corrosion products after exposure will be performed to 

determine the mechanisms of corrosion degradation of the AZ91 alloys. According to 

the results shown below, a simultaneous improvement in strength, ductility and 

corrosion resistance was achieved after ECAP processing that results from grain 

refinement of the microstructure and formation of homogeneously distributed fine β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates. 
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3.1 Microstructural Characterization of AZ91 Alloys 

Figure 12 shows the microstructure of as-cast and heat-treated AZ91 alloys. As 

shown from Figure 12(a), the as-cast AZ91 alloy exhibits a typical dendritic structure 

with coarse grains consisting of α-Mg matrix, a partially divorced eutectic phase, 

lamellar β-Mg17Al12 precipitates, and Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles (Figure 12(b)). The 

average grain size is about 375 ± 145 μm. The enlarged SEM micrograph in Figure 12(c) 

shows details of the eutectic phase and the lamellar β-Mg17Al12 precipitates. The 

divorced eutectic phase consists of large β-Mg17Al12 precipitates surrounded by an 

aluminum-enriched eutectic α-Mg phase [80, 81]. Although the eutectic β-Mg17Al12 

phase is expected to form when the aluminum content is about 13%, is usually present in 

Mg-Al alloys containing as low as 2 wt.% Al due to non-equilibrium solidification 

during the casting process [80, 81]. Figure 12(c) also shows the presence of islands of 

eutectic a-Mg phase within the eutectic β-Mg17Al12 phase. The partially divorced eutectic 

phase is commonly formed in alloys with high aluminum content and during slow 

solidification [82]. The lamellar precipitates, also shown in Figure 12(c), are formed due 

to solid state transformation of the eutectic α-Mg phase near the eutectic β-Mg17Al12 

phase [62, 83, 84]. Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles (Figure 12(b)) were also found in the 

as-cast material due to addition of Mn to the melt to minimize the detrimental effect of 

iron impurities on the corrosion resistance of the alloy [3, 85, 86]. 

Solution annealing of the as-cast AZ91 alloy at 413°C for 24 h caused almost 

complete dissolution of the eutectic and lamellar precipitates resulting in a 

supersaturated α-Mg solid solution with an average grain size of 515 ± 99.5 μm (Figure 
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12(d)). As shown in Figure 12(d), the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles are still found after 

the heat treatment process due to the low solubility of Mn in the Mg matrix as well as 

their high thermal stability [43, 87]. Typically, some residual small β-Mg17Al12 phases 

that were not dissolved during homogenization might still be present.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. SEM micrographs of (a-c) as-cast alloy, (d) homogenized alloy, and (e-f) 

peak-aged alloy. 

 

 

 

Further aging of the supersaturated solid solution at 168 °C for 16 h (peak-aged 

condition) results in discontinuous precipitation of a fine lamellar structure consisting of 

a rod-like β-Mg17Al12 phase and a less saturated α-Mg phase at the grain boundaries of 

the original supersaturated solid solution (Figure 12(e)). Figure 12(f) shows the rod-like 

morphology of the β-Mg17Al12 phase with an evident anisotropy of growth. The average 
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grain size of the peak-aged alloy is 498 ± 73 μm. Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles are still 

present after the aging treatment.  

Figure 13 shows SEM micrographs of the AZ91 alloy after ECAP processing. 

After four ECAP passes, the AZ91 alloy exhibited a bimodal grain structure that consist 

of original coarse grains, which are elongated in the direction of the shear strain, 

surrounded by new recrystallized equiaxed fine grains that occupies a large volume 

fraction (Figure 13(a) and (b)). This bimodal grain structure combined with the presence 

of equiaxed fine grains surrounding the elongated coarse grains indicates that dynamic 

recrystallization (DRX) occurred during ECAP processing. The average grain size of the 

DRXed grains is 1.59 ± 0.2 μm.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. SEM micrographs of ECAPed alloy showing (a) significant grain refinement 

of the original homogenized alloy after ECAP processing, (b) bimodal grain structure of 

elongated coarse grains and equiaxed fine grains, (c) β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in 

the DRXed region and (d) lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in the 

unDRXed regions. 
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Figure 13. Continued. 

 

 

 

Furthermore, a significantly large amount of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates also 

appeared after ECAP processing; in the DRXed regions (Figure 13(c)), spherical-shaped 

precipitates are distributed at the newly formed DRXed grain boundaries and within the 

recrystallized grains, whereas in the unDRXed regions (Figure 13(d)), lath-shaped 

continuous precipitates elongated in the direction of the shear strain are observed. Xu et 

al. [3, 88] found similar morphology and distribution of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates after hot 

compression of a homogenized AZ91 alloy. The presence of this large amount of β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates can be associated with precipitation during pre-heating prior to 

extrusion (pre-formed precipitates), fracturing of undissolved eutectic β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates by shearing, and strain-induced dynamic precipitation (SIDP) from the Al 

supersaturated α-Mg matrix that occurs during deformation by ECAP [11, 27, 89, 90]. 

The large deformation strain imposed during ECAP accelerates the kinetics of dynamic 

precipitation as compared to the precipitation rate during traditional heat treatment. 

Thus, large amount of precipitates can nucleate at the grain boundaries of the newly 

formed DRXed grains since they can provide a fast path for diffusion of solute atoms. β-
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Mg17Al12 precipitates can also nucleate at the interior of the grains due to the large 

density of dislocations and other defects like vacancies that are formed during plastic 

deformation acting as sites for heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates [7, 11, 91]. 

Furthermore, the high density of dislocations inside the α-Mg can also promote faster 

diffusion paths for the solute atoms in the α-Mg matrix accelerating the nucleation and 

growth of precipitates compared to precipitation during conventional heat treatment [75]. 

The average size of the precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries is 0.8 ± 0.2 

μm whereas the average size of the fine precipitates within the DRXed grains is less than 

100 nm. As reported by several authors, coarse precipitates bigger than ~1 μm in size 

can promote DRX by the so-called particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) mechanism, in 

which high density of dislocations is accumulated around the precipitates during 

processing, and these deformation zones at the vicinity of the precipitates with large 

amount of stored energy act as preferential sites for nucleation of new recrystallized 

grains [11, 42, 92]. It has been also reported that fine precipitates smaller than 1 μm can 

hinder grain growth by pinning the newly formed DRXed grain boundaries such that 

they act as barrier for grain boundary migration which retards the grain growth of the 

DRXed grains and leads to a more refined microstructure [42, 93]. Thus, the remarkable 

grain refinement after four ECAP passes can be associated not only with dynamic 

recrystallization of new equiaxed fine grains promoted by the large strain deformation 

during ECAP, but also with dynamic precipitation, in which precipitates can accelerate 

the nucleation of DRXed grains by the PSN mechanism or they can retard DRXed grain 

growth via grain boundary pinning effect [92, 93]. 
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Figure 14 shows SEM micrographs of the AZ91 alloy processed by ECAP for 4 

passes followed by aging at 100°C for 48 h. As shown in Figure 14, the microstructure 

after post-aging is similar to the ECAPed alloy shown in Figure 13 exhibiting a bimodal 

grain structure including the original coarse grains surrounded by the newly formed 

DRXed grains, in which spherical shaped precipitates were formed at the DRXed grain 

boundaries as well as within the DRXed grains (Figure 14(c)) whereas lath-shaped 

continuous precipitates were formed inside the unDRXed grains (Figure 14(d)). As 

reported in Table 4, the volume fraction of discrete β-Mg17Al12 precipitates, both, at the 

grain boundaries of the DRXed grains and in the elongated coarse grains, increased after 

post-aging treatment. This can be attributed to the high dislocation density accumulated 

after ECAP processing that served as nucleation sites for further precipitation, 

accelerating the precipitation kinetics during post-aging [7, 27]. The larger volume 

fraction of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed after post-aging can provide further 

dispersion and/or precipitation strengthening to the AZ91 alloy [91]. As shown in Figure 

13(e) and also reported in Table 4, joining and coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates 

formed at the DRXed grain boundaries occurred after aging. Besides, a large amount of 

very fine spherical precipitates was formed within the DRXed grains. Similar nano-sized 

precipitates were also observed by Yuan et al. [7] after ECAP and post aging of an AZ91 

alloy. They reported that these fine precipitates can simultaneously enhance both the 

strength and ductility of the AZ91 alloy due to the development of an homogeneous and 

equilibrium fine structure [7]. The grain size of the DRXed grains after post-aging 

treatment was 2.22 ± 0.3 μm, indicating that coarsening of the recrystallized grains also 
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occurred. The coarsening of the DRXed grains can be associated with dislocation 

recovery as well as growth of the precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries 

that weakened their pinning effect against grain growth [11].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. SEM micrographs of ECAP-aged alloy showing (a) and (b) bimodal grain 

structure of elongated coarse grains and equiaxed fine grains, (c) β-Mg17Al12 precipitates 

formed in the DRXed region and (d) lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates 

formed in the unDRXed regions. 

 

 

 

A summary of microstructural features including grain size, volume fraction of 

the β-phase in the unDRXed grains and in the DRXed grain boundaries, and size of the 

β-precipitates at the DRXed grain boundaries are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Microstructural parameters of as-cast and processed AZ91 alloys 

 
Alloy Grain size* 

(μm) 

Volume fraction of 

β-phase in unDRXed 

regions (%) 

Volume fraction of 

β-phase in DRXed 

GBs (%) 

Size of 

β-precipitates in 

DRXed GBs (μm) 

As cast 375 ± 145 
   

Homogenized 515 ± 99 
   

Peak-aged 498.8 ± 73 
   

ECAPed 1.59 ± 0.2 30.60 19.20 0.80 ± 0.2 

ECAP-aged 2.22 ± 0.3 36.73 26.66 1.18 ± 0.3 

* The grain size for the ECAPed alloys corresponds to the size of the DRXed grains.  

 

 

 

Figure 15 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-cast and 

processed AZ91 alloys. The XRD pattern of the as-cast condition indicates that α-Mg 

and β-Mg17Al12 phases are the main constituents in the alloy. There is no evidence of the 

Al8Mn5 phase due to its low volume fraction. After homogenization treatment, the AZ91 

alloy only exhibits the presence of the α-Mg phase, verifying that the majority of the 

eutectic and lamellar β-Mg17Al12 precipitates presented in the as-cast condition were 

dissolved in the α-Mg matrix. The XRD diffractograms of the AZ91 alloy after aging 

and ECAP processing show additional peaks corresponding to the β-Mg17Al12 phase. The 

intensity of the β-Mg17Al12 phase diffraction peaks in the ECAPed specimens is 

relatively higher as compared to those in the as-cast and heat-treated alloys as indicated 

by the vertical dashed lines. The ECAP-aged alloy exhibits the highest peak intensity 

suggesting that this sample exhibited the highest volume fraction of the β-Mg17Al12 
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phase, which is consistent with the values reported in Table 4. This confirms that 

additional precipitation of the β-Mg17Al12 phase occurred during ECAP processing as 

well as during post-aging treatment.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 15. XRD patterns of as-cast and processed AZ91 alloys. 

 

 

 

3.2 Mechanical Properties 

3.2.1 Hardness 

As mentioned above, post-aging after ECAP processing was performed to further 

increase the strength (and hardness) of the ECAPed alloy. Figure 9(b) shows that the 

maximum hardness value after ECAP processing is attained after aging at 100°C for 48 

h resulting in a peak hardness value of 94.8 HV. However, it is worth to notice that the 

degree of hardening in the ECAPed alloy exhibits a limited increase as compared to the 

one obtained in the homogenized alloy, where an increase of 38% is obtained after aging 
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of the homogenized sample to the peak-aged condition while only 9% of increase is 

achieved after aging of the ECAPed specimen. Furthermore, it is seen that aging at low 

temperatures (i.e., 100 °C and 130 °C) increases the hardness up to reaching a peak-aged 

value and then it decreases with further aging time, due to overaging that results in grain 

growth and coarsening of the existing precipitates [94]. In contrast, aging at higher 

temperatures (i.e., 168 °C and 180 °C) does not exhibit a notorious peak-aged value but 

instead, hardness continuously decreases with aging time even to values significantly 

below the hardness value for the peak-aged alloy (horizontal dashed red line). It is likely 

that the peak-aged conditions at these temperatures occurred at very early aging times (< 

4 h) that were not recorded in this study. This post-aging behavior after ECAP is 

relatively different from the conventional aging response of non-deformed alloys and has 

been associated with a competition of two opposite factors during aging of heavily 

deformed alloys; precipitation hardening and a softening effect due to dislocation 

recovery (i.e., decrease of the dislocation density within subgrains or at the grain 

boundaries) and/or grain growth [94, 95]. It is well known that severely deformed alloys 

processed by SPD usually exhibit high density of dislocations and non-equilibrium 

subgrains and grain boundaries, this particular structure allows for extensive recovery 

during post-aging treatment. According to this, the severe drop in hardness as increasing 

aging time for the alloys processed at high aging temperatures can be related to 

extensive recovery that overwhelms the precipitation hardening [94, 95]. 

Vickers hardness of the as-cast and processed alloys is shown in Figure 16. After 

homogenization treatment, the Vickers hardness decreased from 70.26 HV in the cast 
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alloy to 59.41 in the homogenized condition, which is attributed to the almost complete 

dissolution of the β-Mg17Al12 phase in the α-Mg matrix. Further aging and ECAP 

processing increase the hardness of the AZ91 alloy. Aging to the peak-aged condition 

significantly increased the hardness of the alloy reaching a value of 82 HV. ECAP 

processing increased even more the hardness of the alloy, resulting in a 50% of increase 

after ECAP (89.19 HV) with respect to the homogenized alloy. Post-aging after ECAP 

processing led to the highest hardness value among all tested materials with a hardness 

value of 94.77 HV, which represents an increase of almost 60% as compared to the 

homogenized condition. This sharp increase in hardness can be associated with the 

severe strain imposed during ECAP processing that results in a significant increase in 

dislocation density, remarkable grain refinement, and increase in the volume fraction of 

the β-Mg17Al12 phase. In addition, the post-aging treatment after ECAP processing also 

contributed to the increase in hardness due to static precipitation of the β-Mg17Al12 phase 

that provide further precipitation hardening.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Vickers hardness of as-cast and processed AZ91 alloys. 
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3.2.2 Tensile Behavior 

Tensile tests at room temperature were performed to evaluate the mechanical 

properties of the as-cast and processed AZ91 alloys. The stress-strain curves as well as 

the results for the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS), and elongation to 

failure are shown in Figure 17. As seen from Figure 17(a), the as-cast condition shows a 

relatively low ultimate tensile strength and ductility. The homogenization treatment 

resulted in a slightly increase in UTS and ductility. Further aging after homogenization 

led to a significant increase in strength accompanied with a decrease in ductility. It is 

quite evident that ECAP processing resulted in a remarkable improvement of the 

strength and ductility from the original homogenized condition. Finally, the post-aging 

treatment after ECAP processing further increased the strength of the alloy but a slightly 

decreased in ductility was also observed.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 17. (a) Tensile stress-strain curves and (b) tensile properties of the as-cast and 

processed AZ91 alloys.  
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From the tensile properties shown in Figure 17(b), it is seen that the as-cast 

condition exhibits the lowest UTS value (157.5 ± 8.2 MPa) and a relatively low ductility 

(4.5 ± 0.5 %). After homogenization, the tensile strength of the alloy is slightly increased 

to 160.2 ± 2.2 MPa and the ductility is also improved to 5.9 ± 0.8 %. However, the yield 

strength decreased from 58.7 ± 2.5 MPa (as-cast condition) to 54 ± 2.0 MPa 

(homogenized condition). Aging of the homogenized alloy increased the UTS and yield 

strength of the alloy to 192.7 ± 8.0 MPa and 97 ± 1.0 MPa, respectively. However, this 

improvement in strength was accompanied by a drastic decrease in ductility to 3.4 ± 0.4 

%. In contrast, the UTS, YS and ductility were significantly improved after ECAP 

processing of the homogenized sample. The YS, UTS and elongation to failure of the 

ECAPed alloy are 130 ± 10 MPa, 269.4 ± 1.8 MPa and 7.8 ± 0.4 %, respectively, which 

represents an increase of 140%, 68% and 32% with respect to the values obtained for the 

homogenized sample. These results clearly show that ECAP processing under the 

investigated conditions was effective in simultaneously improving strength and 

elongation. Under similar ECAP processing conditions, Khani et al. [11] reported YS, 

UTS and elongation to failure values of ~158 MPa, 270 MPa, and 10%, respectively, 

which are very similar to the values obtained in this study. As seen from Figure 17(b), 

the increase in YS and UTS of the homogenized specimen after ECAP processing is 

significantly higher compared to the increase achieved by the traditional aging treatment 

(79% increase in YS and 20% increase in UTS). The relatively small precipitation 

hardening effect obtained after aging treatment has been attributed to several factors 

such as undesirable orientation for effectively blocking basal slip, slow aging kinetics, 
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and large size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates [95, 96]. In contrast, the significant 

improvement in the UTS and YS of the AZ91 alloy after ECAP processing can be 

mainly associated with grain boundary strengthening promoted by the fine DRXed 

grains as well as precipitation strengthening enhanced by the large volume fraction of 

well-dispersed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that can restrict dislocation motion during 

the tensile test [11, 97]. Strain hardening might also play a role in the strengthening of 

the alloy due to the high dislocation density accumulated during ECAP that can restrict 

dislocation motion during tensile deformation [94, 98]. It is worth mentioning that 

besides precipitation strengthening, the relatively fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates located at 

the DRXed grain boundaries can retard the grain growth of DRXed grains, providing an 

additional contribution to grain boundary strengthening [99]. In addition, the fine β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates formed within the DRXed grains are more effective in restricting 

dislocation motion than the large lamellar precipitates formed during aging heat 

treatment, therefore these fine precipitates can provide a better hardening response than 

the lamellar ones [90]. The enhancement in ductility after ECAP can be attributed to the 

refined grain structure and the presence of fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates uniformly 

distributed in the entire matrix that reduces stress concentration and therefore induces a 

more uniform deformation during the tensile test [16, 100]. Wang et al. [100] reported 

that the excellent ductility of an ultrafine AZ91 alloy was mainly attributed to two 

factors: 1) the fine grains with a weakened basal texture that were able to activate basal 

and non-basal slip systems improving the uniform deformation of the material and 2) the 

existence of coarse grains in the bimodal microstructure that were able to promote 
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twining during tensile deformation increasing the number of activated slip systems (i.e., 

twinning mediated plasticity).  

The post-aging treatment of the ECAP sample increased the UTS to 285.8 ± 14.3 

MPa, representing an improvement of 78.4% with respect to the homogenized condition. 

However, the elongation to failure is slightly decreased from 7.8 % ± 0.4 in the ECAPed 

alloy to 6.3 ± 0.1% in the ECAP-aged condition. The further increased in UTS and YS 

after the subsequent aging treatment can be related to static precipitation of the β-

Mg17Al12 phase during aging that can provide additional dispersion and/or precipitation 

strengthening. It is worth to notice that the increase in ultimate strength after post-aging 

indicates that precipitation hardening overcame the aforementioned softening effect 

caused by dislocation recovery and grain growth. The slightly decrease in ductility after 

post-aging treatment can be related to coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates located 

at the grain boundaries of the DRXed grains (see Table 4). These larger precipitates can 

exhibit poor interface bonding with the surrounding α-Mg matrix leading to stress 

concentration during tensile deformation which can promote nucleation and propagation 

of microcracks [3, 89]. The continuous growth and coalescence of these micro-cracks 

can lead to premature failure and therefore loss of ductility. 

3.3 Electrochemical and Corrosion Measurements 

3.3.1 Open Circuit Potential (OCP) 

Figure 18 shows the evolution of OCP for the different AZ91 alloys immersed in 

3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 3600 s before the potentiodynamic polarization test. Figure 

18 shows a clear difference in the OCP evolution between the coarse-grained alloys (i.e., 
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as-cast and heat-treated samples) and the fine-grained alloys (i.e., ECAPed and ECAP-

aged samples). For the as-cast and heat-treated specimens, the OCP slightly increases 

during the first few minutes after immersion and then sharply drops to more negative 

values reaching a relatively stable trend after approximately 30 minutes. The slightly 

increase in potential is associated with the formation of an oxide layer on the metal 

surface whereas the drastic drop in potential is related to a dissolution of the oxide layer 

that increases the active anodic area [101]. The stability of OCP reached at longer 

immersion time suggests a steady state condition between the anodic dissolution and the 

repassivation of the oxide layer [102]. In contrast, the OCP in the fine-grained alloys 

gradually increases for about 20 minutes and then it remains relatively stable suggesting 

the formation and growth of a more stable and protective oxide layer than the one in the 

coarse-grained alloys with no sign of oxide layer dissolution. It is also seen that after 

reaching stable OCP values, the OCP of the ECAP processed alloys are more positive 

than that of the as-cast and heat-treated alloys. This behavior suggests that the fine-

grained alloys exhibit a more noble behavior compared with the coarse-grained alloys 

due to the formation of a more protective oxide layer. It is believed that the higher 

volume fraction of grain boundaries in the fine-grained alloys can provide short 

diffusion paths for the Al solute atoms to diffuse towards the surface, such that an 

aluminum-enriched oxide layer can be formed on the alloy surface providing a higher 

resistance against localized dissolution. Lastly, it is also seen that the homogenized alloy 

shows the most negative OCP values among all materials, which can be attributed to the 

very low volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 phase. It is well known that the β-Mg17Al12 
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phase is more noble than the α-Mg matrix, which results in shifting of the potential to 

more positive values [103]. Therefore, the lower volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 phase in 

the homogenized alloy causes that the OCP shifts in the more negative direction. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Evolution of open circuit potential (OCP) during 1 hour of as-cast and 

processed AZ91 alloys immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Potentiodynamic Polarization (PDP) 

Figure 19 shows the potentiodynamic polarization curves of the as-cast and 

processed AZ91 alloys immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The values of Ecorr, icorr and 

cathodic Tafel slope (βc) were derived from Tafel extrapolation and they are listed in 

Table 5. Corrosion rate calculated from equation 10 is also included in Table 5. From 

Figure 19, it is seen that Ecorr values of the ECAP processed alloys are more positive 

than the ones of the as-cast and heat-treated alloys. Furthermore, it can be also noticed 

that the icorr values for the ECAPed materials are lower than those for the as-cast and 
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heat-treated alloys resulting in lower corrosion rates as reported in Table 5. The 

polarization curves show significant changes in the anodic polarization response for the 

different materials, in which the anodic current density of the fine-grained alloys is 

drastically lower than that of the coarse-grained materials, suggesting a decrease in the 

anodic reaction kinetics with ECAP processing. Since the anodic reaction kinetics is 

influenced by the rate of Mg dissolution and presence of a protective oxide layer, this 

indicates that microstructural changes after ECAP processing slow down the anodic 

dissolution of the alloy. In contrast, minor changes are observed in their cathodic 

response, indicating that the different microstructures of as-cast and processed materials 

had no strong influence on the hydrogen evolution reaction. According to the anodic and 

cathodic polarization behavior, it is suggested that the more noble Ecorr and decrease of 

icorr for the ECAPed alloys are mainly related to the decrease in the anodic reaction rates 

observed in these processed materials. It has been reported that the ennoblement in Ecorr 

and the shift of the anodic kinetics to lower current densities in severely deformed Mg 

alloys is mainly attributed to two major microstructural changes after processing: 1) 

grain refinement combined with overall changes in the grain structure such as texture 

and character of grain boundaries as well as 2) changes in the distribution, volume 

fraction, and morphology of secondary phases [14].  
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Figure 19. Potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) curves of as-cast and processed AZ91 

alloys immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

The effect of heat treatment on Ecorr and icorr can be seen in the as-cast, 

homogenized, and peak aged alloys. The solution annealing that dissolves most of the 

cathodic β-phases in the as-cast alloy leads to a decrease in the Ecorr from -1,527 (as-cast 

alloy) to -1,549 (homogenized alloy) mV vs. SCE due to the low volume fraction of β-

phases in the homogenized alloy compared to the as-cast alloy. This decrease in Ecorr is 

accompanied by an increase in icorr values from 70.63 (as-cast alloy) to 90.63 

(homogenized alloy) µA cm-2. As a result, the corrosion rate of homogenized alloy was 

found to be higher (2.140 mmpy) than the one of as-cast alloy (1.614 mmpy). Aging of 

the homogenized alloy that produces a large volume fraction of cathodic β-phase shifts 

the Ecorr in the noble direction from -1,549 (homogenized alloy) to -1,512 (peak-aged 

alloy) mV vs. SCE. In addition, the icorr and corrosion rate values of peak-aged alloy 

were found to be a half of the ones of homogenized alloy. These results suggest that the 

presence of β-phase is beneficial in enhancing the corrosion resistance of AZ91 alloys. It 
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has been reported that the β-Mg17Al12 phase can accelerate the rate of the cathodic 

reaction (i.e., hydrogen evolution reaction) and it can also induce a strong micro-

galvanic coupling with the α-Mg matrix due to the large difference in Al content 

between these phases [104]. However, it has been also reported that the β-Mg17Al12 

phase promotes the formation of a more protective aluminum-enriched oxide layer and it 

can act as an electrochemical barrier against corrosion propagation [104, 105]. 

According to the results shown herein, it is seen that the inhibiting effect of the β-

Mg17Al12 phase in decreasing the anodic reaction kinetics and/or retarding the corrosion 

propagation dominated over the accelerating effect of the cathodic kinetics and micro-

galvanic coupling, resulting in lower corrosion current densities for the materials 

containing β-Mg17Al12 phase. 

The effect of ECAP processing that significantly reduces the grain size and 

increases the volume fraction and distribution of the cathodic β-phase on Ecorr and icorr 

can be analyzed when comparing the polarization response of the homogenized and 

ECAPed alloys. The Ecorr was found to be significantly nobler in the ECAPed alloy than 

the one in the homogenized alloy. The Ecorr values of the ECAPed and homogenized 

alloys are -1,489 and 1,549 mV vs. SCE, respectively. The icorr values that are 

proportional to the corrosion rate values dramatically decrease from 93.63 (homogenized 

alloy) to 2.76 (ECAPed alloy) µA cm-2. The corrosion rate values for the homogenized 

and ECAPed alloys were found to be 2.140 and 0.063 mmpy, respectively. These results 

clearly indicate that the microstructure achieved after ECAP processing was beneficial in 

improving the corrosion resistance of the AZ91 alloy when exposed to chloride-
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containing media. The post-aging treatment after ECAP was found to be detrimental to 

the corrosion resistance of the ECAPed alloy as evident by an increase in corrosion rate 

from 0.063 (ECAPed) to 0.290 (ECAP-aged) mmpy. This trend in the ECAP-aged alloy 

can be related to microstructural changes introduced after subsequent aging such as grain 

growth and coarsening of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates.  

 

 

 

Table 5. Electrochemical parameters obtained from potentiodynamic polarization curves 

of as-cast and processed AZ91 alloys immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution 

  
Ecorr 

(mV vs. SCE) 

icorr 

(µA cm-2) 

βc 

(mV decade-1) 

Corrosion Rate (Pi) 

(mmpy) 

As-cast -1,527 70.63 -148.2 1.614 

Homogenized -1,549 93.63 -121.2 2.140 

Peak-aged -1,512 43.48 -132.1 0.993 

ECAPed -1,431 2.76 -103.6 0.063 

ECAP-aged -1,489 12.67 -101.3 0.290 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

To further analyze and compare the electrochemical behavior of the heat-treated 

and ECAPed alloys, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the processed 

alloys was performed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for up to 7 days. As seen from the 

Nyquist and Bode representations in Figure 20, there is a distinct behavior in the 

impedance signal observed for the heat-treated and ECAPed specimens. The Nyquist 

representation of the heat-treated alloys (Figure 20(a) and (b)) exhibits three-time 
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constants during the entire immersion time; two capacitive loops at high and medium 

frequencies and an inductive loop at the low frequency range. According to previous 

studies [102, 106], the capacitive loop at high frequencies (1 kHz to 100 Hz) has been 

associated with charge transfer processes occurring at the alloy/electrolyte interface and 

the presence of an oxide layer on the alloy surface. The capacitive loop at intermediate 

frequencies (20 Hz to 5 Hz) has been attributed to a mass transport relaxation process 

due to formation and dissolution of the partially protective oxide layer. Lastly, the 

inductive loop at the lowest frequencies (< 1 Hz) has been related to adsorption of 

intermediate species such as Mg(OH)ads
+  and Mgads

+ . The formation of these intermediate 

species occurs during breakdown of the oxide layer and initiation of localized corrosion 

processes, where the dissolved Mg ions can combine with other ionic species in the 

electrolyte forming intermediate species that remained adsorbed on the alloy surface 

[106]. For the heat-treated alloys, it is seen that the capacitive loops both at high and 

medium frequencies decrease with increasing immersion time. Similarly, the Bode 

diagrams show that the impedance magnitude at the lowest frequency (|Z|0.01Hz), a 

parameter that provides an estimation of the total resistance of the system, gradually 

decrease with immersion time. This behavior implies that the corrosion process in these 

alloys proceed under charge transfer control where active anodic dissolution of the Mg 

alloy is taking place at the alloy/electrolyte interface and the formed corrosion products 

are not providing an effective protection against corrosive species. It is additionally 

worth noting that the phase angle describing the time constant at high frequency is 
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increasing over time, which provides another indication for continuous degradation of 

the heat-treated alloys as progressing the immersion time.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 20. Evolution of EIS spectra for the (a) homogenized alloy, (b) peak-aged alloy, 

(c) ECAPed alloy and (d) ECAP-aged alloy immersed for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

solution. 
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Figure 20. Continued. 

 

 

 

Unlike the EIS signal for the heat-treated alloys, Figure 20(c) and (d) shows that 

the EIS spectra for the ECAPed specimens only exhibit the capacitive loop from high to 

intermediate frequencies (1 kHz to 10 Hz) and the inductive loop at low frequencies (< 

0.5 Hz). The absence of the capacitive loop at intermediate frequencies in the fine-

grained alloys indicates that the corrosion products are more stable and they exhibit 

better adhesion to the alloy surface [107]. Additionally, it is also seen that the ECAPed 

specimens show larger radius of the capacitive loops as well as higher |Z|0.01Hz values 

and lower phase angles than the heat-treated alloys, suggesting that the corrosion 
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resistance of the fine-grained ECAPed specimens is higher than the one of the coarse-

grained heat-treated alloys. As noticed from Figure 20(c), the |Z|0.01Hz values as well as 

the capacitive loops in the Nyquist representation of the ECAPed alloy are slightly 

decreasing during the first three days of immersion as a result of charge transfer 

processes taking place at active sites. However, upon prolonged exposure, these values 

gradually increase with immersion time, which can be associated with the formation and 

growth of stable corrosion products that increases the overall impedance of the system. 

The EIS signal of the ECAP-aged alloy is similar as that of the ECAPed alloy, exhibiting 

a slightly decrease in the |Z|0.01Hz value and radii of the capacitive loop during the first 

two days of immersion. Nevertheless, it is noticed that the |Z|0.01Hz values for this 

specimen do not increase at longer immersion and instead, they remain almost constant 

until the end of the exposure time. Besides, the phase angle at the high frequency 

capacitive loop is found to be higher in the ECAP-aged alloy (~ -70°) than the one in 

ECAPed alloy (~ -78°). These results suggest that the layer of corrosion products formed 

on the ECAP-aged specimen is less protective than the one formed on the ECAPed alloy. 

The equivalent electrical circuit sketched in Figure 21 was used to gain more 

understanding about the electrochemical response of the processed materials. In this 

circuit, Rs represents the electrolyte resistance; CPEdl and Rct describe the double layer 

capacitance and the charge transfer resistance, respectively, of the corrosion process 

taking place at the electrode/electrolyte interface; CPEf and Rf represent the capacitance 

and the resistance, respectively, associated with the relaxation process due to growth and 

dissolution of corrosion products; and L and RL denote the inductance and resistance, 
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respectively, associated with the adsorption of intermediate species on the alloy surface 

during localized corrosion. This equivalent circuit has been extensively used to fit the EIS 

spectra of magnesium alloys exposed to corrosive environments [107, 108]. For this 

equivalent circuit, constant phase elements (CPEs) were used instead of capacitances to 

account for deviations from ideal capacitive behavior. The impedance of the CPE element, 

ZCPE, has been defined as follows: 

ZCPE =  
1

Yo(jω)𝑛
                                                                                                                         (13) 

where Yo is the admittance of the constant phase element, j is the imaginary number, ω is 

the frequency, and n is an empirical exponent taking values between 0 and 1. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Equivalent electrical circuit to fit the EIS response of the heat-treated alloys 

and ECAPed alloys. 

 

 

 

Figure 22(a) and (b) shows the evolution of charge transfer resistance (Rct) and 

double layer capacitance (CPEdl) for the different heat-treated and ECAPed alloys 

derived from the fitting process. In addition, Figure 22(c) also shows the reciprocal of 

polarization resistance (1
Rp

⁄ ) that provide an estimation of the corrosion susceptibility 

of the different magnesium alloys when exposed to the corrosive environment. The 

Rs CPEdl

Rct CPEf

Rf

L RL

Element Freedom Value Error Error %

Rs Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

CPEdl-T Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

CPEdl-P Fixed(X) 1 N/A N/A

Rct Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

CPEf-T Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

CPEf-P Fixed(X) 1 N/A N/A

Rf Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

L Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

RL Fixed(X) 0 N/A N/A

Data File:

Circuit Model File:

Mode: Run Simulation / Freq. Range (0.001 - 1000000)

Maximum Iterations: 100

Optimization Iterations: 0

Type of Fitting: Complex

Type of Weighting: Calc-Modulus
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polarization resistance describes the total corrosion resistance of a particular material 

and can be calculated based on the equivalent circuits. According to the equivalent 

circuits used in this study, the reciprocal of the polarization resistance for the heat-

treated and ECAPed samples was calculated from equations 14 and 15, respectively, as 

follows: 

1

Rp
=  

1

Rct + Rf
+

1

RL
                                                                                                                  (14) 

1

Rp
=  

1

Rct
+

1

RL
                                                                                                                           (15) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22. Equivalent circuit elements derived from fitting of EIS spectra for heat-

treated and ECAPed specimens; (a) charge transfer resistance (Rct), (b) double layer 

capacitance (CPEdl), and (c) reciprocal polarization resistance (1/Rp). 

 

 

 

Figure 22(a) shows the time evolution of the charge transfer resistance (Rct) for 

the different magnesium alloys exposed to the chloride-containing environment. From 

Figure 22(a), it is seen that the ECAPed specimen exhibits the highest Rct values among 

all the different samples, with values above 1 kΩ·cm2 during the entire immersion time, 
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which are over one order of magnitude higher than the corresponding Rct values for the 

homogenized sample (~120 Ω·cm2). This remarkable improvement in the corrosion 

resistance of the ECAPed alloy suggests that the microstructural changes induced by 

ECAP processing characterized by a refined grain structure with the presence of well-

distributed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates are beneficial in decreasing the dissolution rate of the 

magnesium alloy. Furthermore, it is also noticed that the Rct values for the ECAPed 

specimen slightly decrease during the first three days of immersion owing to 

development of charge transfer processes occurring at the metal/electrolyte interface, 

followed by a subsequent increase after 4 days of immersion that persist until the end of 

the exposure period. This behavior indicates the formation and growth of corrosion 

products on the magnesium surface that provide extra protection against migration of 

aggressive species towards the Mg surface, thereby increasing the resistance to charge 

transfer processes upon prolonged immersion. The ECAP-aged alloy exhibits lower Rct 

values as compared to the ECAPed specimen (~600 Ω·cm2), suggesting that the increase 

in grain size and coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that result after post-aging 

treatment of the ECAPed alloy leads to higher corrosion reaction activity of the 

magnesium alloy. In terms of evolution, the Rct values of the ECAP-aged alloy also 

exhibit a very small decrease during early immersion time as observed for the ECAPed 

alloy, however unlike the ECAPed alloy, there is not a notorious increase in Rct over 

time, indicating that the corrosion products formed on the ECAP-aged alloy during the 

immersion test are slightly less protective than the ones formed on the ECAPed 

specimen. This observed progression suggests that the rates of dissolution of corrosion 
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products and active anodic dissolution of the magnesium alloy is comparable to the rate 

of formation and growth of corrosion products, leading to a relatively steady state 

condition where the Rct values remain almost constant at longer immersion times. A 

different trend in Rct is observed for the heat-treated alloys; it is seen that the Rct values 

for the heat-treated alloys gradually decrease over time, this is likely related to the 

formation of loose and porous corrosion products that are unable to provide protection 

against aggressive species resulting in continuous dissolution of the magnesium alloy. 

These corrosion products formed on the homogenized sample could either dissolve (or 

fall) into the electrolyte exposing the bare magnesium alloy to further corrosion attack, 

or due to its porous nature, aggressive species could penetrate through the micro-pores 

of the layer of corrosion products reaching the Mg surface and inducing persistent active 

anodic dissolution of the magnesium alloy for the entire immersion time. The 

homogenized alloy exhibits the lowest Rct among all different Mg alloys, this behavior 

is consistent with the potentiodynamic polarization measurements, in which the 

homogenized alloy shows the most negative corrosion potential and the highest 

corrosion current density, implying that the β-Mg17Al12 phase increases the corrosion 

resistance of the AZ91 alloys under study. It is well-known that the β-Mg17Al12 phase 

can induce micro-galvanic corrosion resulting in preferential dissolution of the α-Mg 

matrix, however based on the results reported herein, it seems that the rate of micro-

galvanic corrosion induced by this secondary phase is lower than the dissolution rate in 

the homogenized alloy. In addition, it is also known that the β-Mg17Al12 phase can act as 
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an electrochemical barrier that retards the corrosion propagation in the magnesium 

matrix.  

The double layer capacitance (CPEdl) for the different Mg alloys is presented in 

Figure 22(b); this parameter is related to the distribution of ionic charges at the Mg 

surface/electrolyte interface and is proportional to the active area for electrochemical 

reactions [109]. The evolution of CPEdl is in good agreement with the Rct trend for the 

different magnesium alloys. As seen from Figure 22(b), the ECAPed specimens, both 

ECAPed and ECAP-aged alloys, exhibit lower values of double layer capacitances as 

compared to the heat-treated alloys, which is mainly attributed to the formation of a 

more compact and protective oxide film at the metal/electrolyte interface that reduces 

the active area available for charge transfer processes. Additionally, it is also noticed that 

CPEdl of the ECAPed specimen slightly increases during the first few days of immersion 

as a result of charge transfer processes, in which pit formation at local active sites 

increases the active area for further localized attack. However, upon prolonged 

immersion, the CPEdl values of the ECAPed specimen decrease and then remain almost 

unchanged until the end of the exposure period, which indicates that the corrosion 

products formed on this alloy reduces the active area for electrochemical reactions, 

thereby providing a barrier protection to prevent continuous dissolution at longer 

immersion times. The ECAP-aged alloy exhibits CPEdl values that are slightly higher 

than the corresponding values for the ECAPed alloy, this trend indicates that there is a 

higher active area for charge transfer in the ECAP-aged alloy, likely due to the formation 

of corrosion products that are less protective (e.g., more porous or less coherent to the 
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metal surface) than the ECAPed alloy. In addition, CPEdl values for the ECAP-aged 

alloy are relatively constant instead of decreasing at longer immersion time as in the case 

for the ECAPed alloy, which can be attributed to a balance between formation and 

dissolution of corrosion products that lead to an almost constant surface area for 

electrochemical reactions. Contrary to the trend observed for the ECAP-processed 

alloys, the CPEdl values for the heat-treated alloys continuously increase as progressing 

the immersion time, which can be related to severe corrosion that exposed a larger 

surface area for further corrosion attack and formation of non-protective corrosion 

products that are unable to decelerate the anodic dissolution process, thereby allowing 

for continuous degradation of the heat-treated alloys as progressing the exposure time. 

Furthermore, it is seen that the homogenized sample exhibits the highest CPEdl values, 

suggesting that this alloy provided the highest surface area for activation of corrosion 

processes. 

Figure 22(c) shows the reciprocal of the polarization resistance (1
Rp

⁄ ) as 

function of immersion time for the different AZ91 alloys. As mentioned above, 1 Rp
⁄  is 

proportional to the corrosion rate. The evolution of 1 Rp
⁄  is in agreement with the Rct 

and CPEdl trends observed in Figure 22(a) and (b), in which the ECAPed alloy exhibits 

the lowest corrosion rate during the entire immersion time followed by the ECAP-aged 

alloy and the heat-treated alloys.  
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3.3.4 Hydrogen Evolution 

Figure 23 shows the hydrogen evolution of the different AZ91 alloys immersed 

in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 7 days. As seen from Figure 23(a), the volume of 

hydrogen evolution of the ECAPed specimens is significantly lower than that of the 

heat-treated samples. The ECAPed alloy exhibits the lowest hydrogen evolution 

followed by the ECAP-aged alloy and the heat-treated alloys, in which the homogenized 

sample shows the highest evolution of hydrogen among all samples. These observations 

are in agreement with the EIS results presented above. The corrosion rate (PH) was 

calculated from the hydrogen evolution results using equation 11. As seen from the PH 

results in Figure 23(b), the corrosion rates of the ECAPed specimens are lower than 

those of the heat-treated alloys throughout the entire test period. In addition, the PH 

values of the ECAPed specimens remain almost constant, whereas the ones for the heat-

treated alloys increase as increasing the time for immersion. This evolution of PH for the 

different alloys is similar to the trend observed for the reciprocal of the polarization 

resistance (1
Rp

⁄ ) calculated from the EIS data (Figure 22(c)). The pH evolution during 

the hydrogen evolution test was also recorded and the results are shown in Figure 23(c). 

It is seen that the initial pH was about 6.8 and then it rapidly increases to more alkaline 

values after the first 12 h of immersion. Upon further immersion, the pH for all the 

different AZ91 alloys remain almost constant up to the end of the period test. Comparing 

the different samples, it is noticed that the electrolyte pH values in the ECAPed 

specimens are lower (~9 for the ECAP alloy and 9.3 for the ECAP-aged alloy) than the 
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ones in the heat-treated alloys (~10 for the peak-aged alloy and ~10.3 for the 

homogenized alloy). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23. (a) Volume of hydrogen evolution (b) corrosion rate calculated from 

hydrogen evolution measurements and (c) pH evolution of the AZ91 samples immersed 

in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 7 days. 

 

 

 

SEM micrographs of the heat-treated specimens after hydrogen evolution testing 

for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution before and after removal of corrosion products are 

shown in Figure 24. The corrosion products of the homogenized and peak-aged alloys 

shown in Figures 24(a) and (d), respectively, exhibit a similar morphology characterized 

by a thick but highly porous and loose structure that covered the entire Mg substrate. 

From the high magnification micrographs inserted in Figure 24(a) and (d), it is seen that 

the majority of these corrosion products exhibit a rosette-like morphology that formed 

clusters resulting in a highly porous structure. The EDS analysis of these flower-like 

clusters (as marked by red crosses on Figure 24(a) and (d) show that Mg and O elements 

are the predominant constituent elements in these corrosion products, suggesting the 
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formation of magnesium oxide/hydroxide. A rosette-like morphology of magnesium 

hydroxide (brucite) has been widely reported for Mg alloys exposed to chloride-

containing media [110, 111]. According to the loosely adherent appearance and porous 

morphology of these corrosion products, it can be deduced that they are unable to 

provide an effective protection to the heat-treated alloys, which is in agreement with the 

electrochemical methods and hydrogen evolution testing where a continuous anodic 

dissolution and a gradual increase in the corrosion  rate is observed as progressing the 

immersion time. Figure 24(c) and (f) show the corroded morphologies of the heat-treated 

alloys after removal of the corrosion products. After 7 days of immersion, the 

homogenized alloy exhibits a highly corroded surface where the corrosion attack was 

widely spread on almost the entire exposed area (Figure 24(c)). In contrast, the corrosion 

attack on the peak-aged alloy after 7 days of immersion appears highly localized. As 

seen in Figure 24(f), the corrosion in the peak-aged alloy is mainly concentrated at the 

interior of the α-Mg grains with the discontinuous β-Mg17Al12 phase formed at the grain 

boundaries acting as a barrier for corrosion propagation. It is worth to notice that even 

though several areas of the peak-aged alloy are not corroded after 7 days of immersion, 

the depth of the corroded areas is significantly large, even greater than the penetration 

depth observed in the homogenized alloy. This behavior suggests that the anodic 

dissolution rate of the α-Mg phase can be accelerated by the β-Mg17Al12 phase through 

micro-galvanic coupling between these phases that leads to preferential dissolution of 

the α-Mg phase. 
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Figure 24. Corrosion morphologies of the heat-treated alloys after hydrogen evolution 

test for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution: homogenized alloy with (a) and without (c) 

corrosion products, peak-aged alloy with (d) and without (f) corrosion products. EDS 

analysis of the corrosion products in (b) homogenized alloy and (e) peak-aged alloy. 

 

 

 

Figure 25 discloses SEM micrographs of ECAP alloys after hydrogen evolution 

test in 3.5 wt.% NaCl for 7 days. The corrosion products shown on Figure 25(a) and (d) 

for the ECAPed and ECAP-aged specimens covered the entire Mg substrate after 7 days 

of immersion in the saline solution. Unlike the corrosion products formed on the heat-

treated alloys, the corrosion products formed on the ECAPed specimens exhibit a more 

dense and adherent appearance that can serve as a more protective film resulting in 

lower corrosion susceptibility as observed from the electrochemical methods and 

hydrogen evolution test.  The high magnification micrographs inserted in Figure 25(a) 

and (d) show the higher compactness and smooth morphology of the corrosion products 

formed on the ECAPed specimens as compared to those formed on the heat treated-

alloys. Some micro-cracks are also observed showing a dry clay-like pattern, which are 
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mainly formed from shrinkage of the layer of corrosion products due to dehydration 

during sample preparation for SEM examination [24]. The EDS analysis of the corrosion 

products formed on the ECAPed specimens (marked as red crosses on Figure 25(a) and 

(d)) show the presence of Mg, Al, C, and O as primary elements, suggesting the 

formation of carbonate and/or hydroxy carbonate compounds in addition to the 

magnesium hydroxide film. It has been reported that these carbonate-containing 

corrosion products provide higher protection against aggressive species than brucite by 

acting as a more effective barrier layer that blocks active sites on the Mg surface [112]. 

After removal of the corrosion products, it is seen from Figure 24 (c) and (f) that the 

surface appearance of the ECAP processed alloys exhibit a more uniform corrosion 

morphology that do not penetrate deeply into the alloy. By comparing the two ECAP 

specimens, it is noticed that the ECAP-aged alloy exhibits a more severe corrosion 

damage than the ECAPed alloy with a more localized attack and a slightly higher 

penetration depth.  
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Figure 25. Corrosion morphologies of the ECAP processed AZ91 Mg alloys after 

hydrogen evolution test for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution: ECAPed alloy with (a) 

and without (c) corrosion products, ECAP-aged alloy with (d) and without (f) corrosion 

products. EDS analysis of the corrosion products in (b) ECAP alloy and (e) ECAP-aged 

alloy. 

 

 

 

Figure 26 shows the XRD patterns of the corrosion products collected from the 

electrolyte solutions used for the different AZ91 alloys after the hydrogen evolution test 

for 7 days. As seen from the appearance of these corrosion products, it is noticed that the 

corrosion products formed on the heat-treated alloys are white, whereas the ones formed 

on the ECAPed specimens are more grayish. In addition, it is also seen that a 

significantly larger amount of corrosion products was collected from the electrolyte used 

for the heat-treated samples as compared to the amount collected from the solution used 

in the ECAPed specimens. These observations confirm the loosely nature of the 

corrosion products formed on the heat-treated alloys, such that, most of them fall off into 

the electrolyte exposing the metal substrate to further corrosion attack. The XRD 

analysis shows that the corrosion products formed on the AZ91 alloys exposed for 7 
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days to the chloride media are mainly composed of an aluminum magnesium hydroxide 

carbonate ((Mg0.833Al0.167)(OH)2(CO3)0.083 ∙ 0.75H2O, hydrotalcite-like compound), a 

hydrated magnesium carbonate hydroxide (Mg5(CO3)4(OH)2 ∙ 5H2O, also known as 

dypingite), and magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2, brucite). The presence of carbonate 

species on the corrosion products has been widely reported in Mg-Al alloys exposed to 

chloride containing environments that are formed due to the dissolution of atmospheric 

CO2 on the electrolyte solution during the immersion test [101, 113, 114].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 26. XRD patterns of the corrosion products formed on the AZ91 alloys after 

hydrogen evolution test for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

From the peak intensity of the different components, it is seen that the corrosion 

products formed on the heat-treated alloys are mainly composed of brucite, whereas the 

corrosion products formed on the ECAPed specimens consist mainly of the carbonate-
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containing species. Liao et al. [114] found that the dark gray surface film formed on a 

AZ31 Mg alloys exposed to marine and urban environments was mainly composed of 

aluminum magnesium hydroxide carbonate ((Mg0.833Al0.167)(OH)2(CO3)0.083 ∙

0.75H2O), this is in agreement with the color appearance of the corrosion products 

formed on the ECAPed specimens. It has been reported that magnesium hydroxide 

surface films do not provide an effective protection against aggressive species due to 

their high porosity, which allows for a continuous corrosion attack of the Mg substrate as 

progressing the immersion time [101, 111, 112]. Thus, it can be speculated that 

formation and growth of a Mg(OH)2 layer does not play a significant role on slowing 

down the corrosion rate of Mg alloys immersed in saline solutions. In contrast, the 

aluminum and/or magnesium carbonates surface films exhibit a more protective ability 

that reduces the corrosion susceptibility of Mg alloys in chloride-containing media [112, 

114]. According to this, it can be suggested that the higher corrosion resistance of the 

ECAPed specimens can be associated with the presence of a more protective surface 

film that can slow down the anodic dissolution process by physically blocking the active 

sites on the metal surface [111]. In addition, it has been also reported that these 

carbonate-containing corrosion products are non-conductive and therefore, they cannot 

serve as effective cathodes with results in a lower cathodic reaction kinetics [112]. This 

indicates that the product layer formed on the ECAPed substrates can simultaneously 

reduce the rates of anodic and cathodic reactions resulting in a better protection effect as 

compared to the less protective brucite layer found on the heat-treated alloys. 
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The formation of these corrosion products can occur by the reactions presented 

below. Upon immersion in chloride-containing solutions, Mg-Al alloys undergo anodic 

dissolution of magnesium and aluminum to produce Mg2+ and Al3+ ions, respectively 

(reaction 16 and 17), which takes place in the presence of hydrogen evolution reaction 

that produces hydrogen gas and OH− ions (reaction 18): 

Mg → Mg2+ + 2e−                                                                                                                     (16) 

Al → Al3+ + 3e−                                                                                                                         (17) 

2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH−                                                                                                     (18) 

The Mg2+ and OH− ions produced from the anodic and cathodic reactions can 

further undergo a chemical reaction to produce Mg(OH)2 (reaction 19): 

Mg2+ +  2OH− → Mg(OH)2                                                                                                    (19) 

The release of OH− ions into the chloride solution results in a pH increase. The 

final pH will depend on the corrosion rate and the rate of removal of OH− ions from the 

metal surface into the bulk of the electrolyte by diffusion or convection. Feliu et al. [111] 

reported that high corrosion rates result in pH values between 10.5 and 11, whereas 

lower corrosion rates lead to pH values less than 10.5. According to this and based on 

the pH results shown in Figure 23(c), it can be speculated that the corrosion rates of the 

heat-treated alloys is expected to be higher than the ones of the ECAPed specimens, 

which is in accordance with the electrochemical measurements and the hydrogen 

evolution test. During the hydrogen evolution test, ambient CO2 can dissolve in the 

electrolyte solution forming carbonic acid that subsequently dissociates into HCO3
− and 

CO3
2− ions in the electrolyte according to equations (20-22) [112]: 
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CO2 + H2O → H2CO3                                                                                                                 (20) 

H2CO3 + OH− → HCO3
− + H2O                                                                                               (21) 

HCO3
− + OH− → CO3

2− + H2O                                                                                                  (22) 

Then, magnesium hydroxide can react with HCO3
− ions to form magnesium 

hydroxy carbonate according to reaction 23 [112]: 

5Mg(OH)2 + 4HCO3
− + H2O →  Mg5(CO3)4(OH)2 ∙ 5H2O + 4OH−                             (23) 

In addition, the formation of (Mg0.833Al0.167)(OH)2(CO3)0.083 ∙ 0.75H2O can be 

expressed as follows [114]: 

0.833Mg2+ + 0.167Al3+ + 2OH− + 0.083CO3
2− + 0.75H2O → (Mg0.833Al0.167)(OH)2(CO3)0.083 ∙ 0.75H2O      (24) 

As mentioned above, these carbonate-containing surface films are more 

protective than the magnesium hydroxide layer due to their ability to slow down the 

chloride-induced corrosion process by blocking active sites and limiting the rate of 

cathodic reactions. Feliu et al. [111] also reported that these carbonate-containing 

products are more stable (less soluble) in pH values from 9 to 10 whereas magnesium 

hydroxide becomes more stable at higher pH values (>10). According to these 

observations and the pH values reported in Figure 23(c), the lower pH values observed 

in the ECAPed specimens can lead to the preferential formation of carbonate type 

compounds, whereas the higher pH values observed for the heat-treated alloys promoted 

the formation of magnesium hydroxide. These findings are in agreement with the XRD 

patterns where the corrosion products formed on the ECAPed specimens were mainly 

composed of carbonate-containing compounds, while the corrosion products formed on 
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the surface of the heat-treated alloys consist primarily of a layer of magnesium 

hydroxide. 

3.3.5 Weight Loss Measurements 

Weight loss measurements were also performed to further confirm the results 

obtained from the electrochemical measurements and the hydrogen evolution test. The 

weight loss results of the different AZ91 alloys after 1, 3, 5, and 7 days of immersion in 

3.5 wt.% NaCl solution are depicted in Figure 27(a). The results in Figure 27(a) clearly 

indicate the superior corrosion resistance of the ECAP-processed alloys as compared to 

the heat-treated alloys. It is seen that the weight loss of the heat-treated samples 

drastically increases over time, with acceleration of corrosion at long-immersion time (5 

and 7 days), whereas a slightly increase in the weight loss values is observed for the 

ECAPed specimens. Corrosion rate was calculated from the weight loss measurements 

(PW) using equation (12) and the results are shown in Figure 27(b). The ECAPed 

specimen exhibits the lowest corrosion rate among all the different alloys at any 

immersion time followed by the ECAP-aged alloy and the heat-treated alloys. As seen 

from the evolution of the corrosion rate, the corrosion rates of the ECAPed specimens 

remain relatively constant with immersion time, whereas there is a gradual increase in 

the corrosion rate of the heat-treated alloys as increasing the time of immersion. These 

trends observed from the weight loss measurements correspond well with the corrosion 

rate evolution calculated from the hydrogen evolution measurements reported in Figure 

23(b). Figure 27(c) shows the corrosion rates, PH and PW, for the different AZ91 alloys 

after immersion for 7 days in 3.5 wt.% solution. As seen from Figure 27(c), the 
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corrosion rates calculated from hydrogen evolution and weight loss measurements are 

relatively consistent between each other, with the PW values being slightly higher than 

the PH values. The higher corrosion rates obtained from weight loss measurements can 

be related to the pickling treatment used to remove corrosion products, it is likely that 

metallic Mg that was not corroded during the immersion test was removed during the 

cleaning process. Furthermore, the lower corrosion rates obtained from the hydrogen 

evolution measurements can be associated with hydrogen that was dissolved into the 

electrolyte solution and therefore, was not quantified in the reading measurements. After 

7 days of immersion in the chloride-containing solution, the corrosion rates of the 

different alloys can be rank as Homogenized > Peak-aged > ECAP-aged > ECAPed 

showing values of ~ 25, 14, 2.3, and 1.5 mmpy, respectively. Based on these results, it is 

seen that the ECAPed alloy exhibits the lowest corrosion rate, which is more than 16 

times lower than the homogenized alloy. These results confirmed that the ECAPed 

specimens are significantly more corrosion resistant than the heat-treated alloys when 

immersed in chloride-containing media.  
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Figure 27. (a) Weight loss measurements of the AZ91 alloys after immersion for 1, 3, 5, 

and 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, (b) corrosion rate (PW) calculated from the weight 

loss measurements, (c) comparison between PH and PW after immersion for 7 days in 3.5 

wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

The macroscopic surface appearance of the AZ91 alloys immersed for 1, 3, 5, 

and 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution (after removal of the corrosion products) is shown 

in Figure 28. Severe corrosion is observed in the heat-treated alloys particularly after 5 

days of immersion, which is in agreement with the weight loss measurements, where 

corrosion rate seems to be accelerated after 5 days of immersion. The homogenized alloy 

exhibits the most severe corrosion attack that spread over the entire surface and result in 

a significant loss of material after 5 days of immersion. The peak-aged alloy also 

exhibits a severe attack; however, corrosion seems more localized as compared to the 

homogenized alloy and even after 7 days of immersion there are still some regions that 

are uncorroded. Nevertheless, the serious localized corrosion of the peak-aged alloy also 

led to a significant loss of material, particularly after 5 days of immersion. From Figure 

28, it is evident the improvement in the corrosion resistance of the AZ91 alloys after 

ECAP processing. No substantial loss of material is observed on the ECAP samples as 
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compared to the heat-treated alloys and the corrosion propagation seems to be more 

uniform with a shallow penetration depth.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 28. Surface appearance of the AZ91 alloys after immersion for 1, 3, 5, and 7 

days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 
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To further examine the morphology of the corroded alloys after the immersion 

test, SEM micrographs of the AZ91 alloys after 1 day of immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

solution are shown in Figure 29. Even after only 1 day of immersion, the homogenized 

alloy exhibits a severe corrosion attack, as shown in Figure 29(a). Large corrosion pits 

are randomly formed in almost the entire surface. This localized corrosion can be related 

to the breakdown of the native air-formed oxide film by chloride ions and the initiation 

of pitting corrosion. As it was mentioned above, the anodic dissolution of Mg takes 

place in the presence of hydrogen evolution that leads to local increase in pH, this local 

alkalization slows down the dissolution rate at the active sites, promoting the 

development of new anodic sites. This mechanism explains the widespread corrosion 

observed in the homogenized alloy, in which pits will tend to spread laterally with 

increasing the immersion time, resulting in coalesce of pits and severe uniform corrosion 

with high dissolution rate. A closer view of the corroded surface also shows the 

formation of trenches in the α-Mg phase surrounding an Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle. 

This formation of trenches in the vicinity of Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles suggests that 

there is a micro-galvanic coupling between these particles and the adjacent α-Mg matrix 

that leads to preferential dissolution of the more anodic α-Mg phase [115, 116]. This 

micro-galvanic coupling can lead to undermining of the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles 

that eventually will detached from the alloy, resulting in the development of corrosion 

pits that will spread out over the entire surface and will also contribute to the severe 

corrosion observed in this alloy [117].  
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Figure 29. SEM micrographs of (a) homogenized alloy, (b) peak-aged alloy, (c, e) 

ECAPed alloy and (d, f) ECAP-aged alloy after immersion for one day in 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

solution. 

 

 

 

Figure 29(b) shows the corroded surface of the peak-aged alloy after immersion 

for 1 day in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. As seen from the SEM micrograph, corrosion is 

mainly concentrated at the interior of the α-Mg grains with the β-Mg17Al12 phase acting 

as a kinetic barrier that retards corrosion propagation through α-Mg grains. It is 

interesting to notice that micro-galvanic corrosion at the interface between the β-
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Mg17Al12 phase and the adjacent α-Mg phase is not observed as previously reported by 

other studies [5, 118, 119]. This behavior can be attributed to a heterogeneous 

distribution of aluminum in the α-Mg grains as will be explained in chapter IV where the 

aluminum content in the grain interior is comparatively less compared to the one in the 

α-Mg phase at the vicinity of the β-Mg17Al12 phase. In that sense, the aluminum-depleted 

α-Mg phase at the interior of the grains is more anodically active than the aluminum-

enriched α-Mg phase adjacent to the β-Mg17Al12 phase, resulting in the preferential 

dissolution of the primary α-Mg matrix that predominates over the micro-galvanic 

coupling at the β-Mg17Al12 phase/α-Mg phase interface. The relatively higher aluminum 

content in the α-Mg phase adjacent to the β-Mg17Al12 phase reduces the driving force for 

micro-galvanic corrosion and explains why trenching or undermining of the β-Mg17Al12 

phase is not observed. It is suggested that the anodic dissolution at the interior of the α-

Mg grains occurs with hydrogen evolution taking place either at the β-Mg17Al12 phase or 

in the aluminum-enriched α-Mg phase. It is also likely that micro-galvanic corrosion 

between Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and their adjacent α-Mg phase occurs, similar as 

in the homogenized alloy, accelerating the corrosion process of the α-Mg grains. Lunder 

et al. [120] reported that the superior corrosion resistant of the β-Mg17Al12 phase and its 

role as a barrier for corrosion propagation can be attributed to the high stability of this 

phase (i.e., passive behavior) in a wide pH range (4-14) that combines the passive 

properties of magnesium in alkaline solutions with the high resistance of aluminum in 

neutral solutions [120]. In addition, they also reported that the β-Mg17Al12 phase leads to 

the formation of a product layer that consists of magnesium and aluminum, which is 
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more stable than the layer formed on the α-Mg phase [120]. The preferential corrosion at 

the interior of the α-Mg grains and the barrier effect of the β-Mg17Al12 phase that prevent 

corrosion propagation from one α-Mg grain into another directly across the β-Mg17Al12 

phase, will eventually lead to a corroded morphology characterized by a cellular 

structure of dissolved α-Mg phase with a network of undissolved β-Mg17Al12 phase as 

seen in Figure 24(f). The lateral limitation in the corrosion propagation can lead to 

corrosion progression deep into the α-Mg phase resulting sometimes in higher pit depths 

as compared to the homogenized alloy. Thus, it can be concluded that the β-Mg17Al12 

phase in the peak aged alloy exhibited two opposite effects: 1) reduce the corroding 

surface area by acting as a barrier for corrosion propagation and 2) induce a more 

concentrated and severe corrosion on the α-Mg matrix [121]. This explains the more 

serious localized corrosion with a higher pit penetration depth of the peak-aged alloy as 

compared to the homogenized alloy. Despite the barrier effect provide by the β-Mg17Al12 

phase in the peak-aged alloy, it was surprisingly found that some regions at the interior 

of the β-Mg17Al12 phase are preferentially corroded with no evidence of corrosion taking 

place in the α-Mg phase surrounding the precipitate. This anomalous behavior will be 

explored further in chapter IV. 

Figures 29(c-f) show the morphology of the ECAP processed alloys after one day 

of immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The corroded morphologies of these alloys are 

relatively similar exhibiting a widespread corrosion with a significantly less penetration 

depth as compared to the heat-treated alloys. It is interesting to notice that the 

uncorroded regions of the ECAPed specimens seem to be elongated in the direction of 
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the shear deformation similar as the elongated unDRXed coarse grains seen in Figure 

13(b). By taking a closer examination at these uncorroded areas (Figure 29(e) and (f)), it 

is seen that corrosion preferentially occurs in the DRXed fine grains whereas the 

unDRXed coarse grains seems to be less attacked. This preferential corrosion of the fine 

grains explains the elongated uncorroded patches observed on the surface of the 

ECAPed specimens taking the shape of the coarse grains that appeared to be more 

corrosion resistant to the chloride-containing solution. It is also worth noticing, that 

unlike the peak-aged alloy where corrosion preferentially initiated at the interior of the 

α-Mg grain, in the ECAPed alloy, corrosion is taking place at the grain boundaries of the 

DRXed fine grains. This intergranular corrosion suggests micro-galvanic coupling 

between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg 

matrix leading to preferential dissolution of the α-Mg phase and undermining of the β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates that will eventually fall off from the alloy. This means that the β-

Mg17Al12 phase acts as an effective galvanic cathode due to the discontinuous 

distribution of this phase along the grain boundaries that is unable to provide a barrier 

for corrosion propagation and instead it accelerated the anodic dissolution of the 

adjacent α-Mg phase [16]. Although the micro-galvanic corrosion in the ECAPed 

specimens seems to be more predominant than in the peak-aged alloy, it is worth to 

notice that the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates in the ECAPed alloys are relatively fine and well-

distributed along the grain boundaries, this can lead to a significantly lower galvanic 

activity as compared to alloys with coarse precipitates [24]. In addition, the undermining 

of these fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates leads to shallow pits that will spread over the 
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DRXed grains resulting in a more uniform corrosion morphology with a relatively small 

penetration depth [16]. Thus, it is suggested that the higher corrosion resistance observed 

for the ECAPed specimens as compared to the heat-treated alloys can be also attributed 

to the presence of uniformly distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain 

boundaries of the DRXed grains that can lead to a low intensity of micro-galvanic 

corrosion and the development of a more uniform and shallow corrosion morphology. 

According to this, the lower corrosion resistance of the ECAP-aged alloy can be related 

to the coarsening of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates after the post-aging treatment that can lead 

to deeper corrosion pits with a higher active exposed area for further corrosion attack. 

Details about the preferential corrosion of the DRXed grains and the development of 

intergranular corrosion in the refined equiaxed grains will be further explored in chapter 

V. 

Figure 30 shows high resolution 3D images and roughness profiles of the 

corroded AZ91 alloys (after removal of corrosion products) immersed for one day in the 

3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. It is clearly seen that the average roughness and the maximum 

pit depth of the ECAPed alloys is significantly small compared to the one for the heat-

treated alloys, which demonstrates the lower dissolution rate of the ECAPed alloys in 

chloride-containing media. As seen from Figure 30(a), the homogenized alloy exhibits a 

severe corrosion that spreads almost on the entire area, these corroded areas show a 

relatively uniform roughness only with few areas having a deeper corrosion attack with a 

maximum pit depth of ~260 μm. On the contrary, corrosion of the peak-aged alloy is 

highly localized at the interior of few α-Mg grains and is confined by the β-Mg17Al12 
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phase (Figure 30(b)). Although the fraction of corroded area in the peak-aged alloy is 

significantly lower than in the homogenized alloy, deeper pits are observed on the peak-

aged alloys having values of ~360 μm. These results confirm that the β-Mg17Al12 phase 

acts as an electrochemical barrier that retarded the corrosion propagation through α-Mg 

grains, however, it accelerates the corrosion deeper into the α-Mg grains. The ECAPed 

processed alloys, particularly the ECAPed alloy exhibits a more uniform corrosion with 

a mild average roughness of ~ 11 μm and with the deeper pits reaching values less than 

80 μm (Figure 30(c)). Finally, the ECAP-aged alloy also exhibits a relatively uniform 

corrosion but with deeper pits as compared to the ECAP alloy with values higher than 

130 μm. This behavior also confirms that the detrimental effect of the post-aging 

treatment after ECAP processing can be related to the coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 

phase that can lead to deeper pits and therefore, a higher roughness for further corrosion 

attack.  
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Figure 30. Topography images and roughness profiles of (a) homogenized alloy, (b) 

peak-aged alloy, (c) ECAPed alloy, and (d) ECAP-aged alloy after one day of immersion 

in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

Figure 31 summarizes the Ra and Rz values for the different AZ91 alloys exposed 

for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days of immersion in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. It is seen that the 

homogenized alloy exhibits the highest average roughness values among all the different 

alloy with Ra and Rz values that rapidly increase over time due to the continuous 

dissolution of the alloy. It is worth to notice that even though this alloy shows the more 

severe corrosion attack, corrosion is spread and it covers almost the entire surface, this 

can be demonstrated by the error bars on the Ra and Rz plots that are relatively small, 

these error bars resulted from different horizontal line profiles (parallel to the one shown 

in Figure 30) taken at random positions along the corroded surface. Thus, the relatively 

small variability of Ra and Rz confirms that corrosion is relatively uniform but with a 

high dissolution rate that lead to large roughness values. The peak-aged alloy exhibits Ra 
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values that are relatively smaller that the Ra values of the homogenized alloy, however, 

it is clearly noticed that the errors bars on the Ra values of the peak-aged alloy are 

significantly larger than those obtained for the homogenized alloy. These results 

demonstrate the serious localized corrosion observed on the peak-aged alloy where 

corrosion was confined at the interior of the α-Mg matrix and propagate deeper into the 

grains. Furthermore, it is also seen that the Rz values of the peak-aged alloy were higher 

than the ones of the homogenized alloy, which indicates that deeper pits were developed 

on the former alloy. These results confirm that the β-Mg17Al12 phase although, it 

provides a barrier for corrosion propagation, it can also accelerate the corrosion of the α-

Mg matrix. The ECAPed alloy exhibits the lowest Ra and Rz values at any immersion 

time that increased slowly as progressing the time of immersion, which confirms the 

lowest dissolution rate of this alloy among all the different tested alloys. In addition, the 

errors bars for both, the Ra and Rz, are quite small, which also suggest that corrosion was 

uniformly distributed over the entire surface. The higher Ra and Rz values observed for 

the ECAP-aged alloy as compared to the ECAPed alloy can be attributed to the 

coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain boundaries that lead to deeper 

pits once they are undermined and fall off from the alloy, this results in an increase in 

roughness that exposed more active area for further corrosion attack.  
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Figure 31. Roughness parameters (a) Ra and (b) Rz of the different AZ91 alloys after 

immersion for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

3.4 Corrosion Mechanism of Fine-Grained AZ91 Alloys 

Secondary phases and grain size are critical metallurgical factors that can 

significantly influence the corrosion performance of Mg and its alloys [44]. Regarding 

the influence of grain size on the corrosion behavior of Mg alloys, it has been reported 

that grain boundaries are more chemically reactive than the bulk matrix due to their 

higher electron activity and diffusion [54]. Therefore, a high density of grain boundaries 

can promote electron transfer between the metal surface and the electrolyte resulting in 

more sites for corrosion and consequently in less corrosion resistance as decreasing grain 

size. However, the higher reactivity of grain boundaries can also provide more sites for 

nucleation of an oxide layer. Hence, grain refinement can lead to faster formation of an 

oxide layer and better mechanical adhesion to the underlying metal substrate that will 

result in higher corrosion resistance [54]. Secondary phases can also play a significant 

role on the corrosion performance of Mg alloys; parameters such as volume fraction, 

size, and distribution can modify the role of secondary phases even if they exhibit 
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similar chemistry. Song et al. [121] reported that the β-Mg17Al12 phase in Mg-Al alloys 

has a dual role on the corrosion behavior of Mg-Al alloys; they proposed that high 

volume fraction of continuously distributed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain 

boundaries can improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-Al alloys by acting as a barrier 

that retards corrosion propagation in the alloy. On the contrary, the presence of a small 

volume fraction of discontinuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates can accelerate the corrosion 

process of the α-Mg matrix by acting as an effective galvanic cathode.  

From electrochemical/corrosion measurements and chemical and morphology 

analysis, it was found that the ECAP processed alloys exhibits a significant higher 

corrosion resistance as compared to the heat-treated alloys. The significant enhancement 

in the corrosion performance of the ECAP-processed alloys can be attributed to three 

major factors: 1) refinement of the microstructure that can promote the formation of a 

protective oxide film, 2) formation of a more adherent, dense and protective layer of 

carbonate-containing corrosion products upon immersion, and 3) presence of well-

distributed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain boundaries of the DRXed grains that 

promote a more uniform corrosion with shallow penetration depth. Figure 32 

summarizes the micro-galvanic corrosion mechanism observed in the ECAPed alloy. It 

is well-known that micro-galvanic corrosion in magnesium alloys is mainly controlled 

by the potential difference between the phases and the cathode-to-anode area ratio [62, 

63]. These factors will dictate the rate of galvanic corrosion of the alloy when exposed to 

a corrosive environment. According to Figure 32, in stage I, micro-galvanic coupling is 

established between the β-Mg17Al12 phase precipitated along the DRXed grain 
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boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg phase. In stage II, the preferential anodic dissolution 

of the α-Mg matrix surrounding the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates results in intergranular 

corrosion with trenching around the precipitates followed by particle fall-out from the 

alloy. This particle detachment leads to corrosion pits, which are active sites for further 

corrosion attack. More corrosion pits are developed as progressing the immersion time. 

Owing to the presence of well-distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the grain 

boundaries of the DRXed grains, the undermining of these precipitates and formation of 

corrosion pits results in a more uniform corrosion morphology with a shallow 

penetration depth as shown in the stage III. Micro-galvanic corrosion between the very 

fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the interior of the DRXed grains and the adjacent α-Mg 

matrix can also occur leading to intragranular corrosion of the DRXed grains, however, 

the significantly small cathode-to-anode area ratio of this galvanic couple will lead to a 

slow galvanic corrosion rate that will not significantly contribute to the corrosion 

propagation in the DRXed grains. No evidence of micro-galvanic corrosion or anodic 

dissolution was observed in the unDRXed grains even though there was a large volume 

fraction of lath-shaped β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that could induced a strong galvanic 

coupling due to the large cathode-to-anode area ratio. The corrosion mechanism for the 

preferential dissolution occurring in the DRXed regions will be further explored in 

chapter V. 
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Figure 32. Schematic illustration of the micro-galvanic corrosion mechanism of fine-

grained AZ91 alloys processed by ECAP. 

 

 

 

The lower corrosion resistance of the ECAP-aged alloy in comparison with the 

ECAPed alloy can be attributed to the increase in grain size with post-aging treatment 

that could deteriorate the protective properties of the oxide layer, but also it can be 

associated with the coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 phase that led to deeper pits with 

greater active areas for further corrosion attack. This coarsening of precipitates could 

also result in a higher cathode-to-anode area ratio that can lead to higher galvanic 

corrosion rates. Although, it has been proposed that post-annealing after severe plastic 

deformation can further improve the corrosion resistance of Mg alloys by decreasing the 

dislocation density in the α-Mg matrix [24], in this study, the detrimental effect of the 

increase in grain size and coarsening of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates predominated over the 

beneficial effect of reducing the dislocation density. 

3.5 Summary and Conclusions  

This chapter investigated the microstructure, mechanical properties and corrosion 

behavior in chloride-containing environments of fine-grained AZ91 alloys processed 

through ECAP and post-aging treatment. The mechanical and corrosion performance of 
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these fine-grained AZ91 alloys was compared to the ones of traditional heat-treated 

alloys. A corrosion mechanism for the fine-grained AZ91 alloys is provided. From these 

findings, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• The microstructure after ECAP processing exhibited a bimodal grain structure of 

elongated coarse grains combined with a high-volume fraction of equiaxed fine 

grains. Lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates were found at the interior of 

the unDRXed grains whereas presence of spherical β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the 

grain boundaries and at the grain interior were identified in the DRXed grains. Post-

aging treatment after ECAP processing increased the volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates, however, grain growth and coarsening of pre-existing β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates also occurred.  

• The ECAPed alloys exhibited better mechanical properties than the heat-treated 

alloy. The strengthening of the AZ91 alloy was associated with significant grain 

refinement after ECAP as well as formation of high-volume fraction of well-

dispersed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that provide grain-boundary and precipitation 

strengthening. This fine-grain structure promoted a more uniform plastic 

deformation that resulted in higher ductility. Post-aging treatment provided further 

increase in strength but a decrease in ductility.  

• The corrosion resistance of the AZ91 alloy was significantly enhanced after ECAP 

processing and it was mainly attributed to three major factors: 1) refinement of the 

microstructure that can promote the formation of a more protective oxide film, 2) 

formation of a more protective layer of corrosion products upon immersion, and 3) 
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presence of well-distributed β-Mg17Al12 phase along the grain boundaries of the 

DRXed grains that promote a more uniform corrosion with shallow penetration. 

• Corrosion in the fine-grained AZ91 alloys initiated at the grain boundaries of the 

DRXed grains due to micro-galvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the 

adjacent α-Ma matrix. This micro-galvanic corrosion resulted in detachment of the β-

Mg17Al12 phase from the alloy and development of corrosion pits. The presence of 

well-dispersed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates promoted a more uniform and shallow 

corrosion morphology. 

• The corrosion resistance after post-aging treatment was reduced due to increase in 

grain size that deteriorated the protective properties of the oxide layer as well as 

coarsening of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain boundaries of the DRXed 

grains that lead to deeper corrosion pits. 
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CHAPTER IV  

MICROGALVANIC CORROSION MECHANISM OF A PEAK-AGED Mg-9Al-1Zn 

ALLOY 

 

The ASTM B661 delineates a standard heat treatment method to increase the 

strength of Mg-9Al-1Zn (AZ91) alloys that includes solution annealing at 413 °C for 24 

h, quenching in water at room temperature, and further aging at 168 °C for 16 h [12]. 

The processed alloy is commonly known as the peak-aged AZ91 alloy. The 

microstructure of this alloy mainly consists of primary α-Mg matrix, Al8Mn5 

intermetallic phase, and a fine lamellar structure of α-Mg + β-Mg17Al12 phases formed at 

high angle grain boundaries [84]. 

It is well known that the β-Mg17Al12 phase is more cathodic than the α-Mg matrix 

such that corrosion is expected to preferably occur by micro-galvanic coupling between 

these two phases [62]. Thus, the corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloy mainly depends on 

the electrochemical interaction between the α-Mg matrix and the β-Mg17Al12 phase when 

exposed to a corrosive environment [62, 119]. Song et al. [62, 63] reported that the β-

phase plays a dual role in the corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloys; when the β-phase is 

continuous along the grain boundaries, this phase behaves as a barrier to hinder corrosion 

propagation in the alloy. In contrast, when the β-phase is discontinuous along the grain 

boundaries, it mainly acts as an effective galvanic cathode, accelerating the corrosion 

process of the α-Mg matrix. Furthermore, they also reported that the micro-galvanic 

coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the α-Mg matrix is mainly controlled by the 
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cathode-to-anode area ratio and the potential difference between the phases, whereas the 

effectiveness of the barrier protection provided by the β-Mg17Al12 phase depends mainly 

on the volume fraction and distribution of the β-Mg17Al12 phase and is favored when the 

β-Mg17Al12 phase exhibits a continuous network around the α-Mg matrix [63]. Though 

many corrosion studies have been performed on cast AZ91 alloys, such as those 

elucidating the dual role mechanism proposed by Song and co-workers [4, 5, 47, 60, 62, 

119, 122-125], there is no comprehensive study that addresses the corrosion initiation 

mechanism of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy.  

The aim of this work is to examine the micro-galvanic corrosion mechanism of a 

peak-aged AZ91 alloy exposed to a NaCl electrolyte at room temperature. This study 

covers microstructural analysis and a mechanistic electrochemical/corrosion 

characterization of AZ91 alloy including scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy 

(SKPFM), immersion test and electrochemical microcell technique. Furthermore, in-situ 

corrosion analysis and a comprehensive morphological and analytical characterization of 

the corroded surface after exposure is performed to determine the mechanism of 

corrosion degradation of peak-aged AZ91 alloy during early immersion in chloride-

containing solutions and to identify the dominant role of the β-Mg17Al12 phase either as 

an effective cathode or as an anodic barrier to corrosion. 

4.1. Microstructural Characterization of Peak-Aged AZ91 Alloy 

Figure 33 shows optical and SEM micrographs of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy and 

corresponding EDS line profiles. As seen in Figure 33a, aging of the homogenized alloy 

at the peak-aged condition results in discontinuous precipitation of a fine lamellar 
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structure of α-Mg + β-Mg17Al12 phase along the grain boundaries of the original 

supersaturated α-Mg phase (Figure 33a). The average grain size of the peak-aged 

condition is 516 ± 119 μm. The discontinuous precipitation process during aging 

involves the cellular growth of alternating layers of the β-phase and a near-equilibrium 

α-Mg phase (i.e., less Al content than the original supersaturated α-Mg solid solution), 

resulting in the formation of a lamellar structure that grows behind a migrating grain 

boundary [3, 84, 126-128]. The inset of Figure 33(b) shows that the lamellar structure 

exhibits a fine rod-like morphology with a notorious anisotropy of growth [126]. 

Furthermore, Figure 33(a) and (b) show the presence of undissolved eutectic β-phase due 

to incomplete homogenization as well as the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles. Aging 

makes Al solute atoms diffuse towards grain boundaries to form precipitates of β-

Mg17Al12 phase, and this process reduced the aluminum content in the α-Mg matrix. 

Therefore, a nonuniform distribution of Mg and Al is usually expected in the peak-aged 

alloy as seen from the line profiles shown in Figure 33(c) and (d). The line profile in 

Figure 33(c) shows that the Al content gradually increases from the center of an α-Mg 

grain towards the lamellar precipitate located in the grain boundary. The line profile of 

an Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle (Figure 33(d)) also shows gradual changes in Mg, Al, 

and Mn content from the α-Mg matrix towards the intermetallic particle. Similar 

concentration gradients have been reported elsewhere [129]. 
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Figure 33. Optical (a) and SEM (b-d) micrographs of the peak-aged alloy and the 

corresponding line profiles through (c) an α-Mg grain containing lamellar precipitates at 

the grain boundaries and through (d) an Al8Mn5 particle. 

 

 

 

4.2 Localized Potential Distribution in the Peak-Aged AZ91 Alloy 

The local nobility of secondary phases in the peak-aged AZ91 alloy was 

evaluated by using scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM). SKPFM 

measurements provide information regarding electrochemical reactivity at the metal 

surface, allowing the prediction of local anodic and cathodic sites in a particular material 

undergoing corrosion processes [61, 130]. Figure 34 shows the surface topography and 

Volta potential maps and profiles of different phases in the peak-aged AZ91 alloy. In 

this study, higher and lower potential values correspond to net cathodic (light areas) and 

net anodic sites (dark areas), respectively. Topography maps and line profiles are 
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included to facilitate the identification of different constituents in the alloy. From these 

topography maps and line profiles, it can be seen that all secondary phases including the 

lamellar α + β phase (Figure 34(a) and (c)), the eutectic β-phase (Figure 34(b)), and the 

Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle (Figure 34(d)) protrude from the polished surface (light 

areas) due to their high hardness, which decreases the polishing rate compared to the 

adjacent α-Mg matrix. From the Volta potential scanning on the lamellar precipitate and 

the surrounding α-Mg matrix (Figure 34(a)), it is observed that this lamellar precipitate 

exhibits a higher Volta potential difference (VPD) with respect to the matrix, suggesting 

a lower electrochemical activity of the α + β phase and, hence, a net cathodic behavior. 

The VPD is approximately ~88.6 mV. The VPD between the undissolved eutectic β-

phase and the α-Mg matrix (~82.7 mV) is similar to that observed between the lamellar 

phase and the α-Mg matrix. These relatively high potential differences between the β-

phases and the α-Mg matrix (Figure 34(a) and (b)) can serve as a driving force for 

micro-galvanic corrosion with the α-Mg matrix exhibiting the highest electrochemical 

activity to promote charge transfer during corrosion reactions [130, 131]. Therefore, it is 

expected that in a corrosive environment, a galvanic couple between these β-phases (net 

cathodes) and the adjacent α-Mg matrix (net anode) will be established, leading to the 

onset of corrosion at the interface boundaries and further preferential dissolution of the 

surrounding matrix. Closer observation of the Volta potential distribution inside the 

lamellar precipitate is shown in Figure 34(c), where a small potential difference between 

the β-phase and the local α-Mg phase inside the lamellar structure can be identified. The 
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β-phase is slightly more cathodic (~30 mV) than the local α-Mg phase, suggesting the 

possibility of micro-galvanic corrosion within the precipitate. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 34. Topography (left) and Volta potential (right) maps and profiles of the peak-

aged AZ91 alloy in selected areas: (a) lamellar α + β precipitate, (b) eutectic β-phase, (c) 

the interior of the lamellar precipitate and (d) Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle. 

 

 

 

From the Volta potential map shown in Figure 34(d), the Al8Mn5 phase with a 

VPD of ~250 mV is also found to be cathodic with respect to the α-Mg matrix. The 

Al8Mn5 phase exhibits the highest cathodic activity, which suggests a more intense 

micro-galvanic coupling with the α-Mg matrix compared to the coupling between the β-

phases (eutectic or lamellar) and the α-Mg matrix. Interestingly, the Volta potential 

gradient across the Al8Mn5/α-Mg matrix boundary is not as steep as the ones observed 
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for the β-phases/α-Mg matrix interface boundaries (Figure 34(a) and (b)); instead, the 

Volta potential in the α-Mg matrix surrounding the Al8Mn5 particle is similar to the 

Volta potential of the particle itself, resulting in a peculiar “corona-like” Volta potential 

gradient around the Al8Mn5 particle. This particular corona-like Volta potential gradient 

surrounding the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle can be associated with the non-uniform 

distribution of Mg, Al, and Mn content in the α-Mg matrix surrounding the particle as 

mentioned above and clearly observed in the X-ray maps (Figure 35(b-d)) of the Al8Mn5 

intermetallic particle shown in Figure 35(a). From these X-rays maps, it is seen that the 

content of Mg, Al, and Mn gradually change around the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle, 

especially up to a distance of 6 μm from the Al8Mn5/α-Mg matrix interface boundary. 

Beyond a distance of 6 μm, the Mg, Al, and Mn contents become more uniform. This 

behavior can reduce the intensity of micro-galvanic coupling between the Al8Mn5 phase 

and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. In contrast, the gradual distribution of elements 

surrounding the secondary particle was not observed for the lamellar precipitate 

(Figure.35(e)) as seen from the X-ray maps in Figure 35(f-h). These X-ray maps showed 

that near to the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary, there was a relatively sharp 

distribution of Al and Mg, which is consistent with the steep-like Volta potential 

gradient across the boundary shown in Figure 34(a). Nevertheless, it is worth to 

emphasize that at larger scale, Al content significantly decreased as approaching to the 

core of α-Mg grains (Figure 33(c)). 
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Figure 35. (a) SEM micrograph of an Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle and the 

corresponding (b-d) X-ray elemental maps of Mg, Al, and Mn. (e) SEM micrograph of a 

lamellar α + β precipitate and the corresponding (f-h) X-ray elemental maps of Mg, Al, 

and Mn. 

 

 

 

4.3 Corrosion Initiation in the Peak-Aged AZ91 Alloy Immersed in Chloride-

Containing Media 

4.3.1 Immersion Testing in 3.5 wt.% NaCl Solution 

To investigate the corrosion initiation mechanism of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy, a 

relatively short immersion test was performed for 6 h in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

Following exposure, surface examination was carried out by using OM and SEM. As 

predicted from the Volta potential results presented in Figure 34(a), it is expected that 

micro-galvanic interaction between the lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg 

matrix will occur with selective dissolution of the matrix surrounding the precipitate. 

Indeed, it has been widely proposed that corrosion initiation in Mg-Al alloys is likely to 

occur at the β-phase/α-Mg matrix boundary, in which a trenching effect develops at this 

boundary and is followed by cathodic particle fall-out [5, 49, 62, 106, 117, 118, 132]. 

However, our findings show that corrosion initiates at the interior of the α-Mg matrix, 
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which is far from the lamellar precipitates located at the grain boundaries (Figure 36(a-

d)) and also occurs inside the lamellar α + β phase (Figure 36(e-h)).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 36. Optical micrographs of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy before and after immersion 

in 3.5 wt.% NaCl for 6 h showing: (a, b) corrosion initiation at the interior of an α-Mg 

grain far away from the lamellar precipitate, (c, d) corrosion initiation and propagation 

inside the α-Mg matrix that is delayed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

boundary, (e, f) corrosion initiation inside the lamellar precipitate, and (g, h) extensive 

corrosion inside the lamellar precipitate that spreads along the precipitate but is also 

delayed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. 

 

 

 

Figure 36(b) clearly shows that corrosion did not initiate at the lamellar α + β 

phase/α-Mg matrix boundary but rather started in the center of the α-Mg grain. Indeed, 

corrosion seems to propagate towards the grain boundary (Figure 36(c) and (d)). One 

possible reason for the preferential corrosion initiation in the interior of the α-Mg matrix 

which is far away from the lamellar precipitate is likely related to the aluminum content 

gradient from the bulk of the matrix to the vicinity of the lamellar precipitate as shown 

in Figure 33(c) [133]. The Al solute atom distribution can result in selective anodic 
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dissolution in the center of the α-Mg matrix that predominates over the micro-galvanic 

coupling between the lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. It is suggested 

that this anodic dissolution at the interior of the α-Mg matrix is likely accompanied by 

hydrogen evolution occurring at local cathodic sites, such as in the Al8Mn5 intermetallic 

particles, the lamellar α + β precipitates or in the Al-rich zones of the α-Mg matrix. 

Figure 36(c) and (d) show that during early immersion, corrosion is delayed at the 

vicinity of the lamellar precipitates, suggesting that they provide a barrier effect due to 

its high Al content that prevents the propagation of corrosion through the α-Mg grains. 

Indeed, corrosion tends to propagate along the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

boundary without any evidence of a trenching effect or particle fall-out, as previously 

reported elsewhere [5, 62, 106, 117]. This corrosion mechanism involving 1) corrosion 

initiation in the low Al content regions of the α-Mg matrix that gradually advanced 

towards the β-phase at the grain boundaries and 2) barrier effect by the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitate that retards corrosion progression through adjacent grains has been reported 

by previous studies [4, 60, 105, 119, 134]. The barrier protection provided by the 

lamellar precipitates can be mainly associated with the high volume fraction and the 

continuous network of these precipitates that can effectively slow the development of 

corrosion through the α-Mg grains [105, 122, 135]. The continuous net-like structure 

along the grain boundaries is also less likely to experience undermining due to micro-

galvanic corrosion [118]. Furthermore, Pardo et al. [60] proposed that the barrier effect 

provided by the β-phase in Mg-Al alloys can be attributed to its fine and continuous 

distribution and to the formation of a semi-protective aluminum-rich oxide layer on the 
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precipitates that limits corrosion propagation. Finally, Zhang et al. [136] revealed that 

the absence of corrosion at the α-Mg matrix surrounding the cathodic eutectic β-phase 

particle, (Mg, Zn)3Gd, in as-cast Mg-3Gd-1Zn-0.4Zr alloy was associated with localized 

alkalinity induced by the eutectic phase (site supporting hydrogen evolution reaction) 

that promoted passivity of the α-Mg matrix adjacent to the precipitate. 

Figure 36(e-h) shows that corrosion also occurs in the lamellar α + β phase found 

in other areas of the peak-aged AZ91 sample. Figure 36(f) shows that corrosion initiates 

inside the lamellar precipitate instead of occurring at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg 

matrix boundary. These observations are not in agreement with the Volta potential 

results in Figure 34(a) and the conventional corrosion mechanism that has been widely 

reported by other researchers involving micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phase 

and the surrounding α-Mg matrix that results in undermining of the β-phase and further 

particle fall out due to preferential dissolution of the adjacent α-Mg matrix [5, 62, 106, 

117]. The corrosion initiation inside the lamellar α + β precipitate seems to occur in the 

α-Mg phase within this lamellar structure. As shown in Figure 34(c), the Volta potential 

suggests that the local α-Mg phase inside the lamellar precipitate is anodic with respect 

to the β-phase. Although this VPD is relatively small compared to the potential 

difference between the lamellar precipitate and the surrounding α-Mg matrix, it is likely 

that the selective anodic dissolution inside the precipitate is associated with the cathode-

to-anode area ratio and aluminum compositional differences between these phases. The 

cathode-to-anode area ratio between the β-phase and the α-Mg phase inside the lamellar 

precipitate is larger than that between the lamellar precipitate and the α-Mg matrix as 
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shown in Figure 37(a) and (b). Therefore, it is likely that the β-phase and the local α-Mg 

phase within the lamellar precipitate can establish a stronger micro-galvanic activity, 

which explains why corrosion preferentially occurs within the lamellar precipitate rather 

than at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. These observations are in 

accordance with the results reported by Bland et al. [137] who found that the corrosion 

rate of Mg-Al alloys in chloride-containing environments increased when the area 

fraction of Al electrodes embedded in the α-Mg electrodes increased and also when the 

electrode spacing for a fixed Al electrode area fraction decreased. Similar to the 

corrosion initiation inside the α-Mg grains, Figure 36(g) and (h) clearly show that 

corrosion inside the lamellar precipitate spreads along the precipitate but is also delayed 

at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37. Cathode-to-anode area ratio between (a) the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the local 

α-Mg phase within the lamellar precipitate and (b) the lamellar precipitate and the α-Mg 

matrix measured using the ImageJ software. 

 

 

 

A more detailed SEM morphology analysis of the corrosion initiation at the 

interior of the α-Mg matrix is shown in Figure 38. Figure 38(a) shows corroded areas in 
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the α-Mg matrix far away from the lamellar precipitate. The inset in Figure 38(a) clearly 

shows corrosion initiation at the interior of the matrix with no signs of corrosion taking 

place at the α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. Figure 38(b) also shows severe 

corrosion in the center of an α-Mg grain. X-ray elemental mapping of this region reveals 

aluminum enrichment in the corroded area, which can be attributed to selective 

dissolution of magnesium during corrosion of the α-Mg phase matrix (Figure 38(d) and 

(e)) [60, 103]. Figure 38(f) and (g) shows a mild trenching effect at the Al8Mn5 phase/α-

Mg matrix boundary that can be associated with micro-galvanic interactions between 

these phases. Interestingly, a more aggressive corrosion attack, characterized by large 

pits, seems to occur in the α-Mg matrix that is located approximately 6 μm from the 

interface boundary (Figure 38(g)). The preferential attack at these regions, enclosed by a 

yellow circle in Figure 38(g) can be linked with the corona-like Volta potential gradient 

and the gradual change in Mg, Al, and Mn content surrounding the Al8Mn5 phase, as 

mentioned above. The corona-like Volta potential gradient can result in a decrease in the 

driving force for micro-galvanic coupling at the Al8Mn5 phase/α-Mg matrix boundary 

and instead can induce micro-galvanic coupling between the Al8Mn5 phase and the α-Mg 

matrix located a certain distance away from the precipitate (~6 μm). This α-Mg matrix is 

characterized by a lower Al and Mn content that leads to a significantly large Volta 

potential difference with the Al8Mn5 phase (~250 mV), thus, making this region more 

electrochemically active for anodic dissolution than the α-Mg matrix adjacent to the 

Al8Mn5 phase. It is worth mentioning that even though the cathode-to-anode area ratio in 

this galvanic couple is relatively small, the large VPD between these phases seems to 
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play a more important role in promoting micro-galvanic interaction between the phases. 

However, this small area ratio can certainly limit the corrosion propagation by this 

mechanism. As shown in Figure 38(h), corrosion propagation in α-Mg grains either due 

to preferential anodic dissolution of low Al-content α-Mg phase or through micro-

galvanic corrosion between Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and α-Mg phase is limited 

when it reaches the lamellar precipitate.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 38. SEM micrographs of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy after immersion in 3.5 wt.% 

NaCl for 6 h showing: (a-c) corrosion initiation inside the α-Mg matrix, (d-e) X-ray 

elemental mapping of Al and Mg showing aluminum enrichment in the corroded area 

shown in c; (f-g) micro-galvanic coupling between Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and 

the surrounding α-Mg matrix and (h) corrosion propagation in α-Mg grains that is 

delayed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. 

 

 

 

Figure 39 shows SEM micrographs exhibiting preferential corrosion inside the 

lamellar precipitate. It is likely that micro-galvanic corrosion between the β-phase and 
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the local α-Mg phase within the lamellar structure occurs, which is evident by the 

localized corrosion attack inside the lamellar precipitate. As seen from the inset in 

Figure 39(a), some regions of the local α-Mg phase preferentially corrode, leading to an 

unsupported β-phase that eventually detaches from the lamellar precipitate (see the 

enclosed yellow region). As a result, the morphology of the corroded precipitate follows 

a lamellar pattern. Figure 39(b) shows a more extended corrosion propagation along the 

lamellar precipitate. A closer view of the corroded precipitate also shows that corrosion 

propagates in a lamellar pattern. In addition, this type of lamellar corrosion propagation 

follows different directions as a result of the anisotropy of growth during the 

discontinuous precipitation (Figure 33(b)). Similar to the corrosion propagation that is 

observed inside the α-Mg matrix, the corrosion in the lamellar precipitate did not 

propagate across the adjacent α-Mg matrix. It seems once again that the interface 

boundary between the lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg matrix behaves as a 

barrier by delaying the corrosion propagation from the lamellar precipitate into the α-Mg 

matrix and vice versa. As mentioned above, the effectiveness of the barrier effect can be 

associated with the interconnected network of the lamellar precipitate along the grain 

boundaries that dominates over the micro-galvanic coupling developed between this 

precipitate and its surrounding α-Mg matrix. It is interesting to notice from the inset in 

Figure 39(b) that Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles located near the lamellar precipitate did 

not revealed any sign of trenching or micro-galvanic interaction with neighboring areas, 

this behavior can be related to the large aluminum content in the β-phase that weakens 
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the intensity of micro-galvanic coupling between the Al8Mn5 particles and the 

surrounding areas [134].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 39. SEM micrographs of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy after immersion in 3.5 wt.% 

NaCl for 6 h showing: (a-c) corrosion initiation inside the lamellar precipitate due to 

micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phase and the local α-Mg phase and (d-e) X-ray 

elemental mapping of Mg and Al showing aluminum enrichment in the corroded area. 

 

 

 

Finally, X-ray elemental mapping (Figure 39(d) and (e)) of Figure 39(c) shows 

that the corroded area of the lamellar precipitate exhibits aluminum enrichment in 

comparison to that of the uncorroded regions (enclosed by the white lines), which 

indicates preferential dissolution of magnesium from the local α-Mg phase at the interior 

of the lamellar precipitate. As reported by Pardo et al. [60], this aluminum enrichment 

combined with the fine distribution of the β-phase can lead to the formation of an 
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aluminum-rich oxide layer on the surface of the lamellar precipitate. This aluminum-rich 

oxide can limit corrosion propagation through α-Mg grains and can slow down the 

corrosion propagation rate along the lamellar precipitate.  

To further explore the corrosion initiation inside the lamellar precipitate, 

scanning transmission electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy (STEM-

EDS) was performed on the peak-aged AZ91 alloy. As shown in Figure 40, the 

aluminum and zinc contents in the α-Mg matrix adjacent to the lamellar precipitate 

(points 1-4 in Figure 40(a)) are approximately 4.7 wt.% and 0.5 wt.%, respectively 

(Figure 40(f)). These values are much higher than those (~1.5 wt.% Al and 0.05 wt.% 

Zn) in the local α-Mg phase (points 1-3 in Figure 40(g), also see Figure 40(l)). These 

results clearly show that the local α-Mg phase at the interior of the lamellar structure is 

depleted in the less reactive Al and Zn elements when compared to that of the α-Mg 

matrix adjacent to the precipitate. The observed chemical differences indicate that there 

is a higher micro-galvanic activity between the local α-Mg phase and the β-phase (~21.2 

wt.% Al and 2.3 wt.% Zn; Figure 40(l)), such that micro-galvanic corrosion between 

these phases outweighs the micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phase and the 

adjacent α-Mg matrix. The EDS maps (Figure 40(i-k)) at the interior of the lamellar 

precipitate in Figure 40(h) also show the significant difference in Al and Zn content 

between the β-phase and the local α-Mg phase, which leads to a strong micro-galvanic 

coupling. Interestingly, Figure 40(b) shows that the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

boundary is decorated with fine and closely spaced particles (see the enclosed yellow 

region) that as confirmed by the EDS maps in Figure 40(c-e), they mainly consist of the 
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β-phase. The presence of this array of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the grain boundary can 

be responsible for the barrier effect observed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

interface that restricts corrosion propagation across adjacent grains. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first time reporting these findings. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40. STEM micrographs showing: (a, b) the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

boundary and (g, h) the interior of the lamellar precipitate. EDX maps of the yellow box 

regions in a and g indicating the elemental distribution of (c, i) Mg, (d, j) Al and (e, k) 

Zn. (f, l) Point elemental analysis at the marked regions in a and g showing the lower Al 

and Zn content in the local α-Mg phase compared to that of the adjacent α-Mg matrix. 

 

 

 

Figure 41 shows topography maps and surface roughness profiles of the two 

distinct corrosion morphologies that are observed in the peak-aged AZ91 alloy sample 

exposed to 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 6 h. Figure 41(a-c) shows the topography and 
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roughness profile of the corrosion initiation and propagation that occurs inside the α-Mg 

matrix. As previously shown, corrosion is mainly concentrated in the interior of the α-

Mg matrix and did not propagate through the lamellar precipitate. Indeed, it is observed 

that the deepest corrosion penetration (blue color in Figure 41(b)) is far from the nearest 

lamellar precipitate, indicating that micro-galvanic coupling between the lamellar 

precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg matrix is not the corrosion mechanism that describes 

the anodic dissolution taking place in the α-Mg grains. Furthermore, it is seen that 

corrosion spread laterally in almost the entire α-Mg matrix with a relatively uniform 

penetration depth and without any signs of highly localized attack. This corrosion 

morphology is different from the conventional narrow and deep pits observed in 

stainless steel and aluminum alloys due to the autocatalytic pitting corrosion mechanism 

in chloride-containing environments. This different corrosion morphology in the AZ91 

alloy can be associated with the production of OH- ions from the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH−(aq)) that decreases the likelihood for 

development of acidic and highly chloride concentrated environments that can lead to 

severe localized attack [60]. In addition, the chemical reaction of OH- ions with Mg2+ 

ions produced from the anodic dissolution process (Mg(s) → Mg2+(aq) + 2e−) may 

lead to the formation of a magnesium hydroxide film that can decrease the corrosion 

penetration rate at local sites (Mg2+(aq) +  2OH−(aq) → Mg(OH)2) [132]. 
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Figure 41. Topography and roughness profiles of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy after 

immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl for 6 h showing: (a-c) corrosion initiation and propagation 

inside the α-Mg matrix and (d-f) corrosion initiation and propagation along the lamellar 

precipitate. 

 

 

 

Figure 41(d-f) shows the topography and roughness profile of a corroded 

lamellar precipitate, in which, similar to the corrosion initiation within the α-Mg matrix, 

the deepest corrosion penetration occurs in the interior of the lamellar precipitate and 

seems to propagate towards the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. These 

results also confirm that corrosion initiation did not occur due to micro-galvanic 

coupling between the β-phase and the α-Mg matrix; instead, the lamellar α + β phase/α-

Mg matrix boundary represents a barrier against corrosion. From the Rz values in the 

roughness profiles, a significantly higher penetration depth is observed when corrosion 

is initiated inside the α-Mg matrix (94.09 μm) compared to that of the corrosion 

initiation within the lamellar precipitate (8.56 μm). These results suggest that corrosion 

kinetics inside the α-Mg matrix proceed faster than that inside the lamellar precipitate 

and therefore, it can dominate during longer immersion times. This observation agrees 

with the possible formation of an aluminum-rich oxide layer on the lamellar precipitate 

that can slow down the corrosion propagation inside the precipitate. 
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4.3.2 In-Situ Corrosion Monitoring in 3.5 wt.% NaCl Solution 

A real-time corrosion test was performed and monitored for a longer period of 

time on specific areas to further investigate the preferential dissolution occurring at the 

interior of α-Mg grains and inside the lamellar precipitate and to better understand the 

role of Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and β-Mg17Al12 precipitates on these corrosion 

initiation processes. Figure 42(a-f) show sequential optical micrographs of in-situ 

corrosion under observation for up to 30 h in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. From Figure 

42(b), it can be observed that hydrogen evolution started taking place on an Al8Mn5 

intermetallic particle after 10 min of immersion. This indicates that the Al8Mn5 phase is 

acting as an effective cathode for hydrogen evolution inducing selective anodic 

dissolution of the surrounding α-Mg phase. Similar observations were found by Ambat 

et al. [119] and Lunder et al. [120] who reported vigorous hydrogen evolution at 

AlFeMn phases and severe corrosion of the adjacent α-Mg matrix. As the immersion 

time progresses, the hydrogen evolution on the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle becomes 

more vigorous, and corrosion in the adjacent α-Mg matrix propagates radially around the 

Al8Mn5 intermetallic particle; however, it is slowed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg 

matrix boundary (Figure 42(c)). 

Figure 42(d-f) shows the corrosion initiation occurring in the lamellar precipitate. 

As shown in Figure 42(d), a large hydrogen bubble forms on the lamellar precipitate 

after only 20 s of immersion; this bubble grows to a large size for the following 8 min 

(Figure 42€) and then escapes from the sample surface into the electrolyte after 9 min of 
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immersion. Afterwards, corrosion of the lamellar precipitate underneath the evolved 

bubble is clearly observed (Figure 42(f)). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 42. In situ corrosion observations of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy during 30 h in 3.5 

wt.% NaCl solution showing: (a-c) micro-galvanic corrosion between the Al8Mn5 

intermetallic particle and the adjacent α-Mg matrix; (d-f) corrosion initiation in a 

lamellar α + β precipitate that is underneath a hydrogen bubble that evolves after it 

reaches a relatively large size; (g) formation of hydrogen bubbles mainly at the lamellar 

precipitates indicating that they can act as effective cathodes; and (h-i) corrosion 

propagation inside an α-Mg grain that stops at the lamellar precipitate, indicating that the 

lamellar precipitate acts as a barrier against corrosion propagation. 
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Figure 42(g-i) shows optical micrographs taken from other regions during the in-

situ test. From Figure 42(g), it is seen that after few minutes of immersion (~5 min), 

there is a large formation of hydrogen bubbles in the lamellar precipitates indicating that 

they are acting as effective cathodes. This observation suggests that the anodic 

dissolution at the interior of the α-Mg matrix can be accompanied by hydrogen evolution 

occurring in the lamellar precipitates. Figure 42(h) and (i) shows that after 30 h of in-situ 

corrosion observation, there are regions with severe corrosion in the interior of some α-

Mg grains; this corrosion spreads laterally to cover almost the entire grain, but is limited 

at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. Comparing the corrosion attack 

shown in Figure 42(c) with the corrosion propagation that is observed in Figure 42(h) 

and (i) taken at relatively similar times, it seems that micro-galvanic corrosion between 

the Al8Mn5 phase and the α-Mg matrix is not truly responsible for the entire corrosion 

process taking place at the interior of the α-Mg matrix. In that sense, it is suggested that 

in addition to micro-galvanic coupling between the Al8Mn5 phase and the α-Mg matrix, 

the severe corrosion inside the α-Mg grains can be associated with anodic dissolution of 

low Al content regions of the α-Mg matrix combined with hydrogen evolution reaction 

taking place at local cathodic sites (e.g., lamellar α-Mg + β-Mg17Al12 precipitates or Al-

rich zones in the α-Mg matrix) [138]. Further investigation of this phenomenon is 

needed. As mentioned above, one possible reason for the small contribution of the 

micro-galvanic coupling between the Al8Mn5 phase and the α-Mg matrix to the overall 

corrosion observed in the α-Mg grains can be related to the small cathode-to-anode area 

ratio that can limit the corrosion propagation through this mechanism. 
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4.4 Micro-Electrochemical Behavior of α-Mg Matrix and Lamellar α + β 

Precipitates in Chloride-Containing Media 

The local electrochemical behavior of the α-Mg matrix and the lamellar α+ β 

precipitates was investigated using the electrochemical microcell technique. In this 

technique, a glass capillary is sealed with a silicone gasket such that the electrolyte is 

confined to the area of analysis at the capillary mouth to enclose the electrolyte (Figure 

43(a)). The hydrophobic property of silicone prevents the electrolyte from penetrating 

under the silicone gasket. Therefore, crevice corrosion under the silicone gasket could be 

avoided. The other benefit of sealing the capillary front end with silicone is that the high 

deformability of the silicone gasket allows measurements to be performed on rough and 

even curved surfaces. A glass capillary was obtained by heating borosilicate glass tube 

with plasma and pulling them when they reached the glass melting temperature. For 

sealing, the glass capillary was dipped in a silicone lacquer. A stream of air was passed 

through the glass capillary in order to flush out the silicone inside the capillary and 

producing a circle opening. Very thin layers of silicone were applied to the capillary tip 

by repeating this process three times. Figure 43(b) and (c) shows the top and side view 

of the capillary tip sealed with a silicone gasket, respectively. 
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Figure 43. (a) Schematic glass capillary with a silicone gasket and the SEM 

micrographs of the (b) top view and (c) side view of the silicone sealed capillary. 

 

 

 

Figure 44(a) shows the microstructure of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy before the 

potentiodynamic polarization measurements indicating the different phases (i.e., α-Mg 

matrix, lamellar α + β precipitates, and Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles) and the lamellar 

structure of the α + β precipitates. Potentiodynamic polarization measurements were 

performed in the α-Mg matrix and in a lamellar precipitate as shown in Figure 44(b) and 

the corresponding results are displayed in Figure 44(c). From the potentiodynamic 

polarization curves, it is clearly seen that the lamellar precipitate exhibits a more noble 

corrosion potential (-1.340 V vs. SCE) than that of the α-Mg matrix (-1.644 vs. SCE) as 

well as a remarkably lower corrosion current density (5.5 μA/cm2) as compared to that 

of the α-Mg matrix (21.5 μA/cm2). Based on the difference in corrosion potential 

between the lamellar precipitate and matrix, one might expect that corrosion simply 

initiates at the lamellar precipitate/matrix boundary through micro-galvanic corrosion 

resulting in preferential dissolution of the matrix, but the fact is not that simple as 

evidenced by our finding during immersion testing that shows corrosion initiation at 

points far away from the boundary (Figure 36(b)). The lower corrosion current density 
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of the lamellar precipitate corroborates that the lamellar precipitates exhibits slower 

corrosion reaction kinetics than the α-Mg matrix, which might explain why during the 

immersion testing, the corroded area in the α-Mg matrix is deeper than the one in the 

precipitate as shown in the topography maps and surface roughness profiles in Figure 41. 

This indicates that the corrosion occurring at the interior of the α-Mg grains will proceed 

faster than the corrosion development inside the lamellar precipitate and therefore, it will 

dominate the corrosion propagation of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy at longer immersion 

times. A closer observation of the corroded morphologies after the electrochemical 

microcell measurements are shown in Figure 44(d-g). The morphology of the corroded 

α-Mg matrix (Figure 44(d) and (e)) shows a typical dissolution of magnesium resulting 

in a relatively shallow corroded area with the presence of some corrosion products. In 

contrast, a different morphology was observed in the corroded lamellar precipitate 

(Figure 44(f) and (g)). As clearly seen in Figure 44(g), the corroded morphology of the 

lamellar precipitate exhibits a lamellar pattern that follows different directions 

depending of the orientation of the rod-like β-phase. This morphology is very similar to 

the one observed in Figure 39(b), which confirms that corrosion inside the lamellar 

precipitate occurs through micro-galvanic corrosion between the β-phase and the local α-

Mg phase leading to preferential dissolution of the α-Mg phase and undermining of the 

β-phase that results in a “lamellar-type” of corrosion. 
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Figure 44. Electrochemical microcell studies showing: morphology of the peak-aged 

alloy (a) before and (b) after the testing; (c) potentiodynamic polarization measurements 

of the α-Mg matrix and the lamellar α + β precipitate in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution; closer 

view of the corroded morphology after the test (d, e) inside the α-Mg matrix and (f, g) 

inside the lamellar α + β precipitate. 

 

 

 

4.4 Corrosion Mechanism of Peak-Aged AZ91 Alloy in Chloride-Containing Media 

4.4.1 Corrosion Initiation 

Figure 45 shows a schematic representation summarizing the mechanisms of 

corrosion initiation and further propagation of peak-aged AZ91 alloy immersed in a 

chloride-containing environment. Corrosion in this alloy was initiated in both the interior 

of the α-Mg grains and inside the lamellar α + β phase. Corrosion initiation in the α-Mg 
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grains was mainly associated with selective anodic dissolution of the low Al-content α-

Mg matrix accompanied by the hydrogen evolution reaction occurring at local cathodic 

sites such as in Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles, lamellar precipitates, or in Al-rich zones 

of the α-Mg matrix. This preferential anodic dissolution was attributed to non-uniform 

aluminum distribution within the α-Mg grains, which increases as approaching towards 

the lamellar precipitates located at the grain boundaries, making the interior of the grains 

more susceptible to corrosion. Furthermore, micro-galvanic corrosion between the 

Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and the adjacent the α-Mg matrix also contributed to the 

corrosion initiation inside the α-Mg grains as a result of their large Volta potential 

difference despite of the small cathode-to-anode area ratio. Conversely, corrosion 

initiation inside the lamellar precipitates was related to micro-galvanic coupling between 

the β-phase and the local α-Mg phase within the precipitate. This micro-galvanic 

coupling predominated over the micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phase and the 

adjacent α-Mg matrix due to the large cathode-to-anode area ratio regardless of the 

smaller Volta potential difference between these phases. No signs of trenching or 

particle fall-out were observed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary, which 

is attributed to poor or even completely absence of micro-galvanic corrosion between the 

lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. Aluminum enrichment was observed 

in the corroded areas of the lamellar precipitate due to preferential magnesium 

dissolution in the local α-Mg phase. This aluminum enrichment combined with the fine 

distribution of the β-Mg17Al12 phase in the lamellar precipitate can result in the 

formation of an aluminum-rich semi-protective oxide layer. The aluminum-rich oxide 
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layer and the continuous network structure of the lamellar precipitate along the grain 

boundaries, which are less prone to suffer undermining, provided a barrier for corrosion 

propagation through α-Mg grains. It was also found the presence of an array of fine and 

closely-spaced β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the grain boundaries that can also contribute to 

the barrier effect observed at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary. Finally, 

Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles located at the lamellar precipitates did not induce micro-

galvanic corrosion due to the large aluminum content of the β-phase that decreased the 

intensity of micro-galvanic coupling between these intermetallic particles and their 

surrounding areas. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45. Schematic representation of the mechanism of (a) corrosion initiation and (b) 

corrosion propagation of peak-aged AZ91 alloy immersed in a NaCl environment. 
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4.4.2 Corrosion Propagation 

In-situ corrosion examination showed that the micro-galvanic corrosion between 

the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and the adjacent α-Mg matrix was small, likely, due to 

the small cathode-to-anode area ratio that can limit the kinetics of this micro-galvanic 

corrosion process. From the topography measurements, it was found that the penetration 

depth of the corrosion initiating inside the α-Mg matrix was remarkably higher than the 

penetration depth observed inside the lamellar precipitate. In addition, the micro-

electrochemical analysis of the α-Mg matrix and the β-Mg17Al12 phase also showed that 

the corrosion current density of the α-Mg matrix was significantly higher than that of the 

β-Mg17Al12 phase, which corroborated that the corrosion reaction kinetics in the α-Mg 

matrix is considerably faster than in the β-Mg17Al12 phase. From these results, it seems 

that selective anodic dissolution of the α-Mg matrix with low aluminum content in the 

interior of the α-Mg grains dominates over the micro-galvanic corrosion mechanisms 

(i.e., between the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and their surrounding α-Mg matrix and 

between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the local α-Mg phase within lamellar precipitate). 

Indeed, an immersion test over 7 days in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution (Figure 46) showed 

this behavior. Figure 46 shows that during relatively early immersion time (i.e., 1 and 3 

days), corrosion in the α-Mg matrix and in the lamellar α + β precipitate can be easily 

identified, however, after longer immersion time (i.e., 5 and 7 days), corrosion in the α-

Mg matrix seems to oversee the corrosion occurring in the lamellar precipitates, in 

which the corrosion morphology was characterized by large corroded areas inside the α-

Mg grains confined by the lamellar precipitates, resulting in a “honeycomb-like 
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structure” with a network of undissolved lamellar precipitates acting as a barrier for 

corrosion progression. The largely spread corrosion morphology within the grains can be 

attributed to the production of OH- ions from the hydrogen evolution reaction that 

promoted a more uniform corrosion instead of a highly localized attack.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 46. Evolution of the corrosion morphology of the peak-aged AZ91 alloy at 

different immersion times for up to 7 days in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

4.4 Corrosion Initiation in the As-Cast AZ91 Alloy Immersed in Chloride-

Containing Media 

Interestingly, this type of competition for corrosion initiation site was not only 

observed in the peak-aged material but also in the as-cast condition. Figure 47 shows 

that corrosion in the as-cast AZ91 alloy occurred in the α-Mg matrix but also at the 

interior of the eutectic and lamellar phases after immersion for 6 h in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl. 
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Figure 47. Corrosion initiation in the as-cast AZ91 alloy occurring (a, b) in the α-Mg 

matrix, (c, d) inside the eutectic phase, and (e, f) inside the lamellar precipitates. 

 

 

 

More details of the corrosion initiation inside the eutectic and lamellar phases are 

shown in Figure 48. Figure 48(a) and (b) show corrosion initiation within the partially 

divorced eutectic phase, in which the islands of eutectic α-Mg phase at the interior of the 

eutectic β-phase are preferentially corroded. Furthermore, Figure 48(c) and (d) also 

shows preferential dissolution of the eutectic α-Mg phase located inside the lamellar β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates. According to these results, it is seen once again that even though 

the Volta potential measurements indicate micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phases 

(eutectic and lamellar) and their adjacent α-Mg matrix (Figure 48(e)), no signs of micro-

galvanic corrosion are revealed at these regions. Instead, corrosion occurs at the interior 

of the β-phases due to the discontinuity of these phases with the presence of a high 

electrochemically active phase (i.e., the eutectic α-Mg phase). In addition, Figure 48(a-d) 

shows that corrosion is mainly concentrated within the β-phases and did not propagate 
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into the adjacent α-Mg matrix, similar to the corrosion initiation in the peak-aged 

condition. This behavior can also be related to a non-uniform aluminum content 

distribution through these phases that could favor preferential dissolution of the eutectic 

α-Mg phase located in the interior of the β-phases. It is also likely that the higher 

cathode-to-anode ratio in the interior of these phases induces a higher micro-galvanic 

activity compared to the one between the β-phases and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. Figure 

48(e) shows that there is indeed a potential difference between the islands of the eutectic 

α-Mg phase and the eutectic β-phase that can lead to micro-galvanic corrosion once 

exposed to a corrosive environment. Similar to the peak-aged condition, the Volta 

potential difference inside these β-phases is smaller compared to the potential difference 

between the β-phases and the surrounding α-Mg matrix; however, micro-galvanic 

corrosion within the β-phases in as-cast and peak-aged conditions seem to be 

predominant. This anomalous behavior can be related to a higher corrosion reaction 

kinetics in the interior of the β-phases, which is influenced by the cathode-to-anode ratio 

that oversees the higher thermodynamic tendency based on the potential difference for 

micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phases and the α-matrix.  
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Figure 48. (a-d) SEM micrographs of the as-cast AZ91 alloy after immersion in 3.5 

wt.% NaCl for 6 h showing corrosion initiation and propagation inside the eutectic and 

lamellar precipitates due to micro-galvanic coupling between the β-phases (eutectic and 

lamellar) and the eutectic α-Mg phase. (e) Volta potential map and profile of the 

partially divorced eutectic phase. 

 

 

 

Figure 49 shows a SEM micrographs of the as-cast AZ91 alloy displaying details 

of the eutectic and lamellar phases. The X-ray maps in Figure 49(b) and (c) clearly 

shows a non-uniform distribution of Mg and Al content as approaching to the eutectic β-

Mg17Al12 phase. Several authors have reported that the non-uniform distribution of Al in 

the α-Mg solid solution is attributed to Al coring during the dendritic solidification, in 

which the Al content in the center of the α-Mg grain is significantly less (~3 at.%) 

compared to that in the eutectic α-Mg phase that surrounds the eutectic β-Mg17Al12 phase 

(~12 at.%) [103, 119, 122]. It is likely that the gradient in magnesium and aluminum 

content surrounding the eutectic β-Mg17Al12 phase results in a weakening in the micro-

galvanic activity at the eutectic β-phase/eutectic α-Mg phase interface that explains why 

corrosion was not detected at these regions (Figure 48). Furthermore, Figure 49(c) shows 
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that there is indeed a distinct chemical composition difference in Al content between the 

eutectic β-phase and the islands of eutectic α-Mg phase at the interior of the eutectic β-

phase and between the lamellar precipitate and the surrounding eutectic α-Mg phase. 

These large differences in microchemistry between these phases combined with their 

large cathode-to-anode area ratio can explain the preferential corrosion initiation at these 

regions (Figure 48). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 49. (a) SEM micrograph of the as-cast AZ91 alloy showing the eutectic and 

lamellar phases and the corresponding X-ray maps of (b) Mg and (c) Al. 

 

 

 

4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

The mechanisms of corrosion initiation and propagation of a peak-aged alloy 

AZ91 exposed to a chloride-containing environment were investigated using 

electrochemical/corrosion techniques coupled with high resolution methods. From the 

results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• Corrosion initiation in the peak-aged AZ91 alloy occurred simultaneously in both at 

the interior of α-Mg grains and inside the lamellar α + β phase. The corrosion 

initiation in the α-Mg grains was mainly attributed to selective anodic dissolution of 
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low aluminum content α-Mg matrix accompanied by hydrogen evolution taking 

place at local cathodic sites. Micro-galvanic coupling between Al8Mn5 intermetallic 

particles and the adjacent α-Mg matrix was also observed inside the α-Mg grains, 

however, this corrosion mechanism was limited presumably due to the small 

cathode-to-anode area ratio. On the other hand, the corrosion initiation inside the 

lamellar precipitates was related to micro-galvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 

phase and the local α-Mg phase within the precipitate.  

• The selective anodic dissolution at the interior of the α-Mg grains was associated 

with a non-uniform aluminum distribution inside the grains that gradually increases 

from the center of the grains towards the lamellar precipitates at the grain 

boundaries, resulting in preferential corrosion of the aluminum-depleted α-Mg 

matrix at the interior of the grains. Similarly, the corrosion initiation in the local α-

Mg inside the lamellar precipitate was attributed to its lower Al and Zn content 

compared to that of the adjacent α-Mg matrix, resulting in a stronger micro-galvanic 

coupling with the β-phase. Furthermore, the cathode-to-anode area ratio inside the 

lamellar precipitate was higher than the ratio between the β-phase and the adjacent α-

Mg matrix leading to a faster micro-galvanic corrosion kinetics between the β-phase 

and local α-Mg.  

• Micro-galvanic corrosion between the lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg 

matrix was not identified, but instead, the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix 

boundary acted as a barrier against corrosion propagation. The barrier effect at this 

boundary was mainly attributed to the continuous network of the lamellar 
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precipitates along the grain boundaries, which is more resistant to undermining and 

cathodic particle fall-out. The formation of an aluminum-rich semi-protective oxide 

film in the lamellar precipitate can also be responsible for this barrier. Finally, this 

barrier effect at the lamellar α + β phase/α-Mg matrix boundary can be attributed to 

the presence of an array of fine and closely-spaced β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the 

grain boundaries.  

• The intensity of the micro-galvanic corrosion mechanisms was analyzed from the 

indirect correlation between Volta potential difference obtained by SKPFM and 

surface morphology after the immersion testing, it was found that a small Volta 

potential difference could significantly affect the micro-galvanic corrosion during 

immersion testing if the cathode-to-anode ratio is large. This was evident by the 

preferential dissolution of local α-matrix dissolution inside the lamellar precipitate 

that has a very small surface potential difference (30 mV) with the β-phase but large 

cathode-to-anode ratio. When the cathode-to-anode area ratio is small but there is a 

large Volta potential difference, micro-galvanic corrosion can still occur, such as in 

the case of the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and the adjacent α-Mg matrix that 

exhibited a VPD of about 250 mV, however, corrosion propagation will be limited 

due to the slow micro-galvanic corrosion kinetics.  

• The selective anodic dissolution of the aluminum-depleted α-Mg matrix 

predominated at long-term immersion over the micro-galvanic corrosion 

mechanisms due to its faster corrosion reaction kinetics. At long immersion time, the 

corroded morphology of the peak-aged alloy was characterized by a largely spread 
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corrosion morphology within the α-Mg grains confined by the lamellar precipitates 

resulting in a “honeycomb-like structure”. 

• The as-cast AZ91 alloy also exhibited microgalvanic coupling between a local α-Mg 

phase (eutectic α-Mg) and the β-phases (eutectic and lamellar). These micro-galvanic 

corrosion processes between the eutectic α-Mg phase and β-phases were likely 

driven by the large cathode-to-anode area ratio despite the small Volta potential 

difference between these phases. No evidence of micro-galvanic corrosion between 

the β-phases and the external α-Mg phase was identified. 
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CHAPTER V  

EFFECT OF DYNAMIC RECRYSTALLIZATION AND STRAIN-INDUCED 

DYNAMIC PRECIPITATION ON THE CORROSION BEHAVIOR OF PARTIALLY 

RECRYSTALLIZED Mg-9Al-1Zn ALLOYS 

 

From chapter III, it was found that corrosion in ECAP-processed alloys seemed 

to preferentially initiated in the DRXed grains due to micro-galvanic coupling between 

the β-Mg17Al12 phase precipitated at the grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg phase, 

whereas the heavily-deformed coarse grains appeared to be uncorroded. According to 

these results, it is of great interest to investigate the reason(s) for this preferential 

corrosion initiation. High-resolution methods such as SKPFM, TEM, and EBSD will be 

included in this chapter to elucidate differences in Volta potential, microchemistry, and 

crystallographic orientation, respectively, between the recrystallized and non-

recrystallized regions that allows to identify the predominant factors leading to 

preferential dissolution in the DRXed grains. Furthermore, the microcell electrochemical 

technique will be also used to investigated the electrochemically activity of these 

recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions. In addition, it is also relevant to examine 

the effect of increasing the strain level during ECAP (i.e., increasing the number of 

ECAP passes), on the corrosion behavior of the AZ91 alloys. Thus, this chapter will 

consider ECAPed AZ91 alloys after different ECAP passes, in which variations on grain 

size of the DRXed grains, DRXed ratio, volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 phase and size of 

β-Mg17Al12 precipitates will be correlated with the corrosion response. Electrochemical 
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measurements such as potentiodynamic polarization and EIS will be included to evaluate 

the effect of these factors on the corrosion kinetics; a diluted NaCl solution (0.05 M 

NaCl) will be used to better identify changes in passivation regions and breakdown 

potentials with increasing the strain level. Immersion testing at short and long immersion 

time will be also included to further understand the influence of these parameters on the 

corrosion rate and morphology after corrosion. 

5.1 Microstructural Characterization 

5.1.1 Initial Microstructure Prior to ECAP 

Figure 50 shows the microstructure of the as-received cast alloy (Figure 50(a)), 

the homogenized alloy at 413 °C for 24 h (Figure 50(b)) and the alloy after pre-heating 

at 310 °C for 30 min before ECAP processing (Figure 50(c) and (d)). As seen from 

Figure 50(a), the as-cast alloy exhibits a typical dendritic microstructure with coarse 

grains of approximately 375 ± 145 μm. This dendritic microstructure consists of primary 

α-Mg matrix, lamellar β-Mg17Al12 precipitates, a partially divorced eutectic α + β phase, 

and Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles. After homogenization treatment at 413 °C for 24 h, 

Figure 50(b) shows that the majority of the lamellar and eutectic phases are dissolved 

into the α-Mg matrix resulting in a supersaturated solid solution with an average grain 

size of 515 ± 99.5 μm. Figure 50(b) also shows that the Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles 

were still presented after solution heat treatment due to the low solubility of Mn in the 

Mg matrix as well as their high thermal stability [43, 87]. Typically, some residual 

eutectic β-Mg17Al12 phase that were not dissolved during homogenization might still be 

present. During pre-heating to the ECAP temperature of 310 °C for 30 min before the 
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ECAP processing, large amount of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates were formed at the grain 

boundaries as well as in the grain interiors (Figure 50(c)). The high magnification SEM 

image in Figure 50(d) shows the formation of lamellar β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the 

grain boundaries (known as discontinuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates) and lath-shaped β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates within the α-Mg grains (known as continuous β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates). Similar microstructure with lamellar discontinuous β precipitates at the 

grain boundaries and lath-shaped continuous β precipitates at the grain interior was 

reported by Xu et al. [3] during pre-heating of a homogenized AZ91 alloy at 350° C for 

5 min before hot compression. The discontinuous precipitation is characterized by the 

cellular growth of alternating layers of β-Mg17Al12 phase and a less saturated α-Mg 

phase at high angle grain boundaries resulting in a lamellar structure that grows behind a 

moving grain boundary into the α-Mg matrix [3, 126]. In contrast, during continuous 

precipitation, lath-shaped β-Mg17Al12 precipitates nucleate and grow inside the original 

α-Mg grains, preferentially at defects such as vacancies and dislocations [126].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 50. SEM micrographs of the microstructure of (a) as-cast alloy, (b) homogenized 

alloy and (c and d) alloy after pre-heating at 310 °C for 30 min before ECAP processing. 
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Figure 50. Continued. 

 

 

 

5.1.2 Microstructure Evolution During ECAP Processing 

Figure 51 shows optical micrographs of the ECAPed alloys after multiple ECAP 

passes (N = 1 – 4). After the first ECAP pass, the ECAPed alloy exhibits a bimodal grain 

structure consisting of original coarse grains elongated in the shearing direction that are 

surrounded by new recrystallized fine grains. As seen from Figure 51(a), the coarse 

grains occupy a significantly larger volume fraction than the fine grains. This bimodal 

structure and presence of equiaxed fine grains along the original grain boundaries 

indicates that dynamic recrystallization (DRX) occurred during the ECAP process [3, 

11]. It is also seen that increasing the strain level (i.e., number of ECAP passes) results 

in a gradual increase in the volume fraction of fine grains also known as DRX ratio 

[139], which increased from 39 % after the first pass up to 77% after the fourth pass. 

Nevertheless, a fully-recrystallized microstructure was not achieved and coarse grains 

still exist even after four passes. In this study, the microstructure development of the 

AZ91 alloy after processing by ECAP is in agreement with the model proposed by 

Figueiredo and Langdon [9, 140], who suggested that for magnesium alloys with a 
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coarse-grained initial microstructure, a bimodal grain microstructure with the fine grains 

forming a necklace-like structure along the original grain boundaries is obtained after the 

first ECAP pass. They also proposed that this bimodal microstructure becomes more 

homogeneous as increasing the number of passes until is fully recrystallized. It is worth 

mentioning that the presence of a bimodal microstructure even after fourth ECAP passes 

can be associated not only to the initial coarse-grained structure of the homogenized 

AZ91 alloy but also to the formation of fine β-precipitates during ECAP processing that 

can retard the grain growth of DRXed grains by providing a pinning effect that limit the 

grain boundary motion [92]. Considering this fact, the original coarse grains can still 

occupy a relatively high volume fraction even after several ECAP passes. Therefore, the 

development of a fully recrystallized microstructure in AZ91 alloys might require more 

passes that the number predicted by the model proposed by Figueiredo and Langdon. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 51. Optical micrographs of the ECAPed specimens with various number of 

ECAP passes (a) N = 1 (b) N = 2, (c) N = 3 and (d) N = 4. 
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Figure 51. Continued. 

 

 

 

SEM micrographs of the ECAPed alloy after the first ECAP pass are shown in 

Figure 52. From Figure 52(a), it is seen that the microstructure after the first ECAP pass 

exhibits the aforementioned bimodal grain structure consisting of the original elongated 

coarse grains and the newly formed equiaxed fine grains denoted in Figure 52(a) as un-

DRXed and DRXed regions, respectively. The average grain size of the DRXed grains is 

4.08 ± 0.75 μm. It has been reported that DRX in AZ91 alloys usually takes place in a 

discontinuous form (i.e. through discontinuous dynamic recrystallization, DDRX), in 

which nucleation and subsequent growth of DRXed grains occurs along the original 

grain boundaries, where the stress concentration is higher and thus both basal and non-

basal slip systems are more easily activated, resulting in the formation of a necklace-type 

structure [11, 93, 141]. Figure 52(b) corresponds to the enlarged view of the micrograph 

in Figure 52(a) and shows that recrystallization of new fine grains is accompanied by 

bulging of original grain boundaries with the new grains growing into the primary coarse 

grains (as indicated by red arrows in Figure 52(b)), which is an indicative of strain-

induced grain boundary migration and therefore occurrence of DDRX [42, 43]. Figure 
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52(b) also shows the presence of a large amount of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates in both, the 

un-DRXed and DRXed regions. β-Mg17Al12 precipitates with a relatively spherical 

morphology are seen along the grain boundaries as well as in the grain interior of the 

DRXed grains. In contrast, lath-shaped continuous precipitates are seen at the grain 

interior of the original coarse grains. This microstructure also agrees well with the 

microstructure reported by Xu et al. [3] during hot compression of a homogenized AZ91 

alloy. The spherical shape of the precipitates formed in the DRXed regions was found to 

be more energetically favorable as compared to the lamellar discontinuous precipitates 

and lath-shaped continuous precipitates formed during traditional heat treatment due to 

the large density of defects introduced during the ECAP process [7, 11]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 52. SEM micrographs of the ECAPed alloy after the first pass (N = 1) showing 

(a, b) bimodal grain structure with bulging of the initial grain boundaries and presence of 

large amount of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates in both the un-DRXed and DRXed regions and 

(c, d) DRX occurring in neighboring regions of an undissolved eutectic β-phase 

demonstrating the occurrence of PSN mechanism. 
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Figure 52. Continued. 

 

 

 

The numerous amount of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates can be attributed to formation 

of precipitates during the pre-heating process as shown in Figure 51(c) and (d), 

fracturing of pre-existing precipitates by shearing, and strain-induced dynamic 

precipitation (SIDP) from the supersaturated α-Mg solid solution taking place during the 

ECAP process [11, 27, 99]. Dynamic precipitation at the DRXed grain boundaries 

(DRXed GBs) is promoted as the grain boundaries provide rapid diffusion paths for the 

solute atoms. In addition, the dynamic precipitation observed at the grain interior of the 

un-DRXed and DRXed grains can be attributed to the large density of defects such as 

dislocations and vacancies that can serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites for the β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates. These defects also accelerate the diffusion of solute atoms through 

the α-Mg matrix [126, 141]. The average size of the β precipitates at the DRXed GBs is 

1.46 ± 0.43 μm while the β precipitates at the interior of the DRXed grains are smaller 

than 100 nm. It has been reported that DRX is greatly influenced by the size of the 

precipitates, in which coarse β precipitates (diameter > 1 μm) can promote dynamic 

recrystallization through the particle-stimulated nucleation (PSN) mechanism whereas 
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smaller precipitates (diameter ≤ 1 μm) can provide a grain boundary pinning effect that 

restricts grain growth of the recrystallized grains and promotes grain refinement [42, 93, 

142, 143]. In the PSN mechanism, the nucleation of DRXed grains is facilitated due to 

the high stored strain energy at the precipitate/matrix interface that occurs during the 

severe deformation and leads to accumulation of dislocations at the vicinity of coarse 

precipitates [99, 144]. These regions with high density of dislocations serve as 

nucleation sites for new DRXed grains [144]. Figure 52(c) and (d) shows the presence of 

an un-dissolved eutectic β-phase which is surrounded by DRXed grains. This is an 

evidence that large β-Mg17Al12 particles can act as nucleation sites for DRX through the 

PSN mechanism.  

Figure 53 shows the microstructure evolution of the ECAPed specimens as 

increasing the level of deformation strain. From Figure 53(a-d), it is seen that a bimodal 

grain structure still exists even after 4 ECAP passes. However, it is noticed that the 

DRXed ratio increases as increasing the number of ECAP passes resulting in a more 

uniform recrystallized microstructure. These values are reported in Table 6. The DRXed 

regions after different ECAP passes are shown in Fig. 53(e-h). From these micrographs, 

it is seen that the average grain size of the DRXed grains decreased from 4.08 ± 0.75 μm 

after one pass to 1.58 ± 0.40 μm after four passes. This significant grain refinement can 

be associated with the combined effect of DRX and SIDP occurring during ECAP 

processing [141], where the severe imposed strain promotes dynamic recrystallization of 

new fine grains, and the β precipitates can either accelerate DRX through the PSN 

mechanism or they can restrict grain growth of the DRXed grains by grain boundary 
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pinning effect. The concurrent presence of dynamic precipitation and recrystallization 

during ECAP processing has been denoted as the combined-reaction region, which is 

characterized by fine grains formed at the original grain boundaries and presence of 

submicron β precipitates [141]. Although DRX is predominant in alloys with low 

stacking fault energy (SFE) such as copper, nickel, and austenitic stainless steel whereas 

dynamic recovery (DRV) should be expected in alloys with high SFE such as aluminum 

and magnesium (γ ~ 125 mJ/m2), DRX occurs instead of DRV in magnesium and 

magnesium alloys such as AZ91 alloy under high temperature deformation due to the 

limited number of independent slip systems that predominates over the effect of SFE 

[11, 145]. Figure 53(e-h) also shows that the size and volume fraction of β precipitates in 

the DRXed regions decrease and increase, respectively, as increasing the strain level. 

These values are also reported in Table 6 where it is noticed that the volume fraction of 

precipitates increased from 8.57% after one pass to 20.65% after four passes, whereas 

the average size decreased from 1.86 ± 0.43 after the first pass to 0.73 ± 0.34 after the 

fourth pass. 
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Figure 53. SEM micrographs of the ECAPed specimens with various number of ECAP 

passes showing (a-d) the bimodal grain structure, (e-h) a DRXed region and (i-l) an un-

DRXed region after N = 1, N = 2, N = 3, and N = 4, respectively. The values in (e-h) 

indicate the average grain size of the DRXed grains. 

 

 

 

It is worth mentioning that by decreasing the deformation temperature after each 

ECAP pass, grain growth was prevented not only due to lower mobility of grain 

boundaries at lower temperatures but also due to the higher amount of precipitates 

formed at lower temperatures that can facilitate recrystallization and retard grain growth 

of the DRXed grains [11, 88]. It is well-known that increasing the temperature results in 

dislocation annihilation by cross-slip, therefore by decreasing the temperature, there is a 

higher density of dislocations that can serve as nucleation sites for dynamic precipitation 

[11]. In addition, the presence of finer precipitates as increasing the number of ECAP 

passes suggests that the pinning effect becomes more predominant as raising the level of 

deformation strain [75, 92]. Finally, Figure 53(i-l) shows the evolution of the un-DRXed 
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regions as increasing the number of ECAP passes, where it is noticed that a large volume 

fraction of lath-shaped continuous β precipitates is formed as increasing the strain level, 

which increases from 16.32% after the first pass to 32.66% after the fourth pass (Table 

6). 

 

 

 

Table 6. Microstructural parameters of AZ91 alloys after different ECAP passes 

 
Number 

of passes 

DRXed 

grain size 

(μm) 

DRX 

ratio (%) 

Volume fraction 

of β-phase in 

DRXed grains 

(%) 

Size of β-phase 

in DRXed GBs 

(μm) 

Volume fraction of 

β-phase in  

un-DRXed grains 

(%) 

1 4.08 ± 0.75 39 8.57 1.86 ± 0.43 16.32 

2 2.69 ± 0.78 52 11.04 1.27 ± 0.41 18.43 

3 2.12 ± 0.71 68 13.24 1.09 ± 0.43 25.99 

4 1.58 ± 0.40 77 20.65 0.73 ± 0.34 32.66 

 

 

 

Figure 54 shows the XRD patterns of the AZ91 alloy after each ECAP pass. As 

seen from Figure 54(a), the ECAPed alloys are mainly composed of α-Mg and β-

Mg17Al12 phases. In addition, it is also noticed that the intensity of the β-Mg17Al12 phase 

peaks increases as increasing the number of ECAP passes (as indicated by the vertical 

dashed lines), implying that the volume fraction of these precipitates increased during 

multiple passes of ECAP. The gradual increase in the volume fraction of the β-Mg17Al12 

phase with the number of ECAP passes confirms that SIDP occurred during ECAP 
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processing and it was promoted as the deformation strain increased [90]. These results 

are in agreement with Figure 53 and the values reported in Table 3 showing an increase 

in the volume fraction of β precipitates in both the DRXed and un-DRXed regions as 

increasing the level of deformation strain. Figure 54(a) also shows that the intensity of 

the peaks corresponding to the basal planes (0002) and prismatic planes (1̅010̅) varies as 

increasing the number of ECAP passes, where it is notorious that the prismatic texture 

was stronger as increasing the number of passes. This behavior suggests that texture was 

evolving during the severe deformation [7, 11, 141].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 54. (a) XRD patters of the ECAPed specimens with various number of ECAP 

passes. (b) Enlarged patterns for the three major peaks of the Mg matrix showing 

splitting and sifting of the peaks as increasing the number of ECAP passes. 

 

 

 

Figure 54(b) shows an enlarged view of the three major peaks of the Mg matrix, 

in which it is seen that some of these peaks (highlighted by the vertical dashed lines) 

split and shift to lower angles as increasing the number of ECAP passes. Ma et al. [141] 
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attributed this behavior to different content of Al within the original un-DRXed grains 

and the newly formed DRXed grains. 

5.2. Electrochemical and Corrosion Measurements 

5.2.1 Corrosion Initiation in ECAPed Alloys with Bimodal Grain Structure 

The corrosion initiation of ECAPed AZ91 alloys at different levels of 

deformation strain was investigated after immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 1 h. 

Figure 55 shows optical images of the ECAPed alloys with N = 1 (a and b) and N = 4 (d 

and e) before and after immersion in the electrolyte solution. The micrographs of the 

corroded specimens were taken after removal of corrosion products. From these images, 

it is seen that corrosion initiates in the DRXed regions with no evidence of corrosion 

occurring in the un-DRXed grains. To gain further insight in the morphology of the 

corrosion initiation in the DRXed regions, Figure 55(c) and (f) shows SEM micrographs 

of the ECAPed alloys after the short immersion test. It is clearly evident that corrosion 

initiates at the DRXed regions, in which it appears that corrosion occurs at the DRXed 

grain boundaries and it subsequently extends into the interior of the grains. This 

corrosion initiation at the DRXed grain boundaries occurs as a result of microgalvanic 

coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and the adjacent α-Mg matrix leading to 

preferential dissolution of the α-Mg matrix and undermining of the β-phase that 

eventually detaches from the alloy. According to these results, the β-phase formed at the 

DRXed grain boundaries acts as an effective galvanic cathode that accelerates the anodic 

dissolution of the α-Mg matrix. This is in agreement with the dual role effect of the β-

phase on the corrosion behavior of Mg-Al alloys, in which the presence of discontinuous 
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β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the grain boundaries induces galvanic corrosion as these 

precipitates act as strong galvanic cathodes [121]. Comparing Figure 55(c) and (f), it 

seems that corrosion in the ECAPed alloy after the first pass is more severe and exhibits 

a higher penetration depth as compared to the corrosion observed in the ECAPed alloy 

after the fourth pass. This behavior can be related to the bigger size of the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries of the ECAPed alloy after the first 

pass as shown in Table 6, which can lead to deeper corrosion pits after the precipitates 

are peeled off from the alloy surface. In contrast, the smaller size of the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates in the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass results in shallow corrosion pits. In 

addition to the intergranular corrosion occurring in the DRXed grain boundaries, it is 

also noticed that corrosion within the DRXed grains also occurs as highlighted by the 

enclosed yellow regions in Figure 55(f). This behavior is associated with micro-galvanic 

coupling between the nano-sized spherical β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at the interior 

of the DRXed grains and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. However, it is worth to notice that 

this intragranular corrosion process is less aggressive compared to the intergranular 

corrosion occurring at the DRXed grain boundaries. This is mainly attributed to the very 

small cathode-to-anode area ratio between the nano-sized precipitates at the interior of 

the grains and the neighboring α-Mg matrix that leads to a slow galvanic corrosion 

kinetics. 
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Figure 55. Optical micrographs of the ECAP alloys with (a, b) N = 1 and (c, d) N = 4 

before and after immersion for 1 h in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. High magnification SEM 

micrographs of the (c) ECAP alloy with N = 1 and (d) ECAP with N = 4 after immersion 

for 1 h in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution showing corrosion initiation in the DRXed regions. 

 

 

 

To investigate the cause(s) for preferential corrosion of the DRXed regions, 

elemental mapping by STEM/EDS was performed on the recrystallized and non-

recrystallized regions of an ECAPed alloy with the aim of determining differences in 

elemental composition between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and the α-Mg phase present in 

each region. Figure 56 shows STEM micrographs and EDS maps and point scan analysis 

from an un-DRXed and a DRXed region of am ECAPed alloy after four passes. 

Micrograph in Figure 56(a) corresponds to un-DRXed region showing the presence of 

the lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates while Figure 56(e) shows the DRXed 

region with the presence of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at the DRXed grain 

boundaries and at the grain interior. From the EDS maps of Mg (b and f) and Al (c and 

g), it appears that there is a higher chemical difference between the matrix and 
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precipitates in the DRXed region as compared to the one in the un-DRXed region. This 

is further confirmed by elemental point analysis performed on the β-Mg17Al12 phase and 

α-Mg matrix in the DRXed and un-DRXed regions. Figure 56(i) shows that the β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in the DRXed grains exhibited higher aluminum content 

(36.2 at.%) than the lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates in the un-DRXed 

grains (33.6 at.%). In contrast, the Al content in the DRXed grains is lower (3.06 at.%) 

than in the un-DRXed grains (4.05 at.%). The higher microchemistry difference between 

the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and matrix in the DRXed regions provides a higher driving 

force for microgalvanic coupling as compared to the galvanic corrosion activity 

developed in the un-DRXed region that will lead to preferential corrosion of the DRXed 

regions upon immersion. Ma et al. [141] reported similar findings when investigated the 

mechanisms of dynamic precipitation and recrystallization of Mg-9wt%Al alloy 

processed by ECAP. They found that the recrystallized grains exhibited lower Al solute 

content as compared to the heavily deformed coarse grains. They attributed these 

findings to the combined action of dynamic precipitation and recrystallization that 

promotes the formation of recrystallized grains with a near equilibrium concentration of 

Al, which is lower compared to the excess Al solute content in the original 

supersaturated α-Mg matrix. Indeed, they reported that the decrease in chemical 

potential energy due to the lower Al content in the recrystallized grain represents the 

dominant thermodynamic driving force for further recrystallization and formation of 

sub-micron α-Mg grains. 
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Figure 56. STEM micrographs of the ECAPed alloy with N = 4 showing (a) lath-shaped 

β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in the un-DRXed regions and (b) spherical β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates formed in the DRXed regions with their corresponding EDS maps of (b, f) 

Mg, (c, g) Al and (d, h) Zn, respectively. (i) Average aluminum content of the β-

Mg17Al12 phase and α-Mg matrix in the DRXed and un-DRXed regions. 

 

 

 

It is worth mentioning that dislocation density can also play a role in the 

corrosion behavior of severely deformed magnesium alloys. Typically, regions with 

large density of dislocations results in higher anodic dissolution rates owing to the higher 

distorted energy of the crystallographic defects making these sites more 

electrochemically active for corrosion processes [24, 66, 135]. In partially recrystallized 

microstructures, it is well known that the recrystallized grains exhibit relatively lower 
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dislocation density compared to the heavily deformed unrecrystallized grains that 

possess a significantly higher dislocation density [7, 11]. In that sense, it would be 

expected that the unrecrystallized grains are more susceptible to corrosion than the 

recrystallized grains. However, this study shows that the preferential corrosion initiation 

and propagation occurs in the recrystallized grains despite they might exhibit a lower 

dislocation density as compared to the unrecrystallized grains. This behavior indicates 

that in the ECAPed alloys investigated in this study, the higher difference in 

microchemistry between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and the α-Mg matrix in the DRXed 

regions plays a more crucial role in the corrosion initiation and propagation than the 

presumably higher dislocation density in the un-DRXed grains. This corrosion behavior 

is opposite to the corrosion behavior of partially recrystallized aluminum alloys, in 

which corrosion preferentially occurred in the unrecrystallized grains due to the high 

level of stored energy (i.e., high dislocation density) of the subgrain boundaries in these 

grains that predominated over the intergranular corrosion at the grain boundaries 

decorated with secondary phases but with less stored energy [146, 147]. 

The out-of-plane crystal orientation of an ECAPed alloy with four passes have 

been examined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to analyze the 

crystallographic orientation of the DRXed and un-DRXed regions. The inverse pole 

figure (IPF) map shown in Figure 57(a) has been divided into fine grains and coarse 

grains IPF maps based on the grain size (6μm). As shown in Figure 57(a), dense fine 

grains occupy most of the region after four ECAP passes indicating a high DRX ratio 

and the original elongated coarse grains were surrounded and intersected by these 
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newly-formed fine grains. The pole figure (PF) of the (0002) plane orientation and 

maximum intensity of the un-DRXed region (Max. intensity = 51.17) indicate a stronger 

basal texture than the DRXed region (Max. intensity = 5.77). These results are in well 

agreement with previous studies investigating the crystal orientation of partially 

recrystallized magnesium alloys [92, 100, 148]. To further examine the DRXed region, 

Figure 57(b) shows a zoom-in of the black rectangle in Figure 57(a). From Figure 57(b), 

it is seen that the average grain size of the equiaxed DRXed grains is 1.82 μm ± 1.96, 

which is relatively similar to the values reported in Table 6. The (0002) pole figure in 

Figure 57(b) exhibits a similar texture as the one of the DRXed grains in Figure 57(a), 

which confirms the weak basal texture of the DRXed region as compared to basal 

texture of the un-DRXed region. These results clearly reveal that the un-DRXed grains 

exhibit a preferential basal texture whereas the DRXed grains are characterized by a 

more random texture. As mentioned in chapter I, the crystallographic orientation can 

also play an important role in the corrosion behavior of magnesium alloys. It has been 

widely and consistently reported that grains with basal crystal orientation are more 

corrosion resistant than grains with non-basal crystal orientation [14, 70-72, 148]. The 

higher corrosion resistance of the closely packed basal plane has been associated with its 

higher atomic density that results in higher binding energy, lower surface energy, and 

higher activation energy for removal of atoms from the metal lattice [54, 72]. Thus, the 

basal plane exhibits a higher electrochemical stability and corrosion resistance than the 

less packed non-basal planes. According to this, it is expected that the DRXed region 

with a weak basal texture in the ECAPed alloy with four passes is more prone to 
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corrosion than the highly textured un-DRXed region. Thus, in addition to the higher 

microchemistry difference between the β-Mg17Al12 phase and α-Mg matrix in the 

DRXed region, the more random crystal orientation of the DRXed grains can also 

explained the fact that corrosion preferentially initiates in the DRXed region. These 

results are in agreement with a previous study reported by Luo et al., who investigated 

the effect of grain size and crystal orientation on the corrosion behavior of an extruded 

Mg-6Gd-2Y-0.2Zr alloy. They found that small grains with non-basal orientation were 

the preferential sites for corrosion initiation in a 5 wt.% NaCl solution. According to the 

results shown so far, it is believed that the combined effect of lower microchemistry 

difference between precipitate and matrix and strong basal texture in the un-DRXed 

grains predominate over the presumably higher dislocation density in these grains, such 

that they are more corrosion resistant than the DRXed grains. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 57. EBSD IPF maps (out-of-plane crystal orientation) of ECAPed alloy with N = 

4: (a) large region mapping with both DRXed grains and un-DRXed grains with their 

corresponding (0002) pole figures and (b) zoom-in map from the black rectangle in (a) 

showing detailed grains information of the DRXed region along with the corresponding 

(0002) pole figure. 
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5.2.2 Localized Volta Potential Distribution in the Recrystallized and Non-Recrystallized 

Regions 

SKPFM measurements were performed to further support the results shown 

above regarding the stronger microgalvanic coupling in the DRXed regions that leads to 

preferential corrosion initiation in these regions. SKPFM allows to investigate the local 

nobility of the different constituents in a material such that, it is possible to predict 

potential cathodes and anodes that will be developed during immersion testing in 

corrosion environments. Figure 58 shows topography (a) and (d) and Volta potential 

maps (b) and (e) from the un-DRXed and DRXed regions of an ECAPed alloy after 4 

passes. The Volta potential is associated with the electronic activity of a specific phase 

in the material; typically, the larger the Volta potential with respect to the probe the 

higher the electrochemical activity under immersion conditions [149]. In that sense, dark 

and light areas in the Volta potential maps correspond to cathodic and anodic sites, 

respectively. Figure 58(b) and (e) shows that the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in both 

the un-DRXed and DRXed regions are cathodic against the α-Mg matrix showing a large 

potential difference between them. This cathodic behavior is expected since the β-phase 

is significantly enriched in Al compared to the Al-depleted α-Mg matrix. From these 

results, it is expected that these precipitates can induce microgalvanic corrosion at the β-

phase/α-Mg matrix interphase when the ECAPed alloy is immersed in an aggressive 

solution. However, the line profiles shown in Figure 58(c) and (f) shows that the 

absolute value of the Volta potential difference (VPD) between the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates formed in the DRXed grain boundaries and the α-Mg matrix is higher (86 
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mV) compared to the VPD between the lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates 

and the α-Mg matrix in the un-DRXed region (73 mV). This indicates that the β-phase 

and α-Mg matrix in the DRXed region forms a stronger galvanic coupling and therefore, 

the DRXed regions are more susceptible to microgalvanic corrosion. These results 

support the difference in chemical composition observed from the STEM/EDS analysis 

shown in Figure 56, in which it was found that there is a higher difference in 

microchemistry between the β-phase and the α-Mg matrix in the DRXed region 

compared to the one in the un-DRXed region that can provide a higher driving force for 

microgalvanic corrosion. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 58. SKPFM measurements of the ECAPed alloy with N = 4 showing (a, d) 

topography, (b, e) Volta potential difference map, and (c, f) the corresponding line 

profile along the white arrow of a lath-shaped β-Mg17Al12 precipitate in the un-DRXed 

grains and a spherical β-Mg17Al12 precipitate in the DRXed grains, respectively. 
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5.2.3 Localized Electrochemical Behavior of Recrystallized and Non-Recrystallized 

Regions 

The local electrochemical behavior of the DRXed and un-DRXed regions of an 

ECAPed alloy with fourth ECAP passes was investigated by means of the 

electrochemical microcell technique. Figure 59(a) and (b) show optical images of the 

ECAPed alloy with fourth passes indicating the DRXed and un-DRXed regions before 

and after the potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) test in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The 

local potentiodynamic polarization measurements in the DRXed and un-DRXed regions 

are shown in Figure 59(c). From these PDP curves, it is clearly noticed that the un-

DRXed region exhibits a more noble corrosion potential (-1.495 V vs. SCE) than the 

corrosion potential in the DRXed region (-1.564 V vs. SCE). Furthermore, it is also seen 

that the corrosion current density of the un-DRXed region (4.16 μ/cm2) is lower than that 

of the DRXed region (10.2 μ/cm2). The lower electrochemical activity of the un-DRXed 

grains is in agreement with the SKPFM results that show smaller Volta potential 

difference between the lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and α-Mg matrix 

in the un-DRXed grains as compared to the Volta potential difference developed in the 

DRXed regions between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the DRXed grain boundaries and 

the neighboring α-Mg matrix. These local electrochemical results confirmed that the 

DRXed region exhibits a faster corrosion reaction kinetics than the un-DRXed region, 

which is in agreement with the preferential corrosion initiation in the DRXed grains 

observed after the short-term immersion testing shown in Figure 55. In addition, the 

faster corrosion kinetics of the DRXed region suggests that corrosion propagation at 
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longer immersion time will tend to proceed along the DRXed grains and less corrosion 

attack should be expected in the un-DRXed grains.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 59. Optical micrographs of the ECAPed alloy with fourth passes (a) before and 

(b) after the local potentiodynamic polarization test in 3.5 wt.% NaCl using the 

electrochemical microcell technique. (c) local potentiodynamic polarization curves of 

the DRXed and un-DRXed regions in the ECAPed alloy with fourth passes. SEM 

micrographs of the (d) un-DRXed region and (f) the DRXed region after the local 

electrochemical test and after removal of corrosion products. 

 

 

 

As explained above, the higher electrochemical activity of the DRXed regions 

can be associated with the higher microchemistry difference between the β-Mg17Al12 
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precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix that 

will induce a stronger microgalvanic coupling. It is also likely that the higher corrosion 

susceptibility of the DRXed grains is related to the weaker basal texture of these grains 

as compared to the highly textured un-DRXed grains, which makes the DRXed grains 

more vulnerable to electrochemical reactions. Figure 59(d) and (f) show SEM 

micrographs of the un-DRXed and DRXed regions, respectively, after the local 

potentiodynamic polarization test and after removal of the corrosion products. From 

comparison of Figure 59(d) and (f), it is seen that corrosion in the DRXed region seems 

more aggressive than in the un-DRXed region, which is in accordance with the higher 

corrosion current density obtained for the DRXed region. Furthermore, it is clearly seen 

in Figure 59(f) that corrosion in the DRXed region occurs mainly at the DRXed grain 

boundaries due to microgalvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at 

the grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix that leads to preferential corrosion of 

the matrix. A minor corrosion was also observed at the interior of the DRXed grains 

(highlighted by the yellow circles in Figure 59(f)) that as mentioned above can be related 

to micro-galvanic coupling between the nano-sized β-Mg17Al12 precipitates within the 

DRXed grains and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. It is likely that this micro-galvanic 

coupling will not play a significant role in the corrosion propagation of the DRXed 

region due to the significantly small cathode-to-anode area ratio that drastically limits 

the reaction kinetics of this galvanic process. Similar to the DRXed region, micro-

galvanic corrosion is also observed in the un-DRXed region (Figure 59(d)) occurring at 

the interface between the lath-shaped continuous β-Mg17Al12 precipitates and the 
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surrounding α-Mg matrix. However, it is worth to notice that corrosion also occurs in the 

bulk of the α-Mg matrix as highlighted by the yellow circles in Figure 59(d). These 

results indicate that the microgalvanic coupling between precipitate and matrix in the un-

DRXed region is relatively weak, such that, microgalvanic corrosion is not the only 

corrosion mechanism taking place in the un-DRXed region and instead localized 

corrosion in the bulk matrix can also occur by means of preferential anodic dissolution. 

5.2.4 Corrosion Propagation in ECAPed Alloys with Bimodal Grain Structure  

Immersion testing for longer time was also performed to investigate the corrosion 

propagation in ECAPed alloys at different levels of deformation strain. Figure 60 shows 

SEM micrographs of the ECAPed alloys with N = 1 and N = 4 after immersion in a 3.5 

wt.% NaCl solution for 24 h and after removal of corrosion products. Figure 60(a-c) 

show the corroded morphology of the ECAPed alloy after the first pass while Figure 

60(d-f) corresponds to the morphology of the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass. 

Comparing the low magnification SEM micrographs in Figure 60(a) and (d), it is clearly 

evident that the ECAPed alloy after the first pass exhibits a more severe and localized 

corrosion compared to the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass that shows a more uniform 

corrosion morphology with a relatively shallow penetration depth. As mentioned above, 

the deeper penetration observed for the ECAPed alloy after the first pass can be related 

to the bigger size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the DRXed grain boundaries that 

after peeling-off from the alloy due to micro-galvanic corrosion, a wider and deeper 

corrosion pit will be developed on the attacked region. The bigger corrosion pits formed 

on the ECAPed alloy after the first pass exposes a bigger active area that further 
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accelerates the corrosion rate at these regions. In addition, it was also shown above that 

corrosion preferentially initiates in the DRXed regions due to the stronger micro-

galvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the DRXed grain 

boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. According to this and owing to the fact that 

the ECAPed alloy after the first pass exhibits a low DRXed ratio (i.e., lower volume 

fraction of DRXed grains; 39% for N = 1), it is expected that corrosion in this alloy will 

appear more localized and it will penetrate deeper into the DRXed regions of the 

material. In contrast, the lower size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the DRXed 

grain boundaries of the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass combined with a higher 

DRXed ratio results in a less severe and uniform corrosion that spreads through the high 

volume fraction of DRXed grains. It is also likely that the higher volume fraction of 

well-dispersed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed in the ECAPed alloy after the fourth 

pass can further promote a more uniform corrosion morphology. This is because 

numerous micro-galvanic cells will be formed over almost the entire alloy surface 

preventing the development of a highly localized attack.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 60. SEM micrographs of the ECAP alloys with (a, b, c) N = 1 and (d, e, f) N = 4 

after immersion for 24 h in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. 
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Figure 60. Continued. 

 

 

 

From high magnification SEM images, it is seen that corrosion in both ECAPed 

alloys is mainly concentrated in the DRXed regions. For the ECAPed alloy after the first 

pass, severe corrosion is observed in the DRXed regions as shown in Figure 60(c), in 

which corrosion initiates along the grain boundaries due to microgalvanic corrosion and 

then it propagates into the grain interiors. Figure 60(c) also reveals that in addition to the 

microgalvanic corrosion occurring at the DRXed grain boundaries, corrosion in the un-

DRXed regions is also evident, in which it appears that corrosion initiated at the 

interphase between the lath-shaped precipitates and the adjacent α-Mg matrix due to 

microgalvanic corrosion between these phases. However, it is worth to notice that the 

corrosion in the un-DRXed region is significantly less severe in comparison to the 

corrosion developed in the DRXed region. Figure 60(f) shows that the corrosion in the 

ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass is remarkably less aggressive than in the ECAPed 

alloy after the first pass. Furthermore, it is noticed that corrosion mainly takes place in 

the DRXed region and almost no corrosion attack was identified in the un-DRXed 

region. This behavior can be related to microstructural changes in the recrystallized and 

non-recrystallized regions as increasing the level of deformation strain that will induce a 
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more distinct difference in the electrochemical activity of the DRXed and un-DRXed 

regions, such that corrosion will preferentially initiate and propagate through the DRXed 

regions. These observations are in agreement with the local PDP results obtained from 

the electrochemical microcell technique, in which the DRXed region exhibits a higher 

corrosion current density as compared to the one in the un-DRXed region, indicating that 

the DRXed regions has indeed a faster corrosion kinetics that will promote the corrosion 

development along these regions.  

To evaluate the penetration depth of the ECAP alloys at different levels of 

deformation strain, 3D profilometry analysis were performed after immersion for 24 h. 

Figure 61 shows topography and roughness profiles of the ECAPed alloys with N = 1 

and N = 4 after immersion for 24 h and after removal of corrosion products. In 

accordance with Figure 60, the topography maps show that corrosion in the ECAPed 

alloy after the first pass is more localized and exhibits a higher penetration depth as 

compared to the ECAPed after the fourth pass, which is characterized by a more uniform 

corrosion with a shallow penetration depth. Figure 61 also includes linear roughness 

profiles along the regions with the highest penetration (i.e., blue regions) to analyze the 

changes in penetration depth as increasing the level of strain. The roughness parameters, 

Ra (arithmetical mean height) and Rz (maximum height profile) where extracted from the 

depth profile; these parameters represent the average roughness and the maximum 

roughness along the line profile, respectively. The uncorroded areas served as the 

baseline for calculating the maximum roughness such that, these values correspond to 

the maximum pit depth. In that sense, it is seen that the maximum pit depth in the 
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ECAPed alloy after the first pass is drastically higher (113.64 μm) than the maximum pit 

depth in the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass (7.71 μm). These results confirm that 

smaller DRX ratio combine with bigger precipitates formed along DRXed grain 

boundaries promote the development of a localized corrosion morphology with high 

penetration depth. In contrast, the higher DRXed ratio and the smaller precipitates along 

the DRXed grain boundaries of the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass will facilitate the 

formation of a more uniform corrosion morphology with a shallow penetration depth.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 61. Topography and roughness profiles of the ECAPed alloys with (a) N = 1 and 

(b) N = 4 after immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl for 24 h. 

 

 

 

Figure 62 shows the variation of the maximum penetration depth as function of 

the size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries for the 

different ECAPed alloys. Figure 62 shows that there is linear correlation between the 

maximum penetration depth and the size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at the 

DRXed grain boundaries, in which it is evident that as increasing the level of 

deformation strain, the size of the precipitates becomes smaller, and these finer 

precipitates will consequently result in lower penetration depths. As explained above, 
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corrosion in the DRXed regions occurs through microgalvanic coupling between the β-

phase along the grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix with the preferential 

dissolution of the matrix. This microgalvanic corrosion process results in undermining 

and subsequent detachment of the β-phase from the alloy leaving behind corrosion pits 

in the attacked regions. As a result, the bigger the precipitates the wider and deeper the 

corrosion pits. These observations therefore confirm that increasing the level of 

deformation strain during ECAP processing of AZ91 alloy will be beneficial for 

promoting the formation of shallow corrosion pits upon immersion of the alloy in 

chloride containing media. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 62. Maximum penetration depth of the ECAPed alloys after 24 h of immersion in 

3.5 wt.% NaCl solution against size of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed at the grain 

boundaries of the DRXed grains. 
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5.2.5 Influence of Dynamic Recrystallization and Refined Precipitates on the Corrosion 

Rate 

Corrosion rate was obtained from weight loss measurements of the ECAPed 

alloys after different ECAP passes immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for seven days. 

Figure 63(a) shows that the corrosion rate appears to exhibit a linear relationship with 

the number of ECAP passes, in which the corrosion rate decreases as increasing the 

number of passes. The inserted corroded morphologies shown in Figure 63(a) shows that 

there is substantial loss of material after the first and second ECAP passes, particularly 

from the periphery of the material, however the loss of material is significantly reduced 

after the third and fourth ECAP passes. These results further confirm that increasing the 

level of deformation strain improves the corrosion resistance of the ECAPed alloys. The 

corrosion rate decreases from 4.43 mmpy after the first ECAP pass to 1.68 mmpy after 

the fourth pass. The decrease in corrosion rate as increasing the strain level is mainly 

attributed to the presence of fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates along the DRXed grain 

boundaries that promote shallow pitting during the micro-galvanic corrosion process that 

leads to less material loss. The lower corrosion rate as increasing the number of ECAP 

passes can also be related to an increase in the DRX ratio and volume fraction of well-

distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that can prevent the development of severe and 

accelerated localized corrosion attack. Instead, these microstructural features can 

promote a more uniform corrosion. Furthermore, it has been also reported that the 

corrosion resistance of AZ91 alloys after severe plastic deformation is enhanced due to 

the formation of uniformly distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates, which can induce 
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the formation of an Al-rich oxide layer at the alloy surface that exhibits a more 

protective ability against chloride species as compared to the traditional MgO/Mg(OH)2 

layer [150]. It is speculated that the Al-rich oxide layer is formed due to redeposition of 

β-Mg17Al12 precipitates on the alloy surface during the micro-galvanic corrosion process 

[150]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 63. (a) Corrosion rate obtained from weight loss measurements of the ECAPed 

alloys immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for seven days. (b) Vickers hardness against 

corrosion rate for the different ECAped samples showing the simultaneous improvement 

in hardness and corrosion resistance as increasing the number of ECAP passes. 

 

 

 

Figure 63(b) shows the variation of Vickers hardness against corrosion rate 

obtained from the weight loss measurements of the ECAPed alloys after immersion in 

3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for seven days. This plot shows that increasing the level of strain 

during ECAP processing results in a simultaneous improvement of hardness and 

corrosion resistance. The hardness increases from 73.8 HV after the first ECAP pass to 

89.1 HV after the fourth pass. The improvement in hardness as increasing the level of 

deformation strain can be mainly attributed to grain boundary strengthening and 
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precipitation hardening [3, 7, 11, 100]. The grain boundary strengthening is associated 

with the significant grain refinement during ECAP processing, which is promoted by 

DRX and pinning effect of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the DRXed grain boundaries 

that can restrict grain growth. In addition, the precipitation hardening is related to the 

formation of a high volume fraction of fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates due to SIDP during 

ECAP processing. It is well known that smaller grain size enhances the grain boundary 

strengthening according to the Hall-Petch relationship while finer precipitates promote a 

more effective strengthening via the Orowan mechanism [3, 141, 151]. Thus, the 

combination of smaller DRXed grain size, higher DRX ratio and higher volume fraction 

of uniformly distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that results as increasing the 

number of ECAP passes contributes to the improvement of hardness (and strength) of 

the ECAPed alloys. The simultaneous improvement of hardness and corrosion resistance 

of the ECAPed AZ91 alloys at high levels of severe plastic strain provides a potential 

opportunity for the use of magnesium alloys in a wide variety of engineering 

applications.  

5.2.6 Influence of Dynamic Recrystallization and Dynamic Precipitation on the Passive 

Behavior 

It has been widely reported that grain refinement can be beneficial to improve the 

corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys [14, 24, 152]. Most of these studies agree that 

the improvement of corrosion resistance with decreasing the grain size is mainly 

attributed to the formation of a more coherent, uniform, and protective oxide film, which 

is more resistance to localized breakdown by aggressive species. In order to analyze the 
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influence of DRXed grain size on the corrosion behavior of ECAPed AZ91 alloys, 

electrochemical measurements including OCP, potentiodynamic polarization and EIS 

were conducted on the ECAPed alloys after different number of ECAP passes in a 

diluted 0.05 M NaCl solution. The diluted NaCl solution allows to identify passivation 

regions as well as differences in the breakdown potential as increasing the number of 

ECAP passes (i.e., decreasing the DRXed grain size). Figure 64(a) shows the OCP 

evolution of the ECAPed alloys during one hour of immersion in the 0.05 M NaCl 

solution prior to EIS and potentiodynamic polarization test. A similar OCP trend is 

observed for the different ECAPed alloys, in which the OCP values rapidly increase 

after the first few minutes of immersion (~ 10 min) and then these values tend to 

stabilize at longer immersion time. The initial increase in OCP has been related to the 

formation of an oxide film on the alloy surface while the plateau at longer immersion 

time suggests that the oxide film is protective and stable with no evidence of localized 

breakdown under the immersion conditions [16]. After 1 h of immersion, it is seen that 

the OCP values are more positive as increasing the number of ECAP passes; Table 7 

shows that the OCP value of the ECAPed alloy after the first pass is -1.540 V vs. SCE 

while the OCP value of the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass is -1.492 V vs. SCE 

corresponding to an increase of about 50 mV. Previous studies have reported that more 

positive OCP values are associated with more protective oxide films [16, 18]. In that 

sense, the results shown herein indicate that increasing the level of strain promotes the 

formation of a more protective oxide film.  
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Figure 64. (a) Open circuit potential (OCP), (b) potentiodynamic polarization and EIS 

measurements showing the (c) Nyquist representation and the (d) the Bode plot of 

ECAPed alloys with various number of passes immersed in 0.05 M NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

Table 7. Electrochemical parameters obtained from OCP and polarization measurements 

of ECAPed AZ91 alloys after different ECAP passes immersed in 0.05 M NaCl solution 

 
Passes OCP Ecorr icorr Eb Eb - Ecorr 

  (V vs. SCE) (V vs. SCE) (μA/cm2) (V vs. SCE) (V) 

1 -1.540 -1.452 1.530 -1.308 0.144 

2 -1.514 -1.457 1.306 -1.201 0.256 

3 -1.505 -1.457 1.214 -1.143 0.314 

4 -1.492 -1.434 1.021 -1.042 0.392 
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To further investigate the protective properties of the oxide films formed on the 

ECAPed alloys, potentiodynamic polarization measurements were performed in the 

diluted 0.05 M NaCl solution. Figure 64(b) shows the potentiodynamic polarization 

curves of the ECAPed alloys immersed in 0.05 M NaCl solution. In addition, Table 7 

summarizes the values of corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current density (icorr), 

breakdown potential of the oxide film (Eb), and the magnitude of the passive region (Eb 

– Ecorr) that were derived from Tafel extrapolation. From Table 7, it is seen that Ecorr 

values are slightly more positive and icorr values are smaller as increasing the strain level. 

The icorr values decrease from 1.530 μA/cm2 for the ECAPed alloy after the first pass to 

1.021 μA/cm2 for the ECAPed alloy after the fourth pass. According to Faraday’s law, 

the lower icorr values indicate that the corrosion rate of the ECAPed alloys decreases as 

increasing the strain level, which is in agreement with the weight loss measurements 

reported in Figure 63. The cathodic and anodic branches of the polarization curves in 

Figure 64(b) represent the hydrogen evolution and the dissolution of Mg, respectively. 

Figure 64(b) clearly shows that the ECAPed alloys exhibit a passive behavior in the 

anodic branch, which corroborates the formation of an oxide film on the alloy surface. 

Furthermore, Figure 64(b) shows that the breakdown potential of the oxide film 

increases as increasing the level of strain. From Table 7, it is seen that Eb of the ECAPed 

alloy after the first pass is -1.308 V vs. SCE whereas the Eb of the ECAPed alloy after 

the fourth pass is -1.042 V vs. SCE. According to these results, there in an increase in 

the magnitude of the passive region (Eb – Ecorr) as increasing the strain level, where the 

passive region of the ECAPed alloy after the first pass has a magnitude of 144 mV, 
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while this magnitude increases to 392 mV after the alloy is extruded for four passes. The 

inset in Figure 64(b) also shows that the anodic current density decreases as increasing 

the strain level. These results further confirmed that the protective properties of the 

oxide film are enhanced as increasing the strain level. Consequently, it is believed that 

the significant grain refinement of the DRXed grains and the higher volume fraction of 

DRXed grains that result as increasing the strain level promote the formation of a more 

protective oxide film with a higher resistance to localized breakdown by aggressive 

species. 

A similar cathodic response is observed for the ECAPed alloys indicating that the 

cathodic reaction rate (i.e., hydrogen evolution rate) is not significantly influenced by the 

level of strain. From the inset in Figure 64(b), it is seen that these is a slightly increase in 

the cathodic current density as increasing the strain level; this behavior has been 

associated with the increase in the volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates as 

increasing the strain level that serves as sites for cathodic reactions resulting in a faster 

cathodic reaction kinetics [14]. However, Table 7 shows that there is an overall decrease 

in the icorr values as increasing the strain level, these results suggest that the decrease in 

the anodic current density as increasing the strain level predominates over the slightly 

increase in cathodic current density. Thus, the corrosion process of the ECAPed alloys in 

the diluted NaCl solution is controlled by the anodic reaction kinetics (i.e., protective 

properties of the oxide film). 

Ralston et al. [153] provided a linear correlation between corrosion current 

density and the reciprocal square root of grain size (d-1/2), analogous to the Hall-Petch 
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relation; icorr = A + Bd−1/2, where the constant A was related to the nature of the 

environment while constant B was associated with material properties. According to this 

relationship and for negative values of B, it is evident that icorr decreases as decreasing 

grain size. They attributed the enhanced corrosion resistance with decreasing grain size 

to the formation of a more protective oxide film. In this study, a similar correlation was 

found, however, instead of correlating icorr with the grain size, a relationship between the 

magnitude of the passive region (Eb – Ecorr) and grain size was analyzed. It is believed 

that the magnitude of the passive region (Eb – Ecorr) obtained from the anodic branch of 

the polarization curve represents a better parameter to analyze the protective properties 

of the oxide film as function of grain size. Figure 65(a) shows the variation of Eb – Ecorr 

as function of grain size. It is clearly seen that there is an excellent linear correlation 

between Eb – Ecorr and d-1/2, in which decreasing the grain size (i.e., increasing the 

number of ECAP passes) results in a higher passivation region, and therefore in a more 

protective oxide film with a higher resistance to localized breakdown by aggressive 

species. It has been reported that the high volume fraction of grain boundaries (i.e., 

smaller grains size) in ultra-fine grained magnesium alloys serve as nucleation sites for 

the oxide film formation resulting in a more compact and adherent surface protective 

layer [18, 65, 154]. Other authors have proposed that ultra-fine grained microstructures 

can relieve stresses induced at the substrate/oxide interface due to the volume 

mismatching between the Mg substrate and the MgO layer, resulting in a MgO layer that 

is less susceptible to cracking, and therefore more resistant against migration of 

aggressive species [14, 24]. Furthermore, for Mg-Al alloys with high aluminum content 
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such as the AZ91 alloy, the grain size is not the only determining factor that can 

influence the properties of the oxide film [14]. It is believed that the high volume 

fraction of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the DRXed grain boundaries can also play an 

important role on enhancing the protective ability of the oxide film as they can promote 

the formation of an aluminum-enriched oxide (Mg, Al)xOy film with better protective 

properties than the semi-protective MgO/Mg(OH)2 oxide film and with a higher stability 

over a wide range of pH values [102, 150]. Figure 65(b) shows the variation of Eb – Ecorr 

as function of the volume fraction of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at the DRXed grain 

boundaries for the different ECAPed alloys. It is seen that the magnitude of the passive 

region increases as increasing the volume fraction of precipitates (i.e., increasing the 

strain level). Although the relationship between these parameters seem to be more 

complex than the one between Eb – Ecorr and d-1/2, it is clearly evident that increasing the 

volume fraction of precipitates can contribute in the formation of a more protective and 

stable passive film with a higher resistance to localized breakdown. According to this, it 

is likely that the significant grain refinement coupled with a high volume fraction of 

well-distributed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates can provide a synergistic effect on promoting 

the formation of a more protective oxide film, and this synergistic effect can overcome 

the negative effect of the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates in accelerating the cathodic reaction 

kinetics. 
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Figure 65. Variation of Eb – Ecorr of the ECAPed alloys with different number of ECAP 

passes against (a) reciprocal square root of grain size and (b) volume fraction of β-

Mg17Al12 precipitates at the DRXed grain boundaries. 
 

 

 

Figure 64(c) and (d) shows Nyquist and Bode representations, respectively of the 

ECAPed alloys immersed in 0.05 M NaCl solution. EIS measurements were performed 

to support the potentiodynamic polarization results regarding the improvement in the 

protective ability of the oxide film with increasing the strain level. From Figure 64(c), it 

is seen that the EIS spectra of the ECAPed alloys exhibited two capacitive loops; one 

capacitive loop from high to intermediate frequencies (60 kHz – 160 mHz) and a 

capacitive loop at low frequencies (160 mHz – 10 mHz). Furthermore, it is also noticed 

that the radius of these capacitive loops increases with increasing the strain level. 

According to previous studies, the high-frequency capacitive loop has been associated 

with the protective properties of the oxide film whereas the low-frequency capacitive 

loop is attributed to the charge transfer during electrochemical reactions at the 

metal/electrolyte interface [102, 108]. The higher the radius of the high-frequency loop, 

the higher the protective ability of the oxide film. Similarly, the higher the radius of the 

low-frequency loop the higher the resistance of the Mg alloy to charge transfer 
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processes. Therefore, Figure 64(c) shows that increasing the level of strain results in the 

formation of a more protective oxide film. The enhanced oxide film as increasing the 

strain level can subsequently improve the corrosion resistance of the Mg alloy by 

blocking active anodic and cathodic sites such that, charge transfer processes are delayed 

at the alloy surface. The Bode plots in Figure 64(d) showing the impedance magnitude 

(|Z|) and the phase angle against frequency, further support these observations. 

Typically, the impedance magnitude at the lowest frequency (|Z|0.01 Hz) is associated with 

the total impedance of the system and the higher the |Z|0.01 Hz value, the higher the 

corrosion resistance of a material. In this sense, Figure 64(d) shows that the |Z|0.01 Hz 

values of the ECAPed alloys increase with increasing the strain level, indicating that 

ECAP processing at higher strain levels improved the corrosion resistance of the 

ECAPed alloys. The phase angle curve confirms the presence of the two time constants 

observed from the Nyquist representation. Furthermore, it is also seen that the phase 

angle of the high-frequency time constant decreases with increasing the strain level, 

these results also indicate that the protective properties of the oxide film are enhanced as 

increasing the strain level. 

The EIS spectra of the different ECAPed alloys was fitted using the equivalent 

electrical circuit shown in Figure 64(c) to further explore the electrochemical response 

of these ECAPed alloys. In this circuit, Rs corresponds to the resistance of the 

electrolyte, CPEox and Rox describe the capacitance and the resistance of the oxide film, 

respectively, and CPEdl and Rct represent the double layer capacitance and the charge 

transfer resistance, respectively, of the charge transfer process taking place at the Mg 
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alloy/electrolyte interface. Constant phase elements (CPEs) were used instead of 

capacitances to account for nonideal capacitive behavior due to heterogeneities in the 

system (e., surface roughness, electrode porosity, non-uniform potential and current 

distribution, etc.) [155]. The CPE element is defined in terms of the parameters T and n; 

in which T corresponds to the CPE magnitude and n is an empirical exponent that varies 

between 0 and 1. For n = 0, the CPE element becomes a pure resistor and for n = 1, the 

CPE element is identical to a pure capacitor. As seen in Figure 64(c) and (d), there is a 

good agreement between the EIS experimental data and the fitted results obtained from 

the equivalent circuit. The different electrical parameters obtained after the EIS fitting 

process are reported in Table 8. From these results, it is clearly evident that the 

resistance of the oxide film (Rox) increases as increasing the strain level, from 12.36 kΩ · 

cm2 for the ECAPed alloy after the first pass to 17.56 kΩ · cm2 for the ECAPed alloy 

after the fourth pass, which corroborates that increasing the strain level during ECAP 

processing results in ECAPed alloys that form more protective oxide films with a higher 

resistance against aggressive species. Accordingly, Table 8 shows that the capacitance of 

the oxide film (CPE-Tox) decreases as increasing the strain level. This parameter has 

been related to the thickness of the oxide film where lower values of CPE-Tox are 

associated with relatively thick and compact films [16, 18, 148]. Therefore, the lower 

CPE-Tox values as increasing the strain level indicates the formation of a more compact 

oxide film that hinder the migration of aggressive species towards the Mg surface. It is 

expected that the improvement in the protective properties of the oxide film can 

subsequently improve the corrosion resistance of the Mg alloy by preventive aggressive 
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species to reach the metallic surface and to initiate electrochemical reactions at the alloy 

surface/electrolyte interface. This is indeed the case here where it can be seen from 

Table 3 that there is an increase in the charge transfer resistance (Rct) and a decrease in 

the double layer capacitance (CPE-Tdl) as increasing the strain level. The increase in the 

Rct values as increasing the strain level indicates that the ECAPed alloys with severe 

plastic strain exhibits a higher resistance for electrochemical reactions induced by the 

corrosive environment. Furthermore, the decrease in the CPE-Tdl values as increasing 

the strain level implies that the active area available for charge transfer processes 

decreases as increasing the strain level.  

 

 

 

Table 8. Electrical parameters obtained from fitting the EIS data of the ECAPed alloys 

immersed in 0.05 M NaCl solution 

 
ECAP  

passes 

Rs Rox CPE-Tox CPE-nox Rct CPE-Tdl CPE-ndl 

(kΩ·cm2) (kΩ·cm2) (μF·sn-1·cm-2)  (kΩ·cm2) (μF·sn-1·cm-2)  

1 1.06 12.36 7.47 0.910 7.87 632.9 0.735 

2 1.18 14.43 6.44 0.924 11.47 428.2 0.691 

3 1.02 15.28 5.92 0.930 14.79 360.1 0.796 

4 1.10 17.56 5.11 0.924 15.42 329.2 0.662 

 

 

 

These EIS results and equivalent circuit analysis correspond well with the 

potentiodynamic polarization results confirming that increasing the number of ECAP 

passes leads to formation of more protective oxide films that are more effective in 

blocking active sites for the development of electrochemical processes at the alloy 
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surface. Consequently, the enhanced protective ability of these oxide films can further 

improve the corrosion resistance of the ECAPed alloys. As mentioned above, the 

superior protective ability of the oxide film on the ECAPed alloys with higher strain 

levels can be associated with a potential synergistic effect between the significant grain 

refinement coupled and a high volume fraction of well-distributed β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates.  

5.3 Summary and Conclusions 

The corrosion susceptibility of recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions and 

the combined effect of dynamic recrystallization and dynamic precipitation on the 

electrochemical behavior of partially recrystallized ECAPed AZ91 alloys at different 

strain levels was investigated. The main conclusions from this study are summarized as 

follows: 

• The immersion testing of the ECAPed alloys during short and long immersion time 

in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution showed that corrosion primarily initiated and propagated 

in the DRXed grains through microgalvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates formed at the DRXed grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix. 

These results were confirmed by SKPFM and local PDP measurements where it was 

found that the DRXed region exhibited a higher Volta potential difference and higher 

corrosion current density than the un-DRXed region. The higher corrosion 

susceptibility of the DRXed region was mainly attributed to higher microchemistry 

difference between the precipitates and the matrix and a weaker basal texture of 

DRXed grains. 
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• The corrosion morphology of the ECAPed alloys changed as increasing the level of 

deformation strain from highly localized and deep at low strain levels to more 

uniform and shallower at higher strain levels. The increase in strain level also led to 

lower corrosion rates of the ECAPed alloys. The more uniform corrosion with 

shallow penetration depth at high strain levels was attributed to the higher DRXed 

ratio and the high volume fraction of well-dispersed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates 

formed at the DRXed grain boundaries. A linear correlation was found between 

maximum penetration depth and size of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates. 

• Increasing the level of deformation strain promotes of the formation of a more 

protective oxide film on the ECAPed alloys with higher resistance to localized 

breakdown by aggressive species. The higher properties protective of the oxide film 

as increasing the strain level was associated with the significant grain refinement that 

promote the formation of a more compact and adherent surface protective layer. 

Furthermore, the high volume fraction of well-dispersed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at 

the DRXed grain boundaries can also induce the formation of an aluminum-enriched 

oxide layer with a more protective ability as compared to the MgO/Mg(OH)2 layer. 

Correlations between Eb – Ecorr and d-1/2 and Eb – Ecorr and volume fraction of 

precipitates were established. 

• A simultaneous improvement in corrosion resistance and hardness was achieved as 

increasing the level of deformation strain, these results serve as a platform for future 

alloy design. 
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CHAPTER VI  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

This study provided a comprehensive understanding of the influence of 

microstructural features on the corrosion behavior of AZ91 alloys processed by different 

methods with a focus on the role of grain size, grain structure, size and distribution of 

secondary phases, dislocation density, and crystallographic texture. The main findings of 

this study can be summarized as follows: 

• An AZ91 alloy processed by equal channel angular pressing for four passes 

exhibited a good combination of strength, ductility, and corrosion resistance in 

chloride-containing environments with superior properties than the traditional as-cast 

and heat-treated AZ91 alloys. The improvement in strength was mainly associated 

with significant grain refinement during ECAP processing that provided grain 

boundary strengthening as well as formation of large amount of well-dispersed fine 

β-Mg17Al12 precipitates that further promoted grain boundary strengthening and 

precipitation hardening. The refined grain structure combined with the presence of 

uniformly distributed β-Mg17Al12 precipitates also induced a more uniform plastic 

deformation resulting in higher ductility. Lastly, the superior corrosion resistance 

properties of the ECAPed alloy was mainly attributed to the presence of a more 

protective oxide film, formation of more protective layer of corrosion products upon 

long-term immersion, and presence of well-distributed fine precipitates that induced 

the development of a more uniform corrosion with shallow penetration depth. 
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• Corrosion initiation in a peak-aged AZ91 alloy simultaneously occurred at the 

interior of the α-Mg matrix and in the local α-Mg inside the α + β lamellar 

precipitate. The corrosion initiation inside the α-Mg matrix occurred due to the lower 

aluminum content at these regions that induced preferential anodic dissolution of the 

aluminum-depleted α-Mg matrix; this process occurred in the presence of hydrogen 

evolution taking place in local cathodic sites. Micro-galvanic coupling between the 

Al8Mn5 intermetallic particles and the adjacent α-Mg matrix also occurred inside the 

α-Mg matrix, however this process was limited due to the small cathode-to-anode 

area ratio that led to slow galvanic corrosion kinetics. Corrosion inside the α + β 

lamellar precipitate occurred through microgalvanic coupling between the β-phase 

and the local α-Mg phase; this microgalvanic corrosion process prevailed over the 

microgalvanic coupling between the lamellar precipitate and the adjacent α-Mg 

matrix due to the higher microchemistry difference between the β-phase and the 

local α-Mg phase and the higher cathode-to-anode area ratio. It was also found that 

the β-Mg17Al12 phase/α-Mg matrix interface acted as a barrier against corrosion 

propagation through adjacent Mg grains. This barrier effect was attributed to the 

continuous network of the lamellar precipitate along grain boundaries that made 

these precipitates more resistant to undermining. Furthermore, this barrier effect can 

be also related to the formation of an aluminum-enriched oxide film on the lamellar 

precipitate and the presence of an array of closely-spaced β-Mg17Al12 precipitates at 

the grain boundary. At long-immersion time, the anodic dissolution at the interior of 

the Mg grains dominated the corrosion propagation process due to the faster kinetics 
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of this process compared to the kinetics of the micro-galvanic corrosion processes. 

Thus, the corrosion morphology at long immersion time is characterized by a 

honeycomb structure of dissolved matrix surrounded by undissolved β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates along the grain boundaries.  

• Corrosion in ECAPed AZ91 alloys preferentially occurred in the recrystallized 

grains due to the higher microchemistry difference between the β-Mg17Al12 

precipitates and the α-Mg matrix in this region compared to the one the in non-

recrystallized region. In addition, the weakened basal texture of the recrystallized 

grains could also be responsible for the corrosion initiation and propagation in these 

regions. These factors resulted in a larger Volta potential difference and higher 

corrosion current density than those of the non-recrystallized regions. The 

preferential corrosion inside the DRXed grains occurred mainly through 

microgalvanic coupling between the β-Mg17Al12 precipitates formed along the 

DRXed grain boundaries and the adjacent α-Mg matrix leading to corrosion 

initiation at the grain boundaries that subsequently propagated into the grain interior. 

The corrosion morphology of the ECAPed alloys changed from highly localized and 

deep to more uniform and shallower as increasing the level of deformation strain. 

From corrosion and electrochemical measurements, it was found that the corrosion 

rate decreased, the breakdown potential of the oxide film increased, and the 

resistance of the oxide increased as increasing the strain level. In addition, the 

hardness of the material was also increased as increasing the level of deformation. It 

was concluded that the simultaneous improvement in corrosion resistance and 
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hardness (strength) as increasing the level of strain was related to the combination of 

smaller grain size of the DRXed grains, higher volume fraction of DRXed grains and 

higher volume fraction of uniformly distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates. 

This study showed the superiority of ECAPed AZ91 alloys in strength, ductility, 

and corrosion resistance. Therefore, it would be of great interest to further explored the 

mechanical behavior and corrosion resistance of this alloy using this type of severe 

plastic deformation methods. For the particular case of ECAP processing, there are 

several processing conditions that can be investigated to developed ECAPed AZ91 

alloys with even better mechanical and corrosion resistance performance as the one 

reported in this study. Parameters such as temperature, route, and number of ECAP 

passes are highly attracted since they can be easily controlled and they do not require 

any changes in the design. Furthermore, it is well known that these factors drastically 

influence the grain structure, texture and characteristics of β-Mg17Al12 precipitates (i.e., 

size, volume fraction, distribution, shape, etc.). 

This study also showed that a refined grain structure with the presence of well-

distributed fine β-Mg17Al12 precipitates led to better mechanical properties and corrosion 

resistance of the ECAPed alloy with fourth passes compared to the as-cast alloy, 

traditional heat-treated alloys, and ECAPed alloys with fewer number of passes. 

However, it would be interesting to investigate the corrosion behavior in a fully 

recrystallized microstructure and to find if there is a critical limit at which more grain 

refinement or more formation of fine precipitates is detrimental for the corrosion 

resistance of these heavily deformed AZ91 alloys.  
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